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Clemson's national chanipionsliip (inai-tt'rl)ack has not had an eass
year but a look at his past tells ns that Homer Jordan still has a lot ot
great days left on the gridiron. Tim Bonrret discusses Homer's
future antl his learning experience of 1982.
Have We Got an Idea For Y'ou
When Clemson won the national championship last Januar\ , things
were just getting started tor .\liison Dalton, (llemson's .Sports
Promotions Director. E\ en idea imaginahle tor CMemson sou\ euir
items and memorahlia came his wa\ trom people all i.'. »'r tiie couu-
tn . Kim KelK tells us about some of the more interesting iileas.
'The Bruise Brothers
"
William Perr\' and William Dev ane are 600 pounds ot middle guard
that terrorize enem\' lines on Saturda\ s. But, the rest ot the week
the> are famiK men, with other things on their mind. Kim KelK and
Tim Bourret take a look at the lighter side ofthe "Bruise Brothers".
Shooting tor a F'ull House
Bill P'oster's Tigers are looking to complete the lull house this \ ear
with a retiini to the XCAA tournament. Se\ en newcomers and tour
returning starters give the Tigers reason tor optimism about 198.3's
goal. Cricket Yates e.xamines the Tigers' chances.
Hall of Fame
The Clemson Hall of Fame honors the great athletes and adminis-
trators ot Tiger traditions of \esteryear. Today, seven more names
w ill be added to the tlistinguished list ot jieople who ha\ e meant so
nuich to Clemson. Jett Rhodes re\ iews their accomplisinnents.
1978 Gator Bowl Revisited
One of Clemson s contemporar\' landmark \ ictories took place in
Jacksonv ille, FL, in December of 1978 when the Tigers upset Ohio
State, 17-15. A young Danny Ford was coaching his first game on
national television against the legendaiy Woody Hayes. It was quite
a night for Clemson athletics, as Jeff Rhodes recreates.
Youth Football
EniiK \\ iggins of the Clemson extension ser\ ice has |)n)\itlfil us with .iii
interesting studs and theories on the benehts of south football and other
sports activities. Danny .McNeill gives us some interestnig accounts of
her findings.
Band History
The Clcinson hand has been a major component of Tiger football
Saturda\s tor \ears. but their look has changed o\er the seasons. Frank
Johnson takes a look at the liistorv ot then" appearance and the histor\ ot
Tiger Band in general.
The Typical College .Athlete
The CF.^ did some homework o\er the snnnner and came up some
interesting statistics on the typical college football player and his most
common characteristics.
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Tales of the Tailbacks
By Tim Boiirret
There are countless switt and shitty
tailbacks in tlie countr\', bnt no game in
the nation will have a more volnniinoiis
collection ot players at that celebrated
position than today's Clemson-North
Carolina game. Move over Southern
Cal and Herschel Walker, they have
great backs in the ACC too.
No less than four of the top 50 rushers
in the country and three players with
over 2,000 career yards will be in to-
day's game in Death Valley. The five
backs who will see action have a col-
lective total over 8500 career yards, and
nearly 70 touchdowns. This year the
group averages about five yards per
carry and has accumulated over 25
touchdowns.
Clemson's entrants in the tailback
derby are a pair of seniors who have
been major reasons Clemson has won
31 games over the last three and half
years. Chuck McSwain has the higher
yardage total for his career with 2,092,
an incredible accomplishment consid-
ering he has started only 11 games in
his career. The best relief pitcher at
tailback in Clemson history had a sea-
son high 129 yards at N.C. State as he
starts his annual late-season surge. Now
ranked si.xth in career rushing at Clem-
son, McSwain needs 479 yards in the
remaining games to reach Buddy
Gore's number-one ranked total of
2,571.
While McSwain has the higher career
yardage total. Cliff Austin has the
higher season total. The senior from
Scottdale, GA, has picked up 810 yards
on 133 carries in a season that has ex-
ceeded what most expected the
number-nine rusher in Clemson his-
tory could accomplish. And, it is un-
thinkable when you consider the injury
difficulties he had in 1979 when he had
a knee operation after the spring game
and missed the entire campaign.
Austin needs only 115 yards to reach
the 2,000-yard club and that is exactly
his per game average this season. That
average is the highest among the quin-
tet ofoutstanding backs in today's game
and the ninth best total in the country.
With figures like that Austin is making a
late-season surge for some All-America
votes. Of course, his top effort occured
three weeks ago against Duke when he
set the Clemson single game record
with 260 yards in 27 carries, breaking
the 30-year-old mark held b\ Don King.
Additionally, Austin is fourth in the na-
tion in scoring with 9.4 points per game,
an average most ACC basketball
players would be proud of. Entering
this game, Austin has a streak of four,
100-yard games in succession and he
needs only one more to set the Clemson
record. In fact, he would already have it
if he could have managed three more
yards against Western Carolina on
September 25.
While Clemson has two tailbacks as
its leading rushers, the Tar Heels have
three. And the ranking is in reverse
order of their lineup on the North
Carolina depth chart. Incredibly, the
third-string tailback is the leading
rusher on the team, and a player justifi-
ably touted for the Heisman Trophy in
the preseason publicity, is second on the
team in rushing.
Kelvin Bryant is the back who was
considered a Heisman candidate in the
preseason publications. No, you won't
find his name in last year's statistics in
the ACC or the NCAA, but he had one
of the best seasons on a per game basis
in the history of the conference. Be-
cause of a rule that says a player must
participate in 75 percent of his team's
games to qualify for stats, Bryant was
left off the stats, hut he had over 1,000
yards rushing and scored 17
touchdowns in only seven games. In
the first three games of 1981 he had 15
touclidowns, already halfway to
breaking the NCAA single season
touchdown record held by Lydell
Mitchell of Penn State. This season he
has exceeded 500 yards rushing and av-
eraged almost five yards per carry.
Tyrone Anthony is the leading rusher
on the club with over 500 yards even
though he is listed as the third-team
tailback. The junior from Pfaftown, NC,
has over 1,000 vards rushing in his
career as he capably substituted for
Bryant last year when he was injured in
the fourth game of the season. He has a
5.9-yard average that includes an 83-
yard run.
The final member of the North
Carolina tailback triumvariate is Ethan
Morton. The soph()nu)re is the third
k'ading rusher on the cluh and proha-
bl\ the most gifted athlete of the three.Cliff Austin and Chuck McSwain arc two of tlic talcnteci tailbacks in to(la\ 's game at Death \'allc\.
i'Coin Flips
Coming Attractions
The Kaiiiiapolis, NC, native who re-
seinl)les AncK Headen in size, gained
onK 144 > ards in the reguhir season hist
year, hut he niatehed the total in the
Gator Bowl in 27 earries in the vietorx
over Arkansas that brought him eo-
MVP honors. Horton eould play quar-
terback or just about an\ other position
he wanted at North Carolina, but by the
time he is through he might settle in as
the school's all-time leadii.g ground
gainer.
While the tailbacks will be in the
spotlight this afternoon, we can not
make light of the outstanding defenses
of both sides. All the tailbacks will have
their respective toughest tests of the
season, as both schools are ranked in
the top 11 in the nation in rushing de-
fense. North Carolina is ranked eighth in
the nation in that categor\ and the Ti-
gers have been in the top 15 all season
thanks to the play of William Perr\,
William Devane and a host of frontline
players who have controlled the line of
scrimmage so much that most teams just
give up and throw the ball (Clemson
opponents have averaged 34 passes a
game this year). No team has gained
over 150 yards a game against the Ti-
gers. North Carolina is averaging nearh
300 \ards per game on the ground.
Defensively for North Carolina, an
outstanding linebacker con^s has keyed
the hard-hitting defense that has al-
lowed only 82 yards per game on the
grt)und, a total Cliff Austin a\erages for
a little over a half Chris Ward leads
the Tar Heels in tackles, while his run-
ninginate. Bill Sheppard, is second.
Jack Parry, a defensive tackle, leads the
down linemen in tackles and sacks.
Undoubtedly, something has to give
in this game. North Carolina's
nuinher-third ranked overall defense
against Clemson s llth-ranked rushing
defense. Clemson s nuniber-13 ranked
scoring defense against North
Carolina s niunher ninth-ranked scor-
ing offense. The matchups are pivotal at
all positions.
But, for those of you who enjoy see-
ing the hall in the air, take off to
Esanston, Illinois and watch North-
western throw 71 passes against
Michigan State this afternoon. For the
purists who enjoy rock-hard football,
well, \ou'll be in heaven. Banks
McFadden, you're going to love this
one.
The hoop season is upon us and for a
preview ofthe Clemson Tigers travel to
Winthrop College on November 9
when the Tigers take on Athletes in
Action in the dedication game of the
Eagles' new arena in Rock Hill. Tickets
w ill be av ailable at the gate as Clemson
will get some very stiff competition
against one of the world's top amateur
team.
And don t forget to come to the South
Carolina football game in two weeks to see
1982 Clemson Stats
(5-1-1 Overall, 3-0 ACC)
Rushing
Att. >(/.v. Alfi. TP LC
Austin 133 810 6.1 11 47
C. MtSwain 71 413 5.8 5 82
McCull 58 250 4.3 4 13
Muck 31 115 3.7 19
Flasler 22 100 4.5 14
CLEMSON 400 1906 4.8 22 82
Oiiponents 247 603 2.4 5 28
Passing
Att.Comi). Int. Yds. 7'D Pet.
Jordan 71 37 6 411 1 .521
Eppley 34 20 2 261 ..588
Pareti- 5 121 2 .714
CLEMSON 112 62 8 793 3 ..5.54
Opponents 245 133 13 1.548 5 ..543
Receiving
PC. Yds. AtK. ro LG
Magwood 17 311 18.3 1 42
Stotkstill 15 103 6.9 16
Alley 5 82 16.4 22
Dunn 5 13 3.3 1 12
R. McSwain 3 76 25.3 1 33
CLEMSON 62 793 12.8 3 42
Opponents 133 1.548 11.6 5 53
Tackle Leaders
Kinard 46 Headen 33
Lindse\ 46 Scott 31
Reinhert 44 Ferry 29
Benisli 35 Cliilders 29
Results and Schedule
Sept. 6 7-13 A L f;.Miri;i.i
Sept. 18 17-17 H T B( )S H )\ ( ( )1,I.K( ;E
Sept 25 21-10 H \V W KSTKHN CAHOLINA
Oct 2 24-6 H W kENTK.KV
Oct 9 4S-() A W \iri;iiii.i
Oct 16 49-14 H W 1)1 KK
Oct. 23 .38-29 \ W N C, Slate
Nov. 6 NORTH CAROLINA
No\ . 13 at Mar\ l,ind, 1:30 P\l
Ncn. 20 SOI TH CAROLINA, 1:0(1 P.\1
No\. 27 Wake Forest(Tok\o, Japan), ILOOPM
lit
Bill Foster s Tigers in their final tuneup for
the .-Maska .Shootout. The amuial Orange-
White game will take place in Littlejohn
Coliseum at 1():.30 The tigers open the
season against Texas \tk\\ on Novfmher
26 at the Shootout, otic of the nation's top
toinnaments.
Afti'r tochiN s game drop 1)\ the Jervey
.\thletie C'enter Clym to watch the fnial
home \ ()lle\ iiall matc h oi the season w hen
tlie Lady Tigers take on Maryland's Lady
Terps at'6;00 PM.
1982 North Carolina Statistics
(5-2 Overall, 2-1 in .\CC)
Rushing
Att. Yd.s TD LC.
Aiithoin 91 53:3 5,9 5 83
Br\ ant 119 519 4.4 4 34
Horton 109 49<i 4.6 (H
(;oUoii 36 19J 5.4 21
Ratlifl' .30 120 4.0 1 17
N CAROLINA 442 1999 4.5 15 83
Opponents 222 578 2.6 6 84
Passing
Att. C.timp. Int Yds TD Pet.
Elkins 91 47 3 (i41 5 ,516
Stankav age 48 29 1 420 .604
N CAROLINA 147 79 5 1113 13 ..5.37
Opponents 181 86 7 842 3 .475
Receiving
PC Yds. Aig. TD LG
Harrisf)n 18 313 17.6 3 68
Smith 18 215 16.4 5 68
Bryant 13 141 10.8 3 56
Horton 11 1.50 13.1 2 14
Anthony 5 60 12.2 1 24
N. CAROLINA 79 1113 14.1 13 68
Opponents 86 842 9.8 3 36
Punt Returns
.Vo, V,/.v. Alt:- TD LP
Siiiitli 9 154 17.1 24
Horton 1 14 14 () 14
N CAROLINA 10 Uih 1(1 S 24
Opponents .30 614 20.5 76
Results and Schedule
Sept. 9 6-7 A L Pittsbnruh
Sept, 18 34-10 H W \anclerl)ilt
Sept, 25 62-8 H W .Arniv
Oct 2 41-0 H W (ieorgia Tet h
Oct 9 24-7 A W Wake Forest
Oct 16 41-9 H w \(: St.iti
Oil .30 21-31 H L M.ir\ kind
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Congratulations to Clemson University
1981 Notional Football Champions
HereAQidcThereAQidc
EverywhereAQidcQidc
There's plenty of energy for everyone in SCE&lG's service area.
But there's not enough that folks can afford to waste it. So keep
your thermostats down in cold weather, up in hot. And remem-
ber to turn off your lights and appliances when you're through
using them. Because we could save lots of f 0_^^
energy if we got everybody clicking. w^COC^S
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Homer Jordan
Better Times Are Coming
B> Tim Bourret
. . More than likely wiW be in the defensive
secondarv- for the 198f) season ..." That was
the dominant line at the bejynning of Homer
Jordan's hio in the IWJ Clems^jn press guide.
There wasn t much hope for the sf<phomore as a
quarterback that preseason, but he was tfxj good
an athlete to keep out ofthe lineup. The secfjnd-
ar>- was the answer.
Jordan wanted to do what was best for the
team, but his heart was in the Clemson quarter-
back job. "I got a hip pointer in the springof I98fJ
and fell behind .\nay Headen . said Jordan.
"NMien we came back for the fall. .\nd> was
number one and I had to beat him out. I spent a
lot oftime working in all phases of the game that
summer because I was going to get another shot
at quarterback."
It was a close caU for Jordan when it came to
his future as Clemson ouarterback because head
coach Dann> Ford could ha\ e mo% ed him to the
setfjndar> permanenfU. a position he played
as a starter in high schofjl for three years.
"Homer was too good of an athlete to sit on the
bench," said a reminiscing Ford. "The c-rjaches
decided that summer that we would give him
another shot at quarterback but that ifhe did not
start there, he would play in the secondary.
'
So. with the all-or-nothing circumstance
facing him. Jordan came back in the fall in top
shape and won the job back from Headen.
He started every game in 19S<'J, and finished
strong, completing almost fH) jjerc-ent of his
passes over the last four games of the season.
-Vnd. of course, last season has been well
documented—an M\'F trophy from the Orange
BouL hrjnorable mention .All-.\merican and sec-
ond in the ACC MN'P rac-e behind teammate Jeff
Davis. That Orange Bowl sictorv' is certainly
Jordan s most memorable. 'T don t remember
that much about the game as far as individual
lays are concerned, but I do remember cele-
rating with Perry Tuttle after the game." said
Jordan, who was 11-22 passing and gained IVJ
yards in total offense that ni^t in the national
c-hampionship-clinching \ic-tory over Nebraska.
".\ner the game we ran around the field and
just celebrated. It was suc-h a great feeUng to be
national champions."
But. that ecstatic feeling quickly diminished
for Jordan, as the cfimbination of the heat and
the celebration on the field, forced him to liter-
ally run out of gas. A dehydrated Jordan made it
to his locker in the dressing room, but quic-kly
passed out. "I was feeling real tired by the time I
got to the loc-ker. It hit me all of a sudden and I
knew something was wrong, so I went to Doctor
I Fred Hoover. He gave me something, but I
needed help getting to the bus and then they had
to carrv- me into the hotel. That night I just
stased in m> room with ni>' family. I was tired,
but the excitement of it all kept me awake until
about -5:00 .\M. I wanted to be out with the guys
celebrating, but the doctors said no."
In a lot of ways, that dehydration and subse-
quent confinement, was the beginning of a
streak of unfortunate lucic for Homer Jordan.
The change over fi-om bliss to disappointment
bteralK- took place over night.
Since then it has been one thing after another
hmiting his play this season to but four games in
1%2. and he was never fuDy healtfay in any ofthe
games. Jordan's limited service this season
gained its direct roots during a simple drill the
Thursday before the Georgia game. "\Ve were
running goal tine play s and^ I ran a quarterback
snealc said Jordan. "I was tackled, then some-
one's helmet hit my right leg while I w^s on the
ground. I knew it was hit wrong when I gfjt up,
but I kept practicing. You get hits like that a lot.
.\nd my le^s are funny anyway, I can pt>p thern in
different wa\ s and make sounds with them when
they are normal.
"Well, the next day it kept bothering me. but
it was more <>( a nagging thing, and you have to
play with those thing,s. especially liefore Gef>r-
gia. \^'e had it X-rayed and it was fine, st) I didn't
think much about it. But, it did cfjntinue to
bother me."
The s^jreness and nagging pain came to a head
on October 12, the Tuesday before the Duke
game and ironically the same day fellow-
returning all-c-onference player Dan Burnish was
injured. "There were not more than fiv e minutes
left in practice and Homer was just throwing
some regular pass patterns." said assistant tfjach
Lawson Holland. "On a sprintout-type pass, he
let it go and then went df/wn. I IfXjked at him and
said, 'Get up. don't give me that.' I thougfit
he was joking, but then I saw his face and he
was serious."
Jordan was immediately taken to Greenville
for examination. Phvsicians wanted to rjperate
on Friday, the day before the Duke game, but
Homer had another complication, a tof>thache.
He had been taking meditation for an infection
and cfjuld not have the operation until that mal-
ady was over. Finally, on .Vfondav. October IS.
Jordan had arthrf>scr>pic surgery to repair carti-
lage problems.
It has been a tough rf<ad for Jordan this seasf>n.
In addition to the injury problems he was forced
to miss the Kentucky' game because ofan NC.-\.A
investigation involving the purchase of his
automobile.
"I had nothing but good luck for so long and
now it seems like things have turned the other
direction, "said a reflecting Jordan. "Life is nota
bed of roses and this season has made me
appreciate things. But, I am optimistic. I got a
letter frorn my high sch^X)! coach ' John Waters),
and it said. Hang in, grxxl things happen to
gfxxl people.'
"My mother has helped me a lot this year twj.
\\'hen I woke up from the operation she was
there, and whenever 1 ^ot fnjstrated this season
she was there to help.'
Just like Jordan did in the summer of 198^), he
will be working hard this month and the months
to cTjme to continue his career with Clemson and
in the pro ranks. "I still have v>me gfKxl times
crjrning on the field. I suppose my Fjest bet rigfit
nw might fx- the new league 'L'SFL , but I
would like to give the NFL a shot. .And, I'd go to
Canada if the situation was righit. I'll talk to some
of the former Clemson players in the Canadian
League after the seavjn."
Homer Jordan has a lot of grxxJ games left,
hopefully sorne at Clemson in 1982 players with
similar operations have returned in four weeks .
But, even if he dfx;s not return to the Tiger
lineup this seas<')n, Horner Jordan will be re-
membered for two things, one predominantly by
the fans and one by his teammates and close
associates. The fans will remember that he was
the only player to quarterback the Tigers to a
national championship. His close associates will
remember his maturity in handling difficult
situations during his senior seav»n.
"Homer has had to deal vwith an awful lot this
season. ' said teammate and rfxjmrnate Cliff .Aus-
tin. "I ve got a lot of respect for him. He s shown
great patience, s<^>mething rnf<st frf us would not
have had in a similar situation."
Homer Jordan mav nr/t be in a class by himself
on and off the field, hut if sure dfjesn't take long
to call roll.
Homer Jordan is the oni> plaver to quarterback Clemson to the national championship.
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TEXTILE HALL CORPORATION
Serving the textile industry since 1915
Textile Hall is proud to be the donor of the Textile Bowl, presented annually to the
winner of the Clemson-N.C. State Game.
VISIT OUR EVENTS
Textile Hall is producer and sponsor or co-sponsor of:
International Textile Machinery Shows
Holiday Fair (December 3 & 4, 1982)
Winner of the Governor's Cup as the most outstanding contribution to the tourist industry by the private
sector in 1980,
The Boat Show (February 24-27, 1983)
The Fiber Producer Conference (April 12-14, 1983)
PALPEX 83 (April 21-24, 1983)
(Palmetto Philatelic Exposition)
BESSE (October 18-20, 1983)
(Business Equipment, Supplies and Services)
RENT OUR FACILITIES
• Auditorium area seats 2,000 for meetings, 1,500 for catered dinners
• For meetings or catered meals the Hall offers:
• International Club 225 for meetings
• Executive Room 175 for meetings
• Glass Room 150 for meetings
• Sports Room 75 for meetings
1 1 committee rooms
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«r Souvenir Marketing
World of Buzzes & Bleeps
By Kim Kelly
He has e\ er> thins from britiht orange
shoes to paw-topped Cleinson deelv-
hoppers in his office. Tilings tliat Imzz,
beep and light up are also com-
monplace in his workadav world. Who
is this man? Is he some kind of kiddie
show character or perhaps the most
avid of all Clemson fans? No, he's Alli-
son Dalton, Clemson's Sports Promo-
tions Director.
Dalton, a nati\ e of Pickens, SC, came
to Clemson three years ago. A 1960
graduate of Clemson, Dalton was ver\'
familiar with the power of the paw and
the endearing personalit>' of the Clem-
son Tiger mascot so promoting them
wonld be no problem. Upon accepting
his position thongh, Dalton also inher-
ited snch ordinary tasks as maintaining
the Clemson radio network, soliciting
advertising for the basketball and foot-
ball programs and printing athletic
schedule cards. Overall his life at the
office was rather routine, then sud-
denl\ on October 3, 1981 Clemson
soundly defeated Kentucky 21-3,
racked up victory number-four and
moved into the nation's Top 10 in foot-
ball. Dalton's work life changed almost
immediately.
The Clemson Tigers, tiger paws and
Clemson orange were all of a sudden
becoming household words. "When
Clemson accepted the Orange Bowl
bid and a match-up for what woidd be
the national championship Tiger-
mania was in full swing, he said. "1 am
Dalton talks up the Tigers with Mirage Bowl
promoters.
tidly convinced that promoters watch
the Top 10, " he continued. "Our rise in
the polls coupled with the national
television coverage almost im-
mediately boosted the interest in
Clemson souvenir marketing. By the
time NBC aired the Orange Bowl last
Januar\ 1, the promoters and the public
in general were overwhelmed by
Clemson, its fans, its orange and its
ever-present paw," recalls Dalton.
With the 1981 national champion-
ship trophy safeK' tucked away, Dalton
and the rest of the Clemson troiipt'
headed back to Clemson. When Dalton
returned to his office in the Jervev
Athletic Center he knew that Clemson
promotions would be hot, but little did
he realize just how hot. "My office was
literally covered with Clemson na-
tional championship memorabilia and
souvenirs, " he said. "1 received almost
every thing imaginable with Tiger paws
stamped on it. A few of the really diffe-
rent tilings I received were a radio cap,
a \ ibrating pillow, a decorated cactus,
& a 'Clemsonized' Rubik's Cid^e. I al-
most forgot, 1 also got a call about a
Tiger beer," he laughed. On a more
serious note Dalton also revealed that
such big names as Bike, Russell South-
ern and the Amana Colonies have also
contacted him.
Shortly after the mailman slowed
down a bit on his delivery of suiprise
packages to the promotions office
Dalton decided that Clemson should
copyright a national championship
logo. A logo was then designed and re-
gistered so as to insure potential buyers
that ifthe mark appeared on the product
it is a fairK priced item of good (iualit\
and it is an item which is approved by
the University, and thus it is an off icial
Clemson souvenir.
"Once von register something
(Clemson registered the paw, paw
power, the IPTAY logo, the University
Seal and a number ofother symbols and
phrases) you have to e.xercise control
over it and administer your own
licensing program, " explained Dalton.
"1 just became iniuidated with promo-
tional gimmicks in my office and then
there were many promos out on the
street that Clemson needed to check
on, " he said. "On campus we organized
a Product Review Committee consist-
ing of representatives from the
bookstore, the athletic department, the
alunmi office, the IFTAY office and the
university administration, " he con-
tinued.
"We also contracted with Golden
Eagle Enterprises in Selma, AL, to
serve as licensing administrators, " said
Dalton. Thus, a formalized direct mar-
keting program totally nni by the Clem-
son Athletic Dej^artment was born.
With the help of Henderson Advertis-
ing, Dalton de\ eloped a complete ser-
vice program and produced "Orange
Aides' , the official CMcinsonniania
catalog.
"We mailed 83,000 of these full-color
catalogs on September .3 and the sales
response has been real good," said
Dalton. "Currently a special Christmas
edition is in the works, and from now on
we will produce a spring and fall
catalog." Additionally, Dalton men-
tioned that all catalog orders will be
processed by the bookstore and those
people desiring a catalog may retjuest
one by writing to the same outlet.
For Allison Dalton then, an ordinary
workday is prohahh' a rarity. Thank
goodness for that because the Clemson
Tigers and Tiger Fe\er are spreading,
and thi'S sliouidn t he contained.
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First Row: (L to K) Ceorse Davis, Arian Roberts, Katliy Anderson, Beth Cousins, Randy Faile, Pat Hook, Slieryl Pitts, Sherry Thrift, Danny Pechthalt. Second
Row: Russell Ragan, George llelmrich, David Castleberry, Scott Galloway (Head Cheerleader), David Pinion, Johnny Peden, Rick Conte.
YOU DON'T GET TO THE TOP
BYJUST PLAYING GAMES.
It takes hard work and a lot of practice. And it
takes a commitment to being the best. The kind
of commitment Clemson students, faculty and
alumni have also brought to their positions on the
J. P. Stevens team throughout the years.
Students filling jobs in nearby plants. Faculty
providing continuing education and valuable
research. And alumni in management roles.
For years we've worked together to create quality
fabrics. Having Clemson on our side has helped
keep us at the top, too.
J.PStevens&Co. , Inc.
An equal opportunity employer M/F/V/H
ff» Head Coach
Danny Ford
In just tliret' iull seasons as head eoaeli, Danny Ford has made
(juite an impaet on Clenison University. He has brought the Tigers
to the pinnaele of eollege football and put Clenison in the limelight
with the 1981 National (.'hanipionship. Last vear he was the major
reason Cllenison was the most improved team in the nation.
Ford deser\ edl\ was named National (^oaeh-of-the-Year by Un-
ited Press Inti-rnational, the Ameriean Ft)ott)all C^oaehes Associa-
tion, the Football Writers of America, and the Washington
Touchdown Club, in addition to many other local football clubs.
F^ord is also the yoinigest head coach (33) ever to take a team to a
national championship.
Ford is also the youngest fourth-year coach in Division I of the
NCAA, hut the now .34-year-old CJadsden, Alabama native has
been associated with more winning teams and programs than most
coaches come in contact with in a lifetime. Including his years as a
player at Alabama under Bear Bryant, Ford has been associated
with college football for the last 15 years. Fourteen of those clubs
have had winning records and 11 have gone to bowl games. Addi-
tionally, the 15 teams have had a record of 124-47-3, a .720 win-
ning percentage.
Ford has brought his winning attitude to Clemson University.
Now in his fourth full season as a head coach. Ford has led the
Tigers to a 27-9 record and three bowl games since taking over
on December 10, 1978. That was a fine day in Clemson ath-
letics because the University announced that Charley Pell had
relin(}uished the head coaching duties of the 1978 Cator Bowl
to Ford. Nearly 40 years after hiring 31-year-old Frank Howard,
(>lemson had hired a gifted 30-year-old to lead the Tiger
forces on the gridiron.
Ford conquered all kinds of adversity in leading the Tigers to a
nationally televised 17-15 triiunph over perennial power Ohio
State in the Cator Bowl in his very first game as head coach. Few
mentors in NCAA history have made such a celebrated and
successful beginning.
With this list of accomplishments, it is little wonder that the
Student Affairs Committee of the Clemson Board of Trustees only
considered one name as Charley Pell s successor. Danny Ford not
only had the backing of Pell, but also from the members of the
Clemson football team. He was then assistant head coach and
offensive line coach for the Tigers, After two meetings between
Ford and the committee on the morning of December 5, 1978, it
was the unanimous opinion of the committee that Ford should
be nanu'd Clemson s 21st head coach.
Ford began his association with college football in 1967 when
he started for Bear Bryant at Alabama as Ken Stabler's sopho-
more tight end. He played three years for Bryant, (including three
wins against Clemson) and was an All-Southeastern Conference
choice, All-SEC academic selection and team captain during his
senior season.
After receiving his B.S. degree in industrial arts in 1970, Ford
remained at Alabama as a graduate assistant for the 1970 and 1971
seasons. Upon earning a master s degree in special education in
1971, he was made a full-time assistant under Br\ ant for the 1972
and 1973 seasons. The Tide went to four more post-season games
while Ford was on Bryant's staff.
Clemson's current head man then accepted a position as an
assistant coach on Jimmy Sharpe's staff at Virginia Tech. He re-
mained in Blacksburg for three seasons (1974 to 197f3), before he
was beckoned to Clemson by Charley Pell, who had just been
named the Tigers' head coach. Pell and Ford had ser\ ed together
on the \'PI staff for two seasons.
And onK 23 games later, Ford became head coach of the Tigers
at age 30, the youngest Division I head coach in the country.
When Saying Nothing
Says it All
Suitable for framing in any
standard 18" x 24"orcxistom
frame, the visual impact of
"DOOM" is unparalleled. The
rich, vibrant colors will enhance
the decor of any room in your
home or office.
Distribution will be limited to
a total of 500 prints per year
and orders will be accepted
only during the months of
September through December.
Order your print of "DOOM"
today and order an extra copy
to give as a memorable gift to
the most deserving Clemson
fan you know. Only $9.95.
The perfect Christmas
gift for the Clemson
fan.





p. O. BOX 1 1
1
U FRANCE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29656
TELEPHONE 803/646-9304
Please send me copy(ies) of "DOOM" $9.95 each. Price includes
postage and handling. South Carolina and North Carolina residents add 4%
(40t;) sales tax. (Sorry, no COD orders.) Order now for Christmas.
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Here's the perfect way to display your team spirit.
New FLAIR SQUARES " collegiate design wallcovering. It's
the easy way to decorate any room with your school's colors.
Because FLAIR SQUARES is the only waUcovenng that comes
in convenient prepasted squares. AH you do is dip them in water
and slip them in place for a durable, washable surface that brings
a room to life. And they're dry-stnppable so they won't damage
walls when you redecorate.
So get FLAIR SQUARES.When you do part of the proceeds W
go to your university's athletic program. They're available at the
bookstore and other local outlets.
PUT A WINNER ON YOUR WALL. FLAIR SQUARES
COLLEGIATE DESIGNS.
© 1982 Pnntpack Inc . 500 Interchange Drive. Atlanta, Ga 30378
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Even the sound ofthe door closing is by design.
Our doors speak well of the rest of our car. But their tight, solid
sound is no accident.
Before we begin building the car, we engineer the best way to
assemble it. Piece by piece.
Doors, trunk and hood fit the body with close tolerances all
around.We align hinges and latches to work freely.
Window glass is held snug. And runs in the window channels
smoothly.Triple mbber door seals help reduce outside sounds and
wind noise.WeVe improved the insulation throughout the car.
The Honda Accord 4-Door Sedan is not only quieter, it's also
roomier and more comfortable.You'U find it rides and handles better.
And while its many luxurious features are impressive, they are
standard equipment. Like cmise control and variable-assist power
steering, to name but two.
Honda's simple philosophy of building cars that work the way
they were designed to work has made Honda number one in owner
loyalty among all leading import cars!
It has helped Honda cars retain a high resale value, among the
best in the automotive industry.
You can fully appreciate how a Honda is made the next time
you're in a Honda showroom. p-,——
After you kick the tires, listen to the doors. tSHEiQH





"I guess I'm a dreamer, and I try to make
the dreams come true."
The dream is a national championship in
football tor Clemson Uni\ersit\ . . . the
man in large part responsible for making it
come true is Bill McLellan.
Whether the dream factory is Holly-
wood or big-time college athletics, every-
one knows that dreams don t come true
without a large supporting cast. True to
form. Bill McLellan gives most of the
credit for Clemson's athletic success to its
fans. "The willingness of people to help
and to become a part of Clemson is unbe-
lievable. Their total in\olvement makes
my job easier, says the 48-\ ear-old father
offour, two ofwhom are Clemson students.
This "total invoUement of fans is
matched by McLellan s job performance as
athletic director. When interviewed two
years ago, McLellan was described by this
writer as "one of the most sought after and
accessible administrators on campus.
He s rarely away from a telephone or
walkie-talkie, by which he answers the
steady stream of (juestions that ultimateK
come his way. T handle the calls as
they come, without delay if possible. It s
like a chain reaction. I like to keep things
moving.
"
And keeping things moving, to Bill
McLellan, is a vital ingredient in Clem-
son s athletic success. "It's a continuous
challenge," he says. "Staying up-to-date
and pusliing hard to see that Clemson has
the opportunity to be competitive is my
whole job.
'
But "pushing hard " has its price. "I've
spent four Sundays at home in the last 13
months, " said McLellan one day last win-
ter He described sitting down for a visit
with his youngest daughter. Arch Anna,
now a sophomore at Winthrop. It wasn t
long before the phone rang with a call from
an ABC-TV sports executive. " She felt it
was wrong that she had to share me on a
Sunday afternoon, says VlcLellan. "But
you can't get away from it. It s the thing
we've had to accept. It would blow sour
mind if you let it.
Clemson University has enhanced its
national visibility through athletics, and
the value of greater name recognition car-
ries over into the University s educational
mission. "I ni proud of the fact that the
recognition is not limited to Clemson
athletics, and also that it s not limited to
Clemson University, says McLellan.
"Clemson has been good for South Caro-
lina, and people around the state can relate
to that."
McLellan is fond of saying, "It's the little
things that make life important. That atti-
tude is at the heart of Clemson s athletic
program, which is known for its efficiency
and attention to detail both on the field
and behind the scenes.
It is an attitude rooted in McLellan s
upbringing in a faiuily of seven children in
the small farm communit\ of Ilamer, S.C.
""Being a member of a bigfamih helped me
learn to imderstand people better and to
appreciate the little things that are a part of
that kind of life, he savs. "'We did every-
thing together All nine of us would pile
into the car and go to church or visit rela-
tives. We'd all eat together and we were
always bringing our friends to the house.
"
The sense of family, the sense of belong-
ing, is one of Clemson's strongest assets,
he says. "You know how it is when you go
somewhere and feel out of place. I don t
think anyone who comes to Clemson feels
out of place, as long as we remembi'r that
we get out of it what we put into it.
This concern for values is not lost in
McLellan s handling of Clemson s athletic
program. Tvc got to let our coaches know
that winning is good but that we ve got to
educate these voung pe()[)le. Thev re going
to be representing us for the rest of their
lives. We've got to realize that four years is
a very short time for us to help shape their
futures. We can't let the athletic demands
get out of balance with the educational
demands.
-McLellan came to CJlemson in 19.50 on a
football sch()larshi]D after graduating from
Dillon High School. He earnetl two foot-
ball letters as a Tiger lineman and was on
the 1952 Cator Bowl team, but he insists he
was not a very good athlete. Yet on-the-
field talent wasn't the only kind former
football coach F^rank Howard was adapt at
spotting. " I knew he was honest, a hard
worker and had gotten a good education,
recalls Howard, who hired McLellan in
1958. "I let him do everv thing I didn t want
to do. and he did a bettt'r job than if 1 had
done it myself.
In a sense, Cemson s athletic program
has grown as McLellan grew into his role as
athletic director, the post he assumed in
1971. The result is one of the best athletic
facilities in the country and an overall
sports program that has l)eeii ranked as one
of the nation s top four in recent years.
'"We ve been forerunners in a lot of ways,
and we ve shown that v\ e put what we earn
back into our facilities. I'm proud that
we re a self-sustaining auxiliary enterprise
of the University.
Putting something back into the I'niver-
sity has a personal dimension for .McLellan
also. "As one of seven children, that
athletic scholarship made a lot of things
possible for me, and 1 ap])reciate the op-
portunity to pay Clemson back. It s not an
ego trip for me, but it is personal satisfac-
tion which no one can ever take away.'
Is there a limit to the pressure and job
demands that Bill McLellan is willing to
endure? "There s no limit as long as I can
breathe, because I don t think a thing's
impossible, given the support we have
from Clemson people.
For this committment and service to
Clemson, Bill McLellan was named as a
Distinguished Alumnus of Clemson Uni-







The Farm Credit System can offer you many types of financial assistance for your farm
needs and requirements.
"What I like about dealing with their officers is that they have a farm background and
understand what our needs are and give us expert financial assistance."
For all types of agricultural credit, talk to the people who speak your language—
Federal Land Bank Associations, Production Credit Associations and Farm Credit Services.
Wespeakyour language
Short and Long-tenn Joint Land Bank mfW^^^p^^^
inlerniediate-term Farm Credit and
Farm Credit FCA services
Clemson and Farm Credit. Always Number 1 ^^|J|pp
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In football a fumble can be
The Same Is True in Aircondltlonlng




We have the winning combination
in designing, manufacturing, in-
stalling and maintaining your
environmental system. We have
professional engineering personnel,
modern shops and experienced
field crews. We can provide new
systems or modify existing systems.
When the need arises for air
conditioning, liquid & air filtration.
heat reclamation & air distribution
systems — Don't Drop the Ball-
Call on the professionals.
thermoAkinetics
Creating the ideal environment
716 E. Fairfield Rd. o Greenville, S. C. 29605 o 803/277-8080
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E N T I C I N G
Special occasions, no matter
howgrand orhow small, are
meant to be memorable. ARA,
Clemson University Catering
Service, can helpyou make that
possible. Be itan elaborate
seated dinnerfor200guests or
a simple after-the-game-
gathering, ARA can cater
every occasion. Our
international chefs willconsult
withyou to select a
personalizedmenuforan affair
atyourhome orone ofthe yvV-
private diningrooms at the
Clemson House.
So the next timeyour
calendar is marked with a red








































Bill L. Atchley. President
W. David Maxwell, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Melvin E. Barnette, Vice President for Business and Finance
Walter T. Cox, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Joseph B. McDevitt, Executive Officer; Secretary to the Board of Trustees
W. Harr\' Durham, Executive Director of University Relations
Edward F Byars, Executive Assistant to the President
Benjamin W. Anderson, Legal Counsel
DEANS
Arnold E. Schwartz, Dean, Graduate Studies and University Research
Luther P. Anderson, Dean, Colkxe of Af^ricultural Sciences
Harlan E. McClure, Dean, College of Architecture
James E. Matthews, Actinp, Dean, College of Education
Benton H. Box, Dean, College of Forest and Recreation Resources
Mary Lohr, Dean, College of Nursing
Henry E. Vbgel, Dean, College of Science
Ryan C. Amacher, Dean, College of Commerce ij Industry
J. Charles Jennett, Dean, College of Engineering
Robert A. Waller, Dean, College of Liberal Arts
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Dr. B. J. Todd
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When my folks sentme to college
they never dreamed Td come
home a Financial Wiiard.
I didn't have to take a
course or crack a book,
either. All I did was
become a C&S customer
Now I can use C&S's
Wizard machines on
campus and around town




even make payments on
a loan—24 hours a day.
And there are some 100
C&S offices and over 75
Wizard machine locations
around the state, so I can
be a Financial Wizard
almost any\vhere in
South Carolina.
So, folks, even though
I'm not on the Dean's List
yet, I'm already getting










2300 CEDAR LANE ROAD
P. O. BOX 72
TELEPHONE 246-0371




VISITORS: Season ticket holders and
other visitors to the stadium are requested
to enter Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, or 13. Persons
with top deck tickets must enter the
stadium via the ramps which are located
behind the South stands. Ramp entrances
are adjacent to Gates 1 and 13.
HANDICAPPED: Special entrances have
been provided at Gates 1, 5 and 13 for
the handicapped.
WILL CALL: Should you ha\e tickets at
the will call window, vou will tind them at
Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, and 8 arc closed prior to
the games and are opened for exit pur-
poses only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will
be a\ ailablc at Gates 1, 5, 9, 11, 13, and the
top deck. An\ person lead ing the stadium
other than with a team pass must have a
pass out check, as well as an admittance
stub to be readmitted to the stadium.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are
located under Section J on the South
side of the stadium, under Section T on
the North side, and under Section E of the
top deck. Trained nurses are on hand
during the game. Should a doctor be
needed, ask any usher, who knows the seat
locations of doctors. Ambulances are
located at Gates 1, 5, 8, and 13.
j: z
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TELEPHONES: Pay telephones are
located at the stadium ticket offices at
Gates 1, 5, 9, 13, and the top deck.
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The
public address svstem is intended pri-
marily for specatators' information con-
cerning the game. Please do not request
the use of the public address system to
make social contacts.
RESTROOMS: Ladies" and mens'
restrooms are located beneath the
stands and can be reached by e.xit from
any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost
or found, please report same to Gate 1
information booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession
stands are located beneath all stands and
can be reached by exit from an\ portal.
A concession price list is published on
this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls
are received over tlie press box telephone.
The press box number is 656-2110.
NOTE: The following items are prohib-
ited in Memorial Stadium—umbrellas,
folding chairs, chaise lounges, food and
beverage containers of any ty pe, alcoholic
beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose
is prohibited at an athletic contest in










Inflates 3.00 & 5.00





Tiger Paw Flags 2.00













Call the experts for your
residential/industrial door needs
We carry everything from decorative front doors to airplane hanger doors. And
each is constructed of the finest quality of wood, steel, alunninunn, fiberglass or
connbination to those nnaterials. You can also rely on our expert service after the
sale. Call us for an estimate for your project - whether it's one door or a hundred!
If it's anything to do with structural openings in the home, business, or industry,
we do it - best!
Serving Residential Needs With:
• Garage Doors, Automatic Openers
• Insulated Entry Door Systems
• Sliding Glass Doors
• Automatic Gate Openers
• Energy Saving Windows
• Space Builder Ventilated Shelving
• Fixed glass, mirrors, etc.
Serving Commercial Needs With:
• Dock Seals, Shelters
• Loading Dock Equipment
• Fire Doors & Sectional Doors
• Automatic Swinging Doors
• Strip Doors, Traffic Doors
Overhead Door of Greenville, Inc.















Asst. Head Coach & Defensive Coordinator
Nelson Stokley















(Front Row, L-R) Bill Lons, Mark Abel), Tony Blackwcll, Danny Moss, Robin Corley, C:hip VV inclitster, Joel Bullartl, Tid Katana. (Back Row) Joe Pranks,
Rodney Foster, Randall Balch, Devvayne CJiandler, Reno Wilson, (ires C^rais, Bob Fasley, Jay Bennett, Mike Bowman.
#4 helmet
#3 gym bag #5 roll bag






#1 — Classic Clemson Cap - Wool
cap: orange visor, white front, em-
broidered C , navy back, S-M
(6%7' 4) M-L (7' 4-7Ve) $9 95
#2 — Tiger Leisure Shirt - poly
cotton blend orange shirt, orange
& navy tiger paw Adult S, M, L,
XL, XXL $12 95
#3— Clemson Sctiool Bag heavy
duty orange & white vinyl $9 95
#4 — Tiger Helmet - Replica ol
Clemson game helmet, complete
with lace bar and chin strap. Youth:
XS (63/B-6V2) S (6Vb-63/4) M (6'-8-7)
L (7V8-7V4) $24.95
#5 — Tiger Roll Bag - cotton blend
orange bag. navy trim, white let-
tenng $9 95
#6 — Tiger Jersey • 100% cotton,
white shirt, orange & navy trim-
ming Youth: 8, M, L, XL Adult: S,
M, L, XL $11 95
Send check, money order, Master
Charge, or Visa number with exp
date. Add 4% sales tax in SC Add





Backbone of the Tigers
Clemson Iptay Club
By Len Gough, Assistant Executive Secretary of Iptay
The school year of 1981-1982 will hriiiR
fond nieinories to Clemson fans for nian\
years. There were six ACC Champions, 15
of 17 teams participated in postseason
playoffs and there were two national cham-
pionships. Two? Of course, everyone
knows about Clemson football, but once
again, as in the pre\ ious three years,
IPTAY was number one.
This team of dedicated ahnnni, students
and friends continues to def\ the odds with
18 consecutive record-setting years in rais-
ing funds for athletic scholarships. With
1981 being the most successful year for
athletic scholarship fundraising, IPTAY
1982 merely had a 182% increase in gi\ ing
over the goal. Success of this magnitude is
nothing new for the 20,000 members as
this group has raised over 22 million dollars
in the past 48 years. What is it, then, that
makes IPTAY so much more successful
than all other athletic fundraising groups?
"Clemson people have made IPTAY the
strong organization it is today, says Joseph
J. Turner, Jr., executive secretary for
IPTAY. "Our IPTAY representatives are
people from across the state and the South-
east who love Clemson University and who
want to help Clemson in any way. These
folks spend a lot of their time arranging
meetings and visiting other Clemson sup-
porters. They re the ones who keep IPTAY
head and shoulders above the rest.
IPTAY relies heavily on quality leader-
ship provided by officers like President
John Timmcrman, Vice President Bill
Rea\ es and Secretary Treasurer Lawrence
Starkey, Jr., who were all re-elected to
their respective offices in tribute to the
outstanding job the>' did in 1981-82.
"IPTAY s officers and board of directors
provide the guidance and judgment neces-
sary to administer a successful program.
When you take 20 successful businessmen
and put them in your boardroom, chances
are good ideas will develop," says Turner.
Founded as a secret society complete
with mystic words and secret ceremonies,
IPTAY has evolved into a professional or-
ganization of volunteers. These ideas that
Dr. Rubert A. Fike, IPTAY's founder and
eight other men, discussed in Dr. Fike's
Atlanta home over 48 years ago provide the
basis for IPTAY today. Can you imagine
what Clemson athletics would be like today
if that meeting in August of 1934 had not
taken place?
"Without a doubt, Clemson University
would not be enjoying the national expo-
sure it now has without the aid and support
of the IPTAY organization," said Bill
McLellan, Clemson's athletic director.
"Athletes as well as the university commu-
nity as a whole should be thankful for all
the benefits that IPTAY has provided in
the effort to make Clemson University
Number One.
It's not a secret society anymore. 0\cr
one million dollars was distributed to 400
athletes in 19 varsity sports during the
1981-82 school year. This is the main thrust
for IPTAY: to provide athletic scholarships
for student athletes.
The success of IPTAY has enabled this
organization to give aid to the athletic de-
partment and the uni\ ersit\' in many other
ways. IPTAY paid for the new uniforms for
the band in 1978 as well as provided travel
funds for the band in 1980 and in 1981. The
band will also travel in 1982 thanks to fund-
ing from IPTAY.
Among the physical improvements that
were made possible b\ IPTAY, assistance
included $22,(K)0 for lights at the Riggs
Soccer Field as w ell $150,000 for construc-
tion of permanent seating at the Tigers
tennis courts and baseball field.
The new scoreboard, the stadium
graphics, and ultramodern sound system
were all made possible thanks to a
$300,000 contribution from IPTAY. Cer-
tainh this helps make Death Vallev one of
the finest facilities in the South.
CertainK physical needs are not all at
C'lemson that IPTAY recognizes. The or-
ganization funds an academic tutoring
program at no charge for student athletes.
P'orty thousand dollars has been con-
tributed by IPTAY as partial funding of a
master transportation plan for Clemson
University IPTAY contributed a $125,(K)()
seed grant to begin plaiming for a Fine
Arts Center for use by the entire Clem-
son ComnumitN'.
"IPTAY' is committed to Clemson and
Clemson students, " said Turner. "IPTAY is
doing several things to make Clemson ath-
letes even stronger, and therefore benefit
the university as a whole."
With 20,000 Clemson people dedicated
to these goals, IPTAY can't help but stay
Number One.





puts the yes in
polyester
Wrangler shirts sayyes to Kodel.
Wrangler sport shirts . for the all-American look!
Like this campus classic styled in AVONDALE s "Woodsman"
flannel of Kodel polyester and cotton. Yes
Kodel tackles wrinkles and helps keep a neat, fresh appearance.
Available in a variety of colorful plaids. At fine stores.
© 198? Edbtrn.iri Kod,)l< Curiipdny
EASTMAN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. INC
, a subsidiary ot Eastman Kodak Company, 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK, N Y 10036














































That isht a diagram of a razzle-dazzle pass play below.
Its a recent Piedmont route map. ^^a"
As you can see, theUpAnd-Coming




Today we can fly
you to 15 of the countrys 25
largest metropolitan areas.
We can take you to /
NewOrleansforthe
Sugar Bowl, to Dallas/Ft.Worth
for the Cotton Bowl, to
Miami for the Orange
Bowl,to name just a rewofour big-league destinations^
And our new midwestem hub at Dayton is only a
nonstop away from the pro football Hall ofFame in Canton,Ohio.
So kick off your next trip with a call to your travel agent or to
Piedmont.Wecanhelpyougainalotof ground.
RednraTt^TheUp-AixJ-GomingAirii^^
Call your travel agmt or call Piedmont at i /8oO'2^i'^72o.
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PHILLIPS OFFERS:
• ENGINEERED TEXTILE PRODUCTS
• Warp Tying Accessories
• Warp Tying Equipment and Parts
• Mats and Matting
• Machinery Mounting Pads & other type felts
• Race Plate Coverings
• Stop Motion Indicator Lights for Sulzer Weaving
Machines
• MACHINERY INSTALLATION &
REBUILDING
• Specializing in installing, rebuilding and style
changing on all types of Textile Machinery
• WARP TYING SPECIALISTS
• Provide on-the-job training, machine repair and





TEXTILE MARKETING CO., INC.
2120 Grove Road; P. O. Box 5664
Greenville, SC 29606
803/271-6350 or 295-3145
PHILCHEM offers a complete line of warp sizes for spun
yarns of natural fibers, synthetic fibers and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. This includes the basic film formers and
chemical additives used with basic formulas.
PHILCHEM offers warp sizes for all continuous filament
yarns. This includes sizes for both flat and textured polyester
yarns.
With a complete line of sizing materials, PhilChem stands
ready to serve the needs of the Textile Industry.
PHILCHEM, INC.




GROUP . . .
the pioneer in Specialized Textile Personnel Consulting, now is one
of the leaders in Executive Search.
PERSONNEL CONSULTING
General Management and Manufacturing Management, Engineer-
ing, Administration, Data Processing, Financial and Accounting
Management for the Textile, Chemical, Fiber, Rubber, Pulp. Paper,
Energy. Packaging and Metal industries.
EXECUTIVE SEARCH
At PHILLIPS, we conduct executive search assignments in Textiles.
Chemicals, Plastics, Packaging, Food and Beverage, Pharmaceuti-
cals, Banking, Pulp and Paper. Locating key management in
$25,000 to $200,000 salary ranges.
We will be pleased to provide references and welcome your inquiry,
ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING










Many people think of a temporary service only in terms of finding a
replacement for an absent secretary.
Naturally Norrell can help you in these areas. But what we do
doesn't stop here. Take a look at the list below and get a better idea
of job categories we can fill.
And even if you don't see what you're looking for. give us a call













































































CONGRATULATIONS to the 1981 NATIONAL CHAMPIONS.
"A fully licensed, quality conscious builder"
JAMES B. JONES, JR.
CONSTRUCTION CO., INC
102 WHITEHALL STREET
ABBEVILLE, S. C. 29620
Strari







Alumni and Friends . . .
IVlaking Things Happen
For Today's Students
Four students . . . two Poole Scholars, an R. C. Edwards Scholar, and the Student Alumni
Council president . . . represent outstanding young people at Clemson who are assisted by
alumni programs which encourage academic excellence to match the Tigers' athletic achieve-
ments. A gift to the Loyalty Fund will add your name to the list of those who back up their belief
in the students of tomorrow.
Melanie Smith, Poole Scholar fresh-
man, from Wilson, N.C., and the N.C.
School of Science and Mathematics:
"Everyone here is so kind; the concept
of the Clemson family tipped the scales;
what a great day when Clemson alumni
said, " Come on down!' "
Mark Swancy, senior. Student Alumni
Council president from Spartanburg: "I
feel honored to serve as student repre-
sentative on the Alumni Association
Board. I'll be glad to back the Loyalty
Fund when I graduate; I learn everyday
how valuable our support really is."
Alden Gold, Edwards Scholar, fresh-
man from Columbia, accepted by M.l.T.
and Georgia Tech: "I appreciate so
much the confidence Clemson and its
people placed in me. Thanks, alumni,
for the opportunity; I promise I won't let
Clemson or my parents down.
"
David Czabala, Poole Scholar, fresh-
man from Atlanta: "Growing up in South
Chicago, I dreamed of Notre Dame and
was accepted; however, Clemson pro-
vides a sound undergraduate program
and helped me make up my mind by
offering a scholarship; I hope some day I
can pay alumni back.
Support the
Loyalty Fund . . .
It Makes Clemson Work!
Clemson Alumni Association
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YES, YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTO.
A lot of job interviews,
employment offices, and
all the hassles that go into
trying to land a job after
college.
With Army ROTC, you
have a job waiting for you.
The job of a second
lieutenant.
You'll receive all the
privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.
You'll lead and motivate
people. And manage the
millions of dollars of
equipment entrusted to
you.
So enroll in Army
ROTC today (you'll make
$3,000.00 (+), have
scholarship opportunities
and earn an officer's
commission).
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.





^vAvailable once again for the l^J^^'year!
Il^^ First Issue to be
published
September 1982
SUBSCRIBE NOW ... Don't miss a single issuel
ACC FOOTBALIVBASKETBALL will come to you once again beginning
September 1982 and will continue for 25 consecutive weeks.
Clemson's National Football Championship, and
the increased success of ACC Football generally,
combined with a growing demand from subscribers,
helped us to decide to expand ACC BASKETBALL
to ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL.
Subscribers will receive weekly a 4-12 page news-
paper section containing reprinted stories, photos,
statistics and columns selected from the sports
pages of the Raleigh newspapers. You can have all
the details of those classic battles between the ACC
teams and their encounters with non-conference
foes, in one easy-to-read, easy-to-save package.
Stories are also carried on major developments in
other ACC sports.
ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL MAIL
The News and Observer TODAY I
P.O. Box 191, Raleigh, N.C. 27602
Enclosed find check or money order. for $20.OO (3rd class) I I,
$27.50 (1st class) . Send ACC FOOTBALL / BASKETBALL for 25





Circle One: I attended N C. Slate. Carolina. Duke,
Clemson, Ga. Tech, other (specify)
Zip.
Wake Forest. Maryland. Virginia.
For those Hard-to-Buy for Friends and Family Members . .
.



















































































|c'H Suttle Dale Swing Daniiv Triplctt Guy Varn Randv Vereen Ronald Watson
23 Jr. 58 So. 82 Sr. 13 Jr. 40 So. 49 So.
Scott W'iliianis Jim Wiirst







Slieltoii BoNt'r Sebastian Biowiiiii^ Pat (.'harleston
86 Fr. 41 Fr. 10 Fr.
Willif Cobb
84 Fr.
STRENGTH TRAINING COACHES: Kneeling: Greg Roberts, Mark Reinian, Don Telle. Standing: Pt rr\ William







































53 REESE 78 HUDSON
60 FARR 68 G.BROWN





OUTSIDE LINEBACKER DEFENSIVE TACKLE
SI JACKSON 95 FULLER MIDDLE GUARD








DEFENSIVE TACKLE OUTSIDE LINEBACKER
64 PARRY 84 WILCHER




















































LEFT END LEFT TACKLE RIGHT TACl
42 PICKETT 69 ANTHONY MIDDLE GUARD 67 SCOTT


























Here is a list of contereiices that have won multiple major sports national championships in the same year. It has
been done for basketball and football in the same conference seven times, but two of tlxise years the football
champion won it in only one poll. In 1957 Auburn won it only in AP and in 1974 Southern Cal won the title only








































The .VlcGee-H()hl)iiis Scholarsliip Fund
has been estal)lished in the ineinorv of Mr
HiTiiian VlcCee and Mr Rick R()l)l)ins,
two T7ien who dedicated great time and
effort to Clemson athletics.
Mortar Board is a senior honor societ\
devoted to the principles of scholarship,
leadership, and ser\ ice to school and com-
munity. Each year Mortar Board awards
tlu' .McGee-Robbins to the rising junior at
Clemson who best exemplifies these
ideals. To raise money for the scholarship.
each \ear Mortar Board sponsors a draw-
ing. This year s prizes include:
1. The Clemson-Carolina game football
autographed by the players;
2. A dinner at Pixie and Bill s Restaurant
with the C^iemson cheerleader or foot-
ball i^layer of \()ur choice or
3. The jerse\ from the football pla\er of
your choice.





Clemson, South C^arolina 29632
Include name, address and telephone
nund)er with donation. If you wish to
get a stub for tax puqioses, please include
a self-addressed, stamped envelope
with your donation. Winners will be
notified and awards will be given at
the C;lemson-Carolina basketball game










If you're in the textile or paper industry, Chemsize
can help your business. An integral part of the
manufacturing process in the textile and
paper industry is chemicals and Chemsize
manufactures and supplies this important
ingredient. And all this is based on another
key word: PERFORMANCE. Performance
is what counts and Chemsize products
perform. Because of our success in
helping textile and paper plants solve
problems, Chemsize has become
one of the fastest growing specialty
chemical companies in the Southeast.
In addition to supplying chemicals to
manufacturers, Chemsize makes
products to the customer's specifications.
So, if you're in the textile or paper
industry, remember these two words.
Chemsize and performance.
Visit our new plant!
CllCfflSIZC
ineerpofoled
P.O. BOX 810 • TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
TELEPHONE: (803) 834-8003
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Nothing Could Be Finer
Than Golf In Carolina.
what better golfing weather could you ask for
than Fall in the South? Brilliant skies, changing
foliage, unhurried tee times, and no hint of winter in
the air.
At Swamp Fox Golf Country you won't find any
fancy pro tournaments or celebrity golfers relaxing
around the clubhouse. What you will find are many
competitive courses to choose from and good old
fashioned golf at a very appealing price.
Our golf packages start at $30 per person and
include all day greens fees, cart rental, country
breakfasts and accommodations at the Swamp Fox
Inn, Sheraton Inn, or Days Inn.
Swing into Fall and give us a call today!
Swamp
P.O. Box 3806, Florence, S.C. 29502
(803) 669-4 1 75






Catch the Season's Spirit
With Fashionable Clothing From Hob Nob- Corner
and a Sleek New Supra From Toyota of Greenville.
A Photographic Statement
Ronilrso Photography




A Tale of Two Williams
By Kim Kelly and Tim Bourret
William Perry William Devane
Q. W'lio huvs size 46 blue jeans at the
ABC Jean Store?
Q. Who eats four double cheese-
burgers, two quarter-pounders, two large
fries, a large Coke and a milkshake just
for a snack?
If you guessed #66 William Perr\',
Clemson s formidable middle guard,
you re absolutely correct. At 6-3, 325
pounds. Perry is definitely the big man on
campus at Clemson University.
Perry, a sophomore from Aiken, SC, is
known b\ most football followers as G.E.
or as one-half (if you belie\ e he can be V2 of
anything!) of the "Bruise Brothers " team.
The "Bruise Brothers are Clemson s
middle guard combo of William Devane
and Perry.
A freshman .\11-America choice one year
ago, Perry intimidated Nebraska s Outland
Trophv' winner, Dave Rimington, in the
Orange Bowl. Now, one \ ear later, Perrv is
15 pounds heavier and a lot wiser. "When I
am out there on the field my most impor-
tant job is to prevent the opponent from
pushing me off the ball. And I never want
to get beat by my opponent in a one-on-one
situation. Perry explains. "Occasionallv I
do get beat by the foe but then it s more
like two-or-three-on-one," he laughed.
But whatever the secret is to Perry's
success he continues to bring fear to the
opposition s offense. In just si.x games this
year he already ranks fourth on the team in
solo tackles, and with five tackles for loss
for 37 yards Perry comes up number two
on the defense in that categorv".
While Perry really is a force to be reck-
oned with on the football field, off the field
his temperment is more like a purring
housecat than a ferocious tiger. "People
often look at me on and off the field as if I
were some kind of mean ogre, " he said.
"Actually I am just a big guy doing mv'
job," he said simply.
Perhaps a few of his teammates believ e
that he is a jovial soul but no one knows
about Perry's lighter side(?) better than
wife. Sherry, and little baby, Latavia. Perry
will almost admit that he's a pushover for
his pretty high school sweetheart-turned-
wife and their 13-pound daughter. Hon-
estly though, how much of an ogre can a
325-pound, diaper-changing, baby-
burping daddv' be?
And when Perry isn t feeding at the
Clemson training table he doesn t eat his
family out of house and home, but rather
wife Sherry prepares him his favorite meal
of steak, scalloped potatoes, spinach, rolls
and, "I also like some champagne and
candlelight and peach cobbler with ice
cream, he adds.
Besides his saintly wife, there is another
woman in Perry s life who has also made a
big impression, his mother. As the lOth of
12 children, feeding William and his seven
brothers and four sisters surely kept the
elder Mrs. Perr\ in the kitchen.
In talking to Perry about his lurge family,
Clemson fans will be happv to hear that
he's got two younger brothers who might
also find their way to Tigertown sometime
in the future. Brother Darryl is a 5-10, 205-
pound freshman at Gardner-Webb College
and brother Michael, a senior at Aiken
high school, is a 6-2, 265-pound defensive
tackle. And there s one more noteworthv
item in the Perry family file. At home Perry
isn't called William or G.E., he s called by
his middle name, Anthony. Why? It seems
another one of William's brothers is
named Willie and, thus, it would be too
difficult to recognize who is being called.
Obviously, William, Anthony, G.E. or
whoever has no problem being recognized
and the G.E. tag and its connection with
the refrigerator is easy to understand but
few people know how the whole nickname
came to l)e. 'Last \ear m\' roommate
(Ray Brown, defensive tackle) .saw me
coming out of an elevator and commented
that I was so big I took up the whole elev a-
tor.
' After a pause. Brown remarked, "as a
matter of fact, you re as big as a refrigerator
and I think 1 11 start calling you G.E."
While the other William in C-lemson's
"Bruise Brothers act does not have (juite
so famous a nickname (Tiger teammates
refer to William Devane as Big D or Devo),
he does relish the lighter moments of the
game in practice or totally away from the
pressures of football. Devane, like most
football pkuers, looks fonvard to Saturday
afternoon jousting on the gridiron, but
it is Friday afti-rnoon when he lets it all
hang out.
"William and I always have a lot of tun
on Friday afternoon at practice, said
Desane, an agile 275 pounder. "We get out
on the field and line up as a (juarterback
and tailback and run the option plavs like
we were the backs. Or we throw bombs to
each other, score touchdowns and spike it
in the end zone. We don t dream about
being backs or anything like that. We like
where we are playing, but it s fun to pre-
tend. It gets us loose and in a good mood
for the next dav 's game.
Television and mo\ ies are two other out-
lets for Devane, which makes sense con-
sidering he has the same name as a famous
actor "1 watch a lot of telev ision in my free
time and always look forward to the movie
on Friday night. I like movies like Rocky
III, but the scary ones like Halloween I and
II are real good too. Fame is a good TV
show too. I like all the dancing and theatre.
I guess 1 can relate to that shov\ because I
like to dance a little here and there.
"
Both the Williams enjov tinie away from
the football field, but they have other
things in common. Perry puts an emphasis
on his family life, as this article documents,
and Devane feels the same way. Td have
to say my family has had the biggest in-
fluence on my life so far, said Devane, the
youngest of fiv e children and the only boy.
"They have kept things in perspective over
the years for me.
One item difficult to put in perspective,
however, is William Devane as a little boy.
"When I was young I was little (unlike
William Perry who once stated in Sports
Illustrated, 'Even when I was little I was
big"), in fact, it wasn't until the ninth grade
that 1 began to grow. I had the onK T\' in
my room when I was a kid and all m\' sisters
would come into my rooiu and throw me
out when there was something they
Continued on page 97
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shooting for a Full House
By Cricket Yates
The Clemson Tigers are "Shooting for a Full
House, as Bill Foster kicks off his eighth cam-
paign with his 82-83 edition. As one knows, a full
house in poker consists of three of a kind and two
of a kind. And just as in poker, Clemson has been
to the National Invitational Tournament three
times and the NCAA Tournament once in the
last four years of the Bill Foster era. Thus,
Foster s team will be attempting to draw the tidl
house in 1983.
"Our goal is to return to the NCAA playoffs.
We have missed the last two years and we want
to return, ' said C^oach Bill Foster "That is how
the shooting for a hdl house comes in. We've had
three of a kind (NIT appearances) and one of a
kind (NCAA in 1980) and we want to complete
the full house with a two-of-a-kind. In other
words, the NCAA Tournament. That phrase will
be our motivation for the season."
Another reason the Tigers are shooting for a
full house is to fill up Littlejohii Coliseum. With
an exciting schedule ahead and increasing
crowds watching the Tigers play every year, the
house odds are for capacit\ crowds.
While the goal is established, the means to
achieve the goal is still up in the air Unlike last
season, the Tiger lineup will have more liberal
substitution this season. F'oster will gamble by
utilizing his biggest freshman class ever But
by the season s end, he should realize a signifi-
cant payoff.
"We are going to take a look at a lot more
people this year We got away from it last year
and with the slower tempo of play everyone
used, you did not have to sub all that much,"
observed the head mentor "But with the new-
rule changes this year, the tempo will change
drastically. The deep teams will be the most
successful. We want 10 players involved in the
game next year
"1 prefer to use a lot of players because it does
not hurt you when injuries hit and it causes more
competition for positions. CJonipetition is always
healthy liecause it makes players push them-
selves to the limit.
The Rules Change
The Atlantic C^oast Conference adopted the
30-second clock and the 19-foot, three-point
shot at the annual conference in the spring and
Foster hopes his team will benefit b\ the
change.
Said Foster, "None of the coaches looked at
the rule as benefitting a certain team more than
others. In some years, it will benefit one team
more than others, but over the years, teams will
change their style. The players will enjoy it, the
fans will enjoy it and the administrators will
enjoy it because it will create a new interest in
the game. Actually, the only people it could hurt
are the coaches. Some of us might get behind the
eight ball with these rules, because new strate-
gies will be involved at the end of games and we
will all try new ideas that might backfire.
"The two rules went lland-iii-hand, it was a
package deal. We felt if we just went to a 30-
second clock, teams would sag back even farther
in the zone and force outside Hail Mary shots
and scores would go down even more. With the
19-foot, three-point rule, teams have to come
out. It will benefit a lot of players in the league
including our own Fred Cilliam, who is an excel-
lent perimeter shooter
"With the new rules, from a strategy stand-
point, we will play more man-to-man defense
than last \ earand I like that. It is imperative that
we change ends of the floor better this year We
did not get back on defense like we should have
last year The new players should help us there
because they will improve our quickness."
The Backcourt
The backcourt will return its two starters from
last year s club. Leading-everything Vincent
Hamilton, a 6-4, 170-poiind junior won the
ACC field goal title with his .586 mark, a first for
a Clemson player Hamilton led the team in
minutes played (99.3/35.4) and field goals made
(309-181), field goal percentage, steals (32), and
scoring average (15.0). Hamilton is perhaps
Clemsons most consistent player, as he scored in
double figures in 24 of 28 games last year The
second-team All-ACC performer was voted
Clemson s most valuable phu er last season.
Returning point guard Mike Eppley, a 6-1,
185-i)ound product of Charlotte, NC, is a two-
sport standout at Clemson splitting his time be-
tween basketball and football. KjijileN came on
strong towards the middle of last season after
beginning the year as a third stringer. By the end
of the season, he had wheeled and dealed his
way to three awards at the team s baiKjuet
—
most assists (89), most improved (which he
shared with teammate David Shaffer) and the
Hustle Award. He finished the season fifth in the
ACC in assists.
Marc Campbell, a 6-2, 170-pound guard
from Elizabethton, TN, started the first part of
last season but lost his starting rights when
Eppley came on strong. Campbell is a ver> capa-
ble floor-director that played in 20 of 28 games
with a 4. 4 scoring average, high among the point
guards. Campbell led the team in free throw-
percentage with a .909 figure, but Fred Cilliam
captured that honor since he had more attempts.
A welcome surprise player in 1981-82 was
Ohio product, Milan Belich, who quickly be-
came a crowd favorite when he would come off
the bench and score a much-needed bucket.
Sumter, SC native Clarke Bynum who played
in 27 games last season will play the forward slot
this year The 6-7 wing averaged 17.8 minutes
per game last season and dealt out 73 assists,
third behind Hamilton with 84 and Chris Dodds
with 74.
Three rookies should improve the odds in the
backcourt this year Warren Wallace, a 6-3, 175-
pound piepster from F'ork L'nion Military Acad-
emy will be counted on heavily in the earlx part
of the schedule as Mike F3ppley might still be
with the Tiger grid team. Wallace averaged 15.0
ppg in prep school and 25.0 ppg in high school.
Another Rutherfordton, NC product is Chris
Michaels, a 6-5 wing player and two-year high
school teammate of Vincent Hamilton. He
averaged 17.6 ppg, hit 53% of his field goals,
71% of his free throws and had 1,000 career
points at R. S. Central High School. And \et





a 6-4, 200-pound guard should help out in thf
backcourt this season. Richardson av erajjed Ki.O
ppg and 8.0 rebounds per same in leadiui; Sum-
ter High School to four straight state playoffs and
two 4A titles.
The Frontcourt
11 the basketball team were a card hand,
then Clemson would have three aces in its tront-
court in Fred Gilliam, Raymond Jones and
David Shaffer.
Jones, a 6-8, 215-pound center who has re-
covered from an ankle injury suffered last sea-
son, is primed for 198.3 after playing in the Na-
tional Sports Festival this summer. Says Foster
ofJones, "We are glad to have Raymond i)ack. he
obviouslv will make a positive contribution to
our rebounding and defense. He should be 100
percent healthv by the start of the season. It was
a difficult injury to come back from, he would
have been better off if he had broken the ankle.
Jones developed an intense defensive reputa-
tion as a freshman and in the past two years has
polished his offensiv e skills. He scored 11 ppg
and shot 60 percent from the field on Clemson s
trip to Brazil in the summer of 1981. Freshman
Ed Blev nat, a 6-10, 190-pounder from \'aldese,
NC should provide excellent backup for Jones at
center, as he av eraged 19.5 ppg and 11.3 rpg his
senior year.
Fred Gilliam, the Pelzer native from Clem-
son's "own backyard," should give the Tigers
leadership as he is the only senior on the team.
Gilliam, a 6-9 forward who has averaged 25.2
minutes per game over the last three years, will
be the prime beneflciarv of the new three-point
rule. Gilliam is a pure shooter who has a career
.844 free-throw percentage. He was Clemson's
third leading scorer and second leading re-
bounder last vear.
David Shaffer slipped right through the Big
Four s recruiting fingers last year and into Clem-
son's casino. The Durham, NC native earned a
starting berth against NCAA participant
NC State in January and ended the season
shooting 48% from the field and 75% from the
free throw line. He is one of the smartest players
Foster has ever coached.
Junior Murray Jarman, who transferred from
Fordham in 1980 and played in eight games last
year, is a gifted athlete who has the highest verti-
caljump on the team. Jarman, an extremelv hard
worker in the strength training room, will pro-
vide the Tigers with the muscle they will need
under the boards.
Rookies .Anthonv Jenkins (6-7, 200), Glen
McCants (6-9, 200) and Pat Suttle (6-7, 200)
should all challenge for starting roles in the
frontcourt. Jenkins averaged 25.0 ppg and 12.0
rpg during his high school career at Dorman
High in Spartanburg, SC. McCants, South
Carolina's Mr Basketball last year, is a sound
defensive player as evidenced by his 151
blocked shots during his senior season. He
also will see action at center in 1982-83. He
averaged 10.5 ppg and 12.3 rpg at Eau Claire
High in Columbia, SC. Suttle, reared in La-
fayette, GA, averaged 23.0 ppg and 14.0 rpg




1\0V, 26 Fri. GRE.Al A1jASK..'\N SHC)()1-UU1 (N1)
Nov. 27 Sat. (Alaska, Florida Illinois Loui.sville,
Nov, 28 Sun. Washington, Texas A & M, \'anderbilt)
Dec. 3 Fri. IPTAY TOURNAMENT 7:(K) &
Dec. 4 Sat. (Furnian, Southern Miss., Bucknell, Clemson)
Dec. 6 Mon. The Citadel 7:30
Dec. 11 Sat. Presbyterian College 7:30
Dec. 15 Wed. C^anipbell 7:30
Dec. 18 Sat. V'aiiderbilt 7:30
Dec. 28 Tues. SUN BOWL (N2)
Dec. 29 Wed. (Kansas State, SMU, Texas-El Paso)
Jan. 4 Tues. at Furman 8:00
Jan. 7 Fri. N.C. State 7:30
Jan. 11 Tues. at Georgia Tech 8:(K)
Jan. 15 Sat. at Wake Forest 12:00
Jan. 19 Wed. Maryland 7:30
Jan. 22 Sat. at Virginia 2:00
Jan. 24 Mon. Georgia Tech 9:00
Jan. 27 Thur. at South Carolina 8:00
Jan. 29 Sat. at Duke 1:00
Feb. 2 Wed. North Carolina 9:00
Feb. 5 Sat. Baptist 7:30
Feb. 9 Wed. at N.C. State 9:00
Feb. 12 Sat. South Carolina 8:00
Feb. 16 Wed. Wake Forest 7:30
Feb. 20 Sun. at Maryland 2:00
Feb. 23 Wed. Virginia 7:30
Feb. 27 Sun. at North Carolina 4:00
Mar. 2 Wed. Duke 9:00
Mar. 5 Sat. Illinois-Chicago Circle 7:30
Mar. 11 PVi. ACC TOURNAMENT (N3)
Mar 12 Sat.
Mar. 13 Sun.
Nl at Anchorage, Alaska
N2 at El Paso, TX




To tlu- aut(>moi)ilc dealers slutwn and listed
on this page wlio liave donated ears to the
(^lenison Athletic Department for use in




















George Ballentine Motor Co.
Greenwood
Al Smith






Winnshoro Motor Sales Co., Inc.
Winiisboro
Weslev Snvder D. E. Mosteller .Mac Snvder Jim Guthrie Joe Ben Herlong
Synder's Auto Sales Guy Motor Co. Leroy Cannon Motors Superior Motors, Inc. Herlong Motor Company
Greenville Anderson Greenville Orangeburg Johnston
Bob Peeler Claude Thompson Jim Roberts Joe Canadv Ben Satcher
Carolina Leasing Welborn-Thompson Chevrolet Sir Pontiac John Foster Motors Ben Satcher Ford Co., Inc.
Anderson Honea Path Anderson Easley Lexington
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Tigers
NO NAMK 11 IS III \\T ( 1 lAL
89 ALLEY, KENDALL \VR 6-0
North Rowan HS, Larn.' Thomason. Salisbun'. NC
182 Jr. 1\ L
69 AINlrHJINi, VtnlNln, iJi
Reidsville HS. Danny Scott. Collins. GA
D-o 2,35 Sr. 1\ L
1 AnnlINO 1 vJI\ , VAl\U£i,L.L.
E E Smith HS, Roy McNeill. Norfolk. VA
185 Jr 1\L
7
Avondale HS. Crawford Kennedy. Scottdale. GA
o-u 195 Sr. 3\'L
70 RAIT I7V mr^v MP*
Eau Gaille HS. Larry Canaday, Melbome. FL
D-.J 260 So. SQ
71 BENISH, DAN DT
Hubbard HS, Ed Glass, Hubbard, OH
6-6 252 Sr. 3VL
76 BERLIN, STEVE DT
Bethel Park HS, Bob King, Bethel Park, PA
6-5 242 So. SQ
48 BETHEA, FITZHUGH \VR
Dillon HS. Paul Chapman, Dillon. SC
5-9 165 Jr. SQ
68 BROWN, GARY OT
Loudon, HS, Bert Ratledge. Philadelphia, TN
6-3 244 Sr. 3VL
72 BROWN, RAY DT
East Rome HS. Jerr>' Sharp. Rome. GA
6-4 231 Jr 2\L
47 BROWN, ROY DE 6-1
Myrtle Beach HS, Doug Shaw, Myrtle Beach, SC
202 Jr 2VL
8 BULLARD, WILBUR WR
Smtland HS. Mike Dubis, Uurel Hill, NC
.5-11 180 Jr SQ
62 BUTCHER, BRIAN OG
C^restwood HS, James Smith, Roswell. GA
6-5 255 Sr. 2\'L
19 BUTLER, RICHARD WR
Ware Shoals HS, Tomm\ Davis. Ware Shoals. SC
6-0 180 So. SQ
61 CHEATHAM, ANDY OG
Pebblebrook HS. Bud O Hara, Mableton. GA
6-4 250 So. SQ
26 CHILDERS, TIM SS
Galfnev HS, Bob Carlton. GafFnev. SC
6-1 185 Jr IVL
79 CLAYTON, DAVID OT
B\rnes HS, Jinim\ Come, Lvman. SC
6-4 275 Fr. SQ
84 COBB, WTLLIE DE
Raines HS. Freddie Stephens. Jacksonville. FL
6-2 198 Fr. HS
38 CRITE, BRENDON WR
Brevard HS. Carroll Wnght. Brevard. NC
.5-10 198 Sr. 3VL
.54 CRUCE, JEFF OT
Columbia HS, Bobby Simmons. Lake City. FL
6-7 240 So. SQ
24 DAVIS, BILLY FS 6-4
Mount Wrnon HS, Bruce Patrick, .Alexandna. \A
195 Jr 2VL
37 DAVIS, TYRONE CB
Cedar Shoals HS. John Waters. Athens. GA
6-1 185 So. SQ
94 DEVANE. WILLIAM MG
Jacksonville HS, Rav Durham. Jacksonville, NC
6-2 265 Jr. 2VL
85 Dices, BUBBA TE
Butler HS, Oliver Russell, Augusta, GA
6-3 220 Sr. 3VL
20 DONALDSON, RICHARD SS
Bvrd HS, Bob Sanders. Fayetteville. NC
.5-10 173 So. JV
21 DRIVER, STACY RB
Cinfhn HS. Llovd Bohannon, Griffin. GA
.5-10 175 Fr HS
81 DUNN, K. D. TE
Gordan HS. Randv Smith. Decatur, GA
6-3 215 So. IVL
64 ELLIS, JOE OG
Toms River HS, Robert Fiocco. Toms River. NJ
6-4 249 Jr. IVL
14 EPPLEY, MIKE OB
Harding HS, Bruce Hardin, Charlotte. NC
6-2 185 So. SQ
60 FARR, JAMES OG
Thomson HS. Bill Reese, Thomson, GA
6-4 230 Jr. 2VL
33 FLAGLER, TERRENCE RB 6-1




48 FLOWERS, KENNY RB




65 FRIERSON, BOB OG
Lexington HS, Dick Weldon. Lexington, SC
.5-11 220 Sr. SQ
95 GEMAS, KEVIN LB
Plymouth HS, Jim Beaver, Plymouth, WI
6-1 215 Jr SQ
53 GLENN, lOE DE 6-3
A C, Flora HS. Charles Macalusa, Colum(>ia. SC
216 Sr. .3VL
40 GRIFFIN, STEVE RB 5-10
S. Mecklenberg HS. James Seacord, Charlotte, NC
178 Fr. HS
5 HATCHER, DALE P
Cheraw HS, Burney Bourne. Cheraw, S(;
6-2 199 So. IVL
12 HEADEN, ANDY DE
East Randolph HS, Sal Gero, Ljbert\, NC
6-5 230 Sr. 3\"L
16 HENDLEY, RICHARD P
Wade Hampton HS, Bill Phillips. Greenville, SC
.5-11 185 Sr. 2\'L
75 HERMAN, DEAN DT
J J Kelly HS, A\ Stecker, Wise, \.\
6-6 260 So. SQ
46 HOLLOMAN, DUKE DB 6-2
Myrtle Beach HS, Doug Shaw, Myrtle Beach, SC
198 So. SQ
78 HUDSON, ALE.X OT
Spartanburg HS. Bill Carr, Spartanburg. SC
6-5 265 Jr IVL
18 IGWEBUIKE, DONALD PK
Imaculate Conception HS. Anambra. Nigeria
.5-9 172 So l\L
59 INGLE, REID OT
Calhoun HS, Bobby Hoppc, Calhoun. GA
6-6 255 So. JV
22 ISAACS, MIKE DB
Pickens HS. Bill Isaacs. Pickens. SC
.5-11 180 So. SQ
3 JORDAN, HOMER QB
Cedar ShoaK HS. John Waters, Athens. GA
6-0 180 Sr. 2VL
48
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43 KINARD. TERRY FS
Sumter HS. Dick Weldon. Sumter. SC
6-1 190 Sr. 3\L
2.5 LEARN, RANDY DB
Belvidere HS. Frank Matla. Belvidere NJ
.5-10 174 Sr. .3\L
44 LINDSEY, OTIS LB
Dodge HS. Larn. Green. Chester, GA
6-3 230 Sr. IVL
51 LITTON, JEFF C 6-3 240 So. SQ
Moeller HS. Gern. Faust. Blue .\sh. OH
27 MACK, KEVIN FB 6-1 197 Jr. 2VL
Kings Mountain HS. Dan Brooks. Kings Mountain. NC
11 M.\CK, TERRY QB
Winnsboro HS. Ken Atkerson. Winnsboro. SC
6-3 190 Fr. HS
2 MAGWOOD, FR,\NK WR 6-0 188 Sr. 2\L
St John s HS. Rob Biggerstaff. John's island. SC
31 MARTIN, CARL SS
Clarendon Hall HS. Bill Martin. Elloree. SC
.5-7 160 Sr. IVL
52 MASSARO, GARY C 6-5 2.35 Jr. 2\"L
Canon-McMillan HS, Tom Oliewld, Canonsburg. PA
74 M.\YBERRY, BOB OT
Hick<ir\ HS. James Bestwick, Sharon. PA
6-5 245 Sr. 3\L
32 McCALL, lEFF FB 6-3 22.5 Sr. 3\"L
Pine Forest HS, Gar> Whitman. Fayette\ ille. .NC
86 McLAMB, ASHLEY TE 6-2 215 Fr. HS
N Myrtle Beach HS. Harold Dunlap. Little River. SC
35 McSWAIN, CHUCK TB
Chase HS, John Keeter. Caroleen. NC
6-2 190 Sr. .3VL
28 McSWAIN, ROD CB 6-2 190 Jr 2VL
Chase HS. John Keeter, Caroleen. NC
96 MEEKS, CHUCK MG 6-0 207 Sr. SQ
Beltim-Honea Path HS. Jim .Nelson. Belton, SC
87 MILTON, ELDRIDGE LB 6-3 220 So. IVL
Charlton Count> HS, Da\id Stepson. Folkston. G.\
97 NOELTE, DAVID DE 6-2 215 Jr. JC
Franklin HS, Claude Darr. Reisterstovm, MD
17 PARETE, ANTHONY QB
Bishop Kenn\ HS. Mike Healv. Jacksonville. FL
6-0 190 So. IVL
6 PAULLING, BOB PK 6-2 188 Jr. 2VL
St Matthews HS. Otis Culclasure, St. Matthews SC
66 PERRY, WILLIAM MG
Aiken HS. Eddie Buck. Aiken. SC
6-3 310 So. IVL
42 PICKETT, EDGAR DE 6-3 225 Jr. 2VL
C Davidson HS, Les Hernn. Lexington, NC
29 PLEASANT, REGGIE CB 5-10 175 So. SQ
Furman HS, James Gist. Pinewood, SC
63 REESE, STEVE OG
Thomson HS. Bill Reese. Thomson. GA
6-3 230 Fr. HS
93 R,\BER, BRYAN DT




90 REMBERT, JOHNNY LB
DeSoto HS, Richard Bowers. Arcadia, FL
6-3 235 Sr. IVL
56 RICHARDSON, CHUCKIE LB
Thomas\ille HS, .\llen Brown, Thomasville. NC
6-3 215 So. IVL
92 RICHARDSON, MARK DE
Hill HS. Richard O Shawnessy Spartanburg. SC
6-1 198 Sr. 2VL
99 RIGGS, JIM DE
Scotland HS. Mike Dubis. Launnburg. NC
6-5 233 Fr HS
83 ROBINSON, TAMES DT 6-5 275 Jr 2VL
St John s HS. Robert Biggerstaff. Charleston. SC
67 SCOTT, JIM DT 6-5 240 Jr. 2VL
Mt \'emon HS. Bruce Patrick. Alexandria. \A
39 SEALY, SONNY DB 6-1 200 Sr. SQ
Blacksburg HS Bob Blanton. Blacksburg, SC
77 SEASE, JODY OG 6-3 240 Fr. HS
Salem HS, Wallace Thompson. Salem. \.A
15 STOCKSTILL, TEFF WR 6-2 180 Sr. 2\L
Fernandina Beach HS, Joel Stockstill, Fernandina Beach FL
23 SUTTLE, JEFF SS 6-1 185 Jr 2\"L
LaFavette HS Bobbv Chappell, LaFavefte, GA
58 SWING, DALE C 6-3 230 So. SQ
C Davidson HS, Kevin Firquin, Lexington, NC
82 TRIPLETT, DANNY LB
Watauga HS, Bill Mauldin. Boone. NC
6-4 224 Sr. 3VL
13 VARN, GUY DB 6-0 175 Jr SQ
Fork Union HS, Red Pulliam, Martinsville, VA
41 VEREEN, R.\NDY CB .5-10 175 So. JN'
N Myrtle Beach HS, Harold Dunlop, N Myrtle Beach. SC
73 WATSON, JOHN OT




55 WALLS, HENRY LB 6-2 217 Fr HS
(' Davidson HS. Kevin Firquin. Southmont. NC
88 WELLS, JEFF TE
East Rome HS, Jerr> Sharp. Rome. GA
6-4 220 So. IVL
.34 WILLIAMS, BRAXTON FB 6-2 220 Jr. JC
Dudiev HS, J \ McKee. Greensboro. NC
45 WILLIAMS, R.\Y WR
Ross HS John Doskal. Fayetteville. NC
5-10 172 Fr HS
.50 WILLIAMS, SCOTT C
Bavlor HS, Red Eller. Hixson, TN
6-4 225 So. IVL
80 WURST, IIM TE
Lakeside HS. Waymon Creel, .\tlanta. G.\
6-4 230 Sr. 2\L
Vince Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before
the game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box
lunch ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual
comfort and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche,
prime ribs ... or a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The
Forum" is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature
dining, dancing, and top-name entertainment.
Perone's . . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
Vince Perone^s
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT
^ 1 East Antrim Drive, Greenville, S. C.
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THE TIGERS
I \'andell Arrington CB 52 Carv Massaro C
2 Frank MaKWOod WR 53 Joe Glenn DE
3 HonuT Jordan QB .54 JeffCruce OT
5 Dale IlatchtT P 55 Henn Walls LB
6 Bob Panllins PK .56 Chuckie Richardsoi LB
7 Cliff Anstin TB 58 Dale Swins C
8 Wilbur Billiard WR 59 Reid Inale OT
11 Terrv Mack , , yB 60 James Farr OG
12 Andy Headen DE 61 Andv (Cheatham OG
13 Gu\ V'arn DB 62 Brian Butcher OG
U Mikf Epplcv QB fi3 Steve Reese OG
15 Jeff Stotkstill WR 64 Joe Ellis OG
16 Richard Ht-ndlev . . P 6,5 Bob Frierson OG
IT Anthonv Parete OB 66 William Perrv MG
IH Donald Iiiwebuikc PK 67 Jim Scott DT
19 Richard Butler WR OT
20 Richard Donaldson SS 69 \'ernie 'Knthonv DT
21 Stacev Driver TB 70 Rick Bailev VI
G
22 Mike Isaacs DB 71 Dan Benish DT
23 Jeff Suttle SS 72 Rav Brown DT
24 Billv Davis FS 73 John Watson OT
2.5 Randv Learn DB 74 Bob .\la\berrv OT
SS 75 Dean Herman DT
27 Kevin Mack FB 76 Steve Berlin DT
2H Rod McSwain , CB
29 Bessie Pleasant , , CB 78 Alex Hudson OT
31 Carl Martin SS 79 David Clavton OT
32 Jeff McCall FB 80 Jim Wurst TE
33 Terrence Flasler RB 81 K D. Dunn TE
34 Braxton Williams FB 82 Dannv Triplett LB
35 Chuck McSwain TB 83 James Robin.son DT
37 Tyrone Davis CB 84 Willie Cobb DE
.38 Brendon Crite WR 85 Bubba DiKgs TE
39 Sonnv SeaK' DB 86 Ashley McLamb . . TE
40 Steve Griffin RB 87 Eldrid^e Milton LB
41 Randv Vereen CB 88 Jeff Wells TE
42 Edsar Pickett DE 89 Kendall Allev WR
43 Terrv Kinard FS 90 Johnn\ Rembert LB
44 Otis Lmdsev LB 92 Mark Richardson DE
45 Ra\ Winiams , WR 93 Brvan Raber . , DT
4h Duke Hollonian DB 94 William Devane MG
17 Rov Brown DE 95 Kevin Gemas, LB
4S Fltzhush Bethea WR 96 Chuck Meeks, , MG
49 Konald Watson . CB 97 David Noclte DE
.5(1 Scott Williams C 98 Richard Burton , LB
51 leff l.vtton C 99 lim Risss DE
WHEN CLEMSON
CLEMSON OFFENSE
2 FRANK MAGWOOD ELK
68 GARY BROWN LT
60 JAMES FARR LG
52 GARY MASSARO C
62 BRIAN BUTCHER RG
74 BOB MAYBERRY RT
81 K. D. DUNN TE
15 JEFF STOCKSTILL SE
14 MIKE EPPLEY QB
32 JEFF McCALL FB
7 CLIFF AUSTIN TB




81 AARON JACKSON OLB
95 WILLIAM FULLER DT
96 STEVE FORTSON MG
64 JACK PARRY DT
84 MIKE WILCHER OLB
43 CHRIS WARD LB
23 BILL SHEPPARD LB
1 LARRY JAMES LC
11 WALTER BLACK RC
30 WILLIE HARRIS SS
5 STEVE HENDRICKSON FS
33 DAVID LOWE P
Referee Robert C. Carpenter
Umpire Thomas H. Chambers
THE COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPA
0^
"Coca-Cola and Coke are registered trade-marks which Identify the same product of The Coca-Cola Company.
THE TAR HEELS
WHEN NORTH CAROLINA HAS THE BALL
NC OFFENSE
45 MARK SMITH FLK
60 BRIAN BLADOS LT
54 DAVID DRECHSLER LG
51 BRIAN JOHNSTON C
68 RON SPRUILL RG
71 JOE CONVVELL RT
80 ARNOLD FRANKLIN TE
9 VICTOR HARRISON SE
10 ROD ELKINS QB
48 JAMES JONES FB
44 KELVIN BRYANT TB
4 BROOKS BARVVICK PK
Headlinesman Tom Harris
Line Judge James H. Knight
CLEMSON DEFENSE
42 EDGAR PICKETT DE
69 VERNIE ANTHONY DT
66 WILLIAM PERRY MG
67 JIM SCOTT RT
12 ANDY HEADEN RE
90 JOHNNY REMBERT RLB
44 OTIS LINDSEY LB
37 TYRONE DAVIS LC
29 REGGIE PLEASANT CB
26 TIM CHILDERS SS
43 TERRY KINARD FS
5 DALE HATCHER P
Field Judge A. C. Rhoads
Back Judge Jerry Edward McGee
L;»rr\ Jaiin-s
Barn Jaiiu-s



















































54 David Dreehsler OC
o.'i Tim Muqihy OT
.56 Bill \ muers OT
57 Dwmhl Parrish LB
W) Brian Blades OT
HI Steve MeGrew C
b2 Ronnie Snipes NG
m Bill Lawson OT
64 Jaek Parr>' DT
65 Lee lekes DT
66 Stuart Phillips C
67 Hams Barton C
6« Koii Spriiill OC
69 C A Brooks 0(;
70 Bobbv Pope OC;
71 Joe Conwell OT
73 David Boggs NC
74 Willy Austin OT
75 Mel Trimble OT
76 Chip Foushee LB
77 GreR Naron 0(;
78 Kevin Wilson C
79 Wendelle Battle DT
80 Arnold Franklin TE
81 Aaron Jackson OLB
83 Biileh Griffin OLB
84 Mike Wileher OLB
85 Jeff Ray TE
86 Dong Siekels TE
87 Pal Sheehan DT
88 Mark Transou TE
90 Mark Sigmon TE
91 Keith Cowell TE
92 Dennis Barron NG
93 Koberl Pike DT
94 Melvni V\'ilhams , OLB
95 Wilham Fuller DT
96 Steve Fortson NC
97 Ron Burton OLB
98 Bill Biimgarner DT
OF ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Trade-mark®







If you've been wailing for projection TV to deliver picture quality
worthy of its size, then RCA's Projection Color TV Model PFR100 is
for you. With a peak brightness seven times greater than a movie
theater screen, plus a comb fllterfor sharpness and clarity, you get a
great movie-like image— even in a well lighted room. And with the
bright picture comes a wide viewing angle. So with RCA's Projection
Color TV in your home, just about any seat will be one of the best
seats in the house.
Now check these feature extras:
• 50" diagonal picture
• 3-lens precision optics
• Full-function infrared remote control
• 4-speaker, 2-channel sound
• Electronic tuning
• Compact, one-piece design





Capes Tire and Appliance
Anderson, SC








Scott s Car and Home
Donalds, SC




C and D Appliance
Seneca, SC
Seneca Discount Furniture Company
Sorrell s Refrigeration &
Electric Company
Walhalla, SC







Perteets T V. Sales and Service
Clarkesvllle, GA
Woods Hardware and Furniture
Commerce, GA
Beck Tractor and Appliance






Ray s Radio and Television

















Distributed by Southco Sales Corporation/Atlanta
Tar Heels
NO NAME POS 1 11 W 1 ( \.
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1 i RI A /""L' \\/A T X17 R DB Jr.
KfrntTsvillf, N.C,
OK) RI A l^l'^iC RRIAVT \j 1 O-D zyo
J
Arlinnton. \a
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lo RR A I^V IV' 17 1 n So.
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oy D-D ZZU I7rr r.
OiiK'innati, Ohio
ZD R Rrw \ 'M 17 r\R t5-Z 30.
Fn<nia\ -\ arina, N.C
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iiiriHiro. IN . I. .
,
yo RITMr^AR\ll7R RTI IdL' I\n»Ai\I\ tn, Dil_.Lt U 1 D-O ZJO c)0.
iiit;n roint. r\.i_..
19 BURMEISTER, DANNY WR 6-2 192 Fr.
Oakton. \a.
RTIRRIT*i AT AM 17Rr D J- i i ziw Sr.
^nt ii)v. IN . I.J
.
Q7y / RI IRTONI ROM OI R r r.
Richmond, \a.
.JO r~*ARR /^ARI I RLB ZU.D 17..r r.
.Alt'xandna. \a
o4 r^c\i Qr\w i7i^r\ii7 r D 6-0 218 So.
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jdt Kson\ lilt", [N .
rV~*\l\\/l7T I I017 D 1 D-D Zoo I.-
Data L.\nwTfc'a, ra.
r^OVV'A M PAT LB D-Z Zlo 30.
\ irntnia Brath. \a




I tlLd 6-1 20.5 So.
Sahsl>ur\, N .
54 nRFCHST FR HAV^Tn or* D-'l ZOo J\.
v.it \ t^ianu , IN , I..
.
1 n C*I k'TMC Ror^ r~iD D-Z zmi Sr.
C'ri't'nsbiJro, N.C
•JO
17A 14 17V 17 OrA rl ti I , ILIJ 0-4 Z4.9 Fr.
yo l7r"*RX<^MM CTCX/r D-Z 240 Sr.
I)a\ ton. Ohio




17RAMI'I IV ARVIOT 1^
1 h 6-4 243 r r.
L^iiiLoin lit isnrs, i ^nio
yo 17ITI I 17R W'll I lAMrULLtn, WILLIAM DT 6-4 245 jr.
Cht'sapeake. \a
T U. ULlAnMlb. Lhr. K 5-10 1 /3 V r.
oo f R 1 17171 M R 1 ITT"' 1
1
OLB 6-1 9992zz Jr
\* iiiiamston, in \ .
3 r^RTFFIM I ARRV WR 1D-l
Cht'sapt'akt*. \a.
I4ARRI(; W'll 1 117 Ud 6-2 195 jr
> t IISOII
, l> .
Qy MAnnlbUlN, VH^lUn WR 5-9 176 Sr.
Henderson, N.C
c: 14 17 M r^R Tr^L'C/^M C'T'I7\7I7 DB 6-0 1 / 3 So.
i^'iti. ill.. \'..uan\iiit', \a.
Z / lil 1 h,, UUL'U QB 6-4 203 Fr.
Knnx)na. \'a.
12 HORTON, ETHAN TB 6-4 220 So.
Kannapohs. N C
65 ICKES, LEE DT 6-1 250 Sr.
WheeltTshuri;, Ohio
81 JACKSON, AARON OLB 6-4 2.35 So.
VVashingtdn, DC
2 JAMES. BARRY DB .5-10 177 So.
MuldU-t.nv,, Ohio
NO \ \ MI P( )S Ml \\ 1 ( 1.
1 J.AMES, L.\HRY DB 5-10 175 So.
Mulclli-town, Ohio
72 JOHNSON, MIKh DT 6-5 242 Fr.
Do\t'r. Dfl
6 JOHNSON, SAMMY DB 6-0 185 Sr.
Rc.uhnu, Pa
51 JOHNSTON, BRIAN DT 6-4 248 So.
llinlil.uul. Md.
48 JONES, JAMES FB 6-0 212 Jr
RiK-ky Moiiiil. N.C.
63 LAWSON, BILL OT 6-7 253 So.
(Mitlcm, \a
33 LOWE, DAVID P 6-0 200 So.
.AiuUtsoii, S
61 McCREW, STEVE C 6-2 249 Sr.
VVVst ChfsttT, ( )hio
31 McKINLEY, BOB FB 6-1 220 Sr.
Bay \'illaKi-. Ohio
39 MOON, MICAH LB 6-2 225 So.
Ahavista, \'a.
28 MORRISON, TIM DB 6-1 179 Fr.
Favfttfvilli., N-(;.
17 MOSS, STEVE DB 6-1 179 jr.
Zi-hulon. N.C.
55 MURPHY, TIM OT 6-3 260 Fr.
JaikMin, N J,
77 NARON, OREG 0(; 6-4 250 So.
Phasant (harden. N C
49 NAUGHTON, JIM WR 6-1 180 Ir.
Dovli-stowii, Pa
16 OGLESBY, MARK
(irc-i nslioro. N C
DB .5-10 176 Sr.
r> 1 rAnnlSH. lJv\U.Hl
D.nnilh- \a
LB 6-1 225 jr
64 PARRY, JACK DT 6-1 256 Sr.
Mcchamcslmrii, Pa.
66 PHILLIPS, STUART C 6-0 220 So.
Rotky Mount, N ('
89 PIERCE, JEFF OLB 6-0 205 Sr.
Hickon, N
93 PIKE, ROBERT DT 6-7 280 Fr.
VVashington, D.C.
32 POOLE, GREG DB 6-1 200 Sr.
('hina Grove, N C.
70 POPE. BOBBY OG 6-4 263 So.
lliikon. N C.
38 RATLIFF BOBBY TB 6-1 202 jr.
Laiirinhiirg, N ('
85 RAY, JEFF TE 6-4 245 So.
Durham, N.C.
20 ROGERS, ROB P 6-0 184 So.
Kalfillh, N C
42 RORRER, TIM LB 6-2 212 Fr.
Hampton, Va.
24 SHARPE. CHUCK P 6-0 190 Sr.
Biirhngton, N.C.
87 SHEEHAN, PAT DT 6-4 240 Fr.
Priucfton. N J
23 SHEPPARD, BILL LB 6-1 220 Jr.
(^amp Lfifiint*, N C,
86 SICKELS, DOUG TE 6-3 230 Sr.
Sprmstifld, Ohio
90 SKiMON, MARK TE 6-3 230 .So.
Denver, N C,
45 SMITH, MARK WR 6-0 170 jr
F.i\etteville, N C
62 SNIPES, RONNIE NG 6-1 233 So.
Durham, N C
68 SPRUILL, RON oc; 6-3 250 Sr.
Hampton, Va
14 SIANKAVAGE, SCO 1 I QB 6-1 197 Jr.
Dovlestown, Pa
47 STONE, JOHN LB 6-4 224 Fr.
.Stamfortl, ("onu
25 STREATER, ERIC WR 5-11 140 Fr.
Sylva, N <:
88 TRANSOU, MARK TE 6-4 204 So.
Elkin, N.C,
75 TRIMBLE, MEL OT 6-6 264 jr
SterhnK, \'a
82 TRUITT, DAVE TE 6-5 215 Fr.
(Jaitherslnirc Md
56 VIGGERS, BILL OT 6-4 270 Fr.
V'aldese, N C.
43 WARD, CHRIS LB 6-0 220 Sr.
Cjneinnati, Ohio
84 WILCHER, MIKE OLB 6-4 235 Sr.
WashiuKton, DC
94 WILLIAMS, MELVIN OLB 6-3 239 So.
KiKky Mount, \ C
78 WILSON, KEVIN C 6-1 235 Jr-
Maiden, N C
21 WR 6-1 185 Fr.
Pi-tershurii, \'a.
67 WYRICK, ARNOLD LB 6-0 215 jr.
Butner N C
Rugby Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Orange & White cap w/paw— $4.25
Tiger Hitting Gamecock Cap —
$4.25
Clemson Tigers Cap— $4.95
Sizes XS-Small-Large
Baseball Hard-hat— $3.95













50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
also youth sizes available
Tiger Rag Air Horn
Great for autos, trucks, jeeps, etc.
This one can be heard across town.
Operated by 12 volt battery —
$69.95
Large Line of infants and childrens
wear.
Ladies Shirt— $16.95
50% Polyester & 50% Cotton
Small-Med.-Lg.-X.Lg.
Custom monogramming available on
all merchandise.
Send check, money order. Master
Charge or Visa number with Exp.
date to Clemson Location. Add 4%
sales tax.
POSTAGE & HANDLING
Add the appropriate charge for the
total amount of merchandise ordered:
Up to $10—add $1.75
$10 to $20—$2.50
Over $20—$3.50









Write or call for Free Brochure.
by Margaret Pridgen
Clemson University was born during hard economic times in the
decade of the 80s—the 1 880s.
Through scientific education in agriculture and the mechanical arts,
the young Clemson A&M College turned out thousands of Southern
boys with the technical and management skills to build a modern
economy strong in agriculture and manufacturing.
Economic hard times are with us again in the 1980s and Clemson,
now a modern, coed university, approaches its centennial with a
renewed sense of urgency about its founding mission.
Simply stated, Clemson believes education—investing in human
resources, investing in brainpower—is the essential cornerstone of
prosperity and well-being for South Carolinians.
Despite rising costs and budget cuts, there is everywhere on
campus this fall evidence of a renewed commitment to academic
excellence.
Records for private support for academics were shattered last
year. The University's total permanent endowment now exceeds
$9.7 million and Clemson alumni rank third in the nation among
public colleges and universities in percentage participation in
alumni giving.
Through the Alumni Loyalty Fund, Clemson has increased aca-
demic scholarships, fellowships and awards for outstanding teaching
and research. It also added five permanent Alumni Professorships,
awarded to the University's "master teachers.
"
Plans are under way to launch, in early 1983, a major academic
fund-raising effort, the 'Challenge to Greatness " campaign, to culmi-
nate with the school's 100th birthday in 1989.
Applications for admission are up, and so is student retention. Last
year 86 percent of Clemson freshmen returned as sophomores,
reflecting their view of the value of a Clemson education as well as
their own scholastic achievement.
The University launched its honors program "Calhoun College
"
this fall. And Clemson continues to review and evaluate its 77 under-
graduate and 58 graduate programs to make sure they meet the
needs of the students, society and industries served—agriculture,
textiles, electronics, construction, forestry, travel and tourism.
The University foresaw the computer age and the demand for
computer education and built one of the largest and best-managed
academic computer centers in the nation. And the computer science
department is the fastest growing academic unit on campus.
Research and public service activities through agencies like the
S.C. Agricultural Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension
Service are undergoing a similar rigorous examination to make sure
they meet the needs of the 21st century.




This year, we at Chevrolet are going to prove something very important.
We're going to prove that your faith in American ingenuity,
technology and skill has not been misplaced.
In the coming months, you'll see that proof in places
you may not have checked lately. In our Chevrolet products.
Take a good hard look, this year especially.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's much more than simply number one in sales.
You'll discover a Chevrolet that's taking charge
in providing better, more exciting, affordable products.
Chevrolets built with higher-quality design and assembly procedures.
Chevrolets built with more state-of-the-art production techniques.
Chevrolets with the most advanced automotive technology ever in our history.
Whether or not we become jowr next new car,
I
we want to make you proud that we are Americas car.





Hall of Fame Grows by 7
By Jeff Rhodes
Five athletes representing the entire
sports year and two administrators today
will he enshrined in the Clemson Athletic
Hall of Fame, bringing to 60 the number of
coaches, pla\ers and administrators who
have brought distinction to C^lemson and
themselves.
This 10th annual induction ceremony
will honor grid stars Glenn Smith and Bob
Glenn Smith Vince Yockei
Sharpe; hoopster extraordinaire \'ince
Yockei; baseball great Rust\ Gerhardt; and
track standout Jinnn\' W ynn. Current head
trainer Fred Hoo\er and the late Rick
Bobbins, athletic academic advisor for
13 years, also will be enshrined.
Glenn Smith holds one pass receiving
record that neither Jerrv' Butler nor Perry
Tuttle broke in their careers— 18 touch-
down receptions in just three seasons.
Smith led the team in receiving for three
seasons (1949-50-51) and was the leading
scorer in 1951 with 42 points. For his
career, the native of Washington, DC,
grabbed 86 passes for 944 yards.
Smith is also well represented in the
class records, as he is fourth in receptions
by a senior (39), yards recei\ ing as a sopho-
more (446) and yards receiv ing as a senior
(632). He is third in receptions as a sopho-
more (25)
Bob Sharpe
There have been some great riuuiing
backs in Clemson history, and in front ot
every great back is a great center. Bob
Sharpe blocked for two of the Tigers' best
as he cleared out opposing defensive line-
men for Banks McFadden and Charlie
Tinnnons. Sharpe, a native of Abbeville,
SC, was the starting center in Clemson s
first bowl game, the 1940 Cotton, and he
was also captain in the 1940 season.
Sharpe was a good blocker, and he was a
very durable center in that he had to take
punishment on every down from having his
head between his legs. Since the Tigers ran
the single wing with an unbalanced line,
Sharjie had to deep snap on each play to get
the ball to the tailback or punter. Looking
backwards all dav' is not a fun wa\' to make a
living, but Sharpie was one of the best at it.
With the possible exception of Tree
Rollins, Vince Yockei could be con-
sidered "Mr. Clemson Basketball.
Rusty Gerhardt Jimmy Wynn
Yockei, originally from Jersey City, NJ,
holds a top 10 ranking in 16 categories
of class and CHeuison records.
A second and later first-team All-Atlantic
Coast Conference selection, Yockei was
the leading scorer from the 1955-56 to the
1957-58 seasons and he averaged 18.2
points per game for his career, the third
highest Clemson average. Yockei also led
the team in field goal percentage his sopho-
more season, and free throw percentage
his senior year and he twice scored 35
points in a single game.
A two-time All-ACC selection. Rusty
Gerhardt holds six Clemson and two ACC
pitching records. The Baltimore, MD,
native is also in the top five in three more
Clemson career records.
The term "workhorse is easily applica-
ble to Gerhardt, as he started the most
games in a season (15) and in a career (55)
while he played for Bill Wilhelm's Tigers.
Gerhardt had a sparkling 2.39 ERA while
he struck out a record 382 batters on his
way to 34 career victories. Gerhardt was
named All-District 111 and second-team
Fred Hoover Rick Robbins
All-American in 1971.
Jimmy Wynn was a four-time ACC indi-
vidual champion in the 60-, 100-, and 200-
yard dashes during his three indoor and
outdoor track seasons at Clemson.
Wynn, a Cheraw, SC native, also ran
the third leg of the mile and 440-yard relay
teams which captured five more ACC
championships. His 1963 and '64 relay
teams set new standards at the conference
meet, and the 1964 mile relay squad
finished sixth in the country.
Fred Hoover is in his 22nd year as head
trainer for the Tigers. A native of Jack-
sonville, FL, the 52-year-old Hoover
graduated from F"lorida State in 1953
and later served two stints as trainer for
his alma mater.
Hoover's many accomplishments in-
clude serving as trainer for the U.S. team
in the 1963 Pan Am Games in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, and selection for theU.S. staff at the
68 Mexico and '72 Munich Olympics. Pro-
fessionally, "Doc " Hoover has held just
about every administrative post with the
National Athletic Trainers Association, in-
cluding national president, and he is an
affiliate member of the American Ortho-
pedic Society for Sports Medicine. In addi-
tion to the Clemson Hall of Fame, Hoover
is also a member of the Citi/en Savings-
Helms Athletic F"()undation Hall of Fame.
Rick Robbins was more than just the
academic adv isor for Clemson s athletes
during his 13-year tenure, he was a friend
to all. In addition to his role as academic
counselor, he also helped negotiate pro-
fessional contracts for some of Clemson s
athletes, and "The Colonel " also served as
the vital liaison between the academic and
athletic departments at Clemson.
Robbins served three stints at Clemson
as assistant professor of military science
while he was in the army. When he retired
in 1967 with the rank of Lt. Colonel,
Robbins started work as the academic
advisor and assistant track coach. A native
of Austin, TX, Robbins passed away in
the summer of 1980.
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Clemson players, coaches and fans are notori-
;
ous for mustering up big appetites. That's when . ' - •
they want the best U.S.D.A. Graded Choice
heavy grain-fed Western Beef. Beef that's actu- >
ally guaranteed to be tender. Every time. And .
BI-LO's Western Beef Market is where they find V




Is It a Record?
Single Game Standards
Individual Records
Rushes: 36 by Jim Shirle
Yards Rushing:
Yds/Carrv:















b\ Ray Yauger \s. Wake Forest, 1969
234 b\ Don King vs. Fordham, 1952
30.4 (5-152) b\ Ken Moore vs. The Citadel,
140 bv Mike O'Cain vs. N.C. State, 1976
1954
48 In Tommy Kendrick \s. Florida State, 1970
25 b\ Tomm\ Kendrick vs. Florida State, 1970
323 by Thomas Ray vs. North Carolina, 1965
4 b\ Bobl)\ (iage vs. Auburn, 1947
.689 (20-29) by Homer Jordan vs. Maryland, 1981
53 by Tommy Kendrick \ s Florida State, 1970
374 b\ Bobby Gage \s. Auburn, 1947
11 by Phil Rogers vs. North Carolina, 1965
163 by Jerr> Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
32.6 (7-161) by Jerry Butler vs. Georgia Tech, 1977
(7-161) by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake F"orest, 1981
3 bv Dreher (Raskin vs. Auburn, 1953
Points; 33 by Maxcv Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
TDS: 5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 19.30
TDS Rushing; 5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 1930
TDS Resp; 5 by Maxcy Welch vs. Newberry, 19.30
b\ Bobby (iage vs. Auburn, 1947
PATS; 9 b\ Tommy Chandler vs. Presbyterian, 1949
Field Goals; 4 by Obed Ariri on lour occasions
Kick Scoring; 15 b\ Obed Ariri vs. Wake F'orest, 1978 and 1980
Tackles; 24
Tackles bv Lineman; 17
Tackles by Del' Back; 16
Tackles for Loss: 5










by Jctl Davis vs. Nortli Carolina, 1980
by Jim Stuckey vs. Georgia, 1978
by Jack Cain vs. Maryland, 1980
by Steve Durham vs. Mar\land, 1979
by Hollis Hall vs. Tulane, 1981
by Willie Underwood vs. Wake Forest. 1980
b\ Jim Stucke\ \s. Wake Forest and
Maryland, 1979
by Steve Durham vs. Marvland, 1979
by Randy Scott vs. Duke, 1978
by Jell lDavis vs. North Carolina, 1980
by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 1965
by Don Kelley vs. Duke, 1970
Punts: 13 by Marion Butler \s. Wake Forest, 1942
Punt Average: 51.0 (6-306) b\ Dale Hatcher vs. Kentucky, 1981
Punt Yards: 504 by Banks McFadden vs. Tulane, 1939
Punts Blocked: 2 b\ Wingo Avery vs. The Citadel, 1954
Punt Returns; 10 b\ Shad Brvant \s. Furnian, 19.39
Punt Ret Yds: 167 b\ Don Kelley (4 Ret) vs. Maryland, 1970
Kickoff Ret; 7 b\ John Shields vs. Alabama, 1969
Kickoff Ret Yds: 160 b\ John Shields \ s. Alabama, 1969
Team Records
Most Rushes: 78 vs. Duke, 1979
Most Yards Rushing: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
MostTD s Rushing: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 1945
Most Passes Attempted: 48 vs. North Carolina, 1965;
48 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Attempted: vs. South (^aroluia, 1956
Most Passes Completed; 25 vs. Florida State, 1970
Fewest Passes Completed; vs. George Washington, 1938;
Presbyterian, 1942; South Carolina, 1943-44-52-56;
Fordham, 1952, \ P1, 19.56
Most Yards Passing: 354 vs. Duke, 1963
Fewest Yards Passing: — 1 vs. Maryland, 1956
Most Passes Had Intercepted: 7 vs. South Carolina, 1945
Most TD Passes: 4 vs. Auburn, 1947
Most Total Ottense; 756 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most Punts Returned: 11 vs. George Washington, 1941
Most Yards Returned: 167 vs. Maryland, 1970
Most Kickoll Returns: 10 vs. Georgia Tech, 1944
Most Yards Returned; 198 \s. Florida, 1952
Most F'irst Downs Rushing; 27 vs. Presbyterian, 1957;
27 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Most First Downs Passing; 17 vs. North Carolina, 1965
Most Total First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 1981
Fewest Total First Downs; 1 vs. South Carolina, 1943
Most Penalties; 14 vs. Furman, 1964, 14 \ s.
14 vs. Virgmia. 1980
Most Yards Penalized: 180 vs Furnian, 1964
Wake Forest, 197";
Most Points Scored; 122 vs. Guilford, 1901
Greatest Victory Margin: 122-0 vs. Ciuilford, 1901
Greatest Defeat Margin: 7-74 vs. Alabama, 1931
Interceptions: 6 vs. South Carolina, 1971
Intercept. Ret. Yds; 143 (4 Returns) vs. Maryland, 1970
QB Sacks: 10 vs. Maryland, 1979
Pass Broken Up; 12 vs. Wake Forest, 1979
Tackles For Loss: 15 vs. Maryland, 1979
Fumble Recoveries: 6 vs. Duke, 1965
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people, the entire population
of The State of South Carolina
plus thousands in neighboring
states can hear Clemson football
over more than fifty local radio stations




MOUNT PLEASANT, SC ^0
...Many of which
also carry the pre-
game tailgate show and
post game fifth quarter final scores
show. As indicated above, most cities
and stations in South Carolina carry the




















"Serving Your Energy Needs"
81 Plaza, Powdersville





Location: Chapel Hill, N.C.
Enrollment; 21,400
1981 Season's Record: 10-2
Colors: Blue & White
Series Record: 17-12-1, Cleinson
Last Year: Clemson 10, UNC 8
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NON WOVEN FABRICS
PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER































OPEN ALL DA Y SA TURDA Y
PHONE 803/288-4341 P.O. BOX 7 MAIN STREET MAULDIN. S.C. 29662
Highlights of each week's Clemson game - with commentary by Coach Danny
Ford and the voice of the Tigers, Jim Phillips. Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WPDE-TV • WRDW-TV • WOLO-TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA

«5 Tiger Bowl Victories
Greatest Show on Earth?
B> JeH Rhodes
The- 197S Clenisdii l()(itl)all tciiii roiild
casiK he comparccl to a lonu-niiiiiiiiu
Broadwa\' play such as Cabaret or llcllo,
Dolly. Tlie season started witli a smasli pre-
mier (a 58-3 stonipiiifj of The Citadel), lost
some critical reviews (himhliiiK to a 12-0 loss
at Georgia) and then had standing room onl\
crowds for the rest of its nine-week run.
Before the command performance helbre
a national TV audience, however, the di-
rector suddenlv defected for an off-
Broadwav production in Florida. The assis-
tant director, a relative unknown, was called
in 19 da\ s hefore the big show, and the rest,
as the> sav , is histor\ .
"The night hefore the game, I got so nerv -
ous I wanted to jump out of the hotel win-
dow," said Dann\' Ford, who studied under
the noted producer. Bear Bryant. "The game
was the easiest part for me — it was all the
other things that go with coaching that was
tough. Looking hack, I was nervous. I didn't
want Clemson to get eniharrassed like it was the
previous year against Pittsburgh.
"It seemed strange that Coach Ford wa--
now the head coach," said Cliff Austin, \\ ho
was a freshman actor in that 1978 season.
"We had been used to seeing him as the
offensive line coach, and now he was run-
ning everything."
Clemson took the opening kickoff, as it
had the \ear before against Pittsburgh, but
could only gain five vards on four downs.
Ohio State quarterback Art Schlichter drove
his team, however, from their 36 to the
Clemson one. With fourth-and-goal from the
one, the Buckeves' Ric \'olle> ran around
left end, but he was tackled by Bubba Brown
for a one-yard loss and the Tigers took ov er
on downs.
After an exchange of pimts, Ohio State
marched to the Clemson 22-\ ard line late in
the quarter, but Willie Jordan, Clemson's
"return service ', tackled Paul Campbell for
no gain and Clemson again had the ball.
The second quarter was unusual in that
there were four possessions in the stanza
and each team scored twice. Ohio State
drove 63 \ ards to the Clemson nine on the
passing of Schlichter and the running of Ron
Springs. Facing a fourth-and-three situation,
the Bucke\es had to settle for Bob .\tlia s
27-\ard field goal.
Clemson tjuarterback Ste\ e F'uUer got the
Tigers on track after the kickoff with an im-
pressive 15-plaN, 8()-yard drive that led to
the Atlantic Coast Conference champions'
first points. Staying mostly on the ground.
Fuller and Tracy Ferry tanked their wa\ to
the Ohio State four, where Fidler took off
around left end for the score. Obed Ariri.
whose name is synon\nious with NCAA
records, added the extra point and the Tigers
led 7-3.
Schlichter duplicated Fidler's feat on the
next series, scoring around left end nine
plays later. Clemson's Steve Gibbs blasted
around end and blocked \'lade
Janakievski's extra point try leaving the Buck-
eyes with a 9-7 lead.
Clemson got tiie ball hack \\ itli 1:1.5 re-
maining ill the quarter and F"uller passed his was
to the Buckeye ;3(). With only Bve ticks left on the
clock, Ariri hit a 47-yard held goal that ga\ e the
Tigers a 10-9 lead at intermission.
The second act of this successlui niusical-
suddenK -turned-drama saw Cli'iuson get its
last pouits iiii(K\a\ tlirough the third (juar-
ter. l<"ulli-r, Marvin Sims, and Warren
Ratchford ground out S2 vaids mi 17 |)lav s.
"We had a first and goal on t\>v two, " saiil
.\nstin. 'Warren couldn t score and Lester
Ih'ovvn s broken hand was bothering him.
( Brown broke his hand in practice a few dav s
before the game, but the plaved anywav )
Coach Ford came over to me on the sidelines
and he said, "Clet the ball in the end zone'.
So, I came in and drove over the right siik-
lor the touciidown. " Ariri added the extra
point and Clemson led at 17-9.
"I never thought I would score the win-
ning ]5oints in a bowl game," added Austin.
"I used to watch Ohio State on TV. Thev
have one of the great football traditions. 1
nev er thought I would ever plav , much less
score against a team like that. It was one of
the most memorable things I have ever
done." Inst wait about three inure vears.
Cliff
Apparentlv, Sclilichter did not rt-ad his
script carefuUv, beciUise be brought Ohio
State back into the game. With 8; 11 left in
the game, the slipperv' cjuarterback scored
his second touchdown to bring the Big Ten
runners-up within two points. Jim Stuckev
tackled Schlichter on a sweep to prevent the
two-i)oint play, and Clemson led 17-1.5.
The last act of this classic production came
as Ohio ,State mounted one final drive.
Charlie Baunian, a secoiid-teaiii standing at
Obed Ariri
liilddle Uii.ird, llil( lci'plc<l what woiiM be
the iMilv tlicll (il Ills caicei and was run oiil
(III the < )liio Slate sulci inc. Ohio Stale ciiaili
Woodv li.ivcs Idsl Ins <l('((inMii ,uid Iniik a
itHmdlidiise sw nig ,it Haniiiaii. lie would
lose Ins job t lie iievt das altei lliat little lapse.
( ainset i it I \ ( 1 1 1 1 s poi I s ii lan 1 1 ke conduct
|ieii, titles gave (Jeiilsoii evcellelil lield |i(>-
sitioii at the ()lii(i Stale 2S-\ai(l line, and
I'ullei was .ilile to run out the tloik i<u
Clemson s first w in ev t-i ov er a Big fen
team.
"
I'lie game w as si ii i let 1 1 1 1
1
g Kii ( • 1 1 isi ii
i
bistorv. ()l eoiiise. llie (Charlie Baiiiii.iii plav
will be remembered lor a lung time, but I
was l(M"tuiiate to have sii iiiaiiv veteran
plavcrs with nie, said I'lnil. "Steve Fuller
was like a coach on the field, ami Jerry
Butler and the other seniors gav e such great
le;idership in that game.
"The post-game press confereiu e w as nut
easv', I was still so nervous, " said l''ord, vvlio
celebrated the victorv' bv' getting a sub-
marine sandwich with his wife, Deborah.
"But we liad iloiie it on national television
against a national power. It was a major step
for Clemson football and it was something
von realize the significance of as time goes
on. Wlien I was going through it all 1 was
nerv oils, but as I look back, I probablv' would
have been more nervous il I reallv knew
v\ hat was at stake.
So, while the Clemsdii-t )liiii Slate game
did not follow the script ol tlie 1978 season
exactly, the performances of the actors and
the fill-in director will be remembered by
Clemson fans as one of the greatest shows
the Tiger Drama Company has produced.

















1 Texas V/i 19 X X X 19 11 8 14 17'/j 93
2 UCLA 1ft X \ X X 20 16 20 15 X 87
3 Miami (Fla.) \ 13 X X X 12 X 13 101/2 20 681/2
4 Cleinsoii 12 20 13 X X X
.">
14 5 X 66
5 North Carolina 12 X 20 16 X X X 12 X 60
SMU 16 X X X 11 15 IS X X 60
Oklalionia St. X X X 17 X 5 X 19 15'/2 56 '/2
8 Arizona St. X 5 X X X 15 3 \ 18 12 53
9 Houston X X X 17'/. X 1 14 X 20 X 52/2
10 Southern Cal X 7 X X X 9 16 2 X 47/2
Twenty points are awarded for first place, 19 for second, 18 for third, etc.
SECOND TEN: Alabama 45'/2, Arkansas 44, Penn State 42, Stanford 4O1/2, California 40, Texas
El Paso 40, Georgia 35, Brigham Young 31, Iowa 30, Pepperdine 30.
THIRD TEN; Iowa State 29, hidiana 27, Nehra.ska 27, Oklahoma 27, Minnesota 26, North Carolina State 26, San
Jose State 26, West Vireinia 26. Tennessee 25, Missouri 24,
For the third time in the last four
years, the Clemson all-around
sports program has been ranked in
the top five in the nation. The sur-
vey conducted by the Knoxville
Journal takes into account national
ranking in many selected sports.
The Tigers were ranked fourth in
this year's poll as six Clemson
teams were rated in the top 20 in
men's athletics last year. The Ti-
gers have been in the top five of the
poll in 1979, 1980 and 1982 and
have been in the top 30 in the last
seven years. Obviously Clemson's
superb coaching staff is the prime
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At Robin's our name symbolizes a commitment to you. A
dedication to always provide you with considerable savinss
on a wide selection of quality men's and ladies'clothing in
today's styles.
All of us at Robin's are proud to give you this commit-
ment and we promise that every trip you make to Robin's
will truly be a great experience in clothing.
A Great Experience In Clothing
Floreace Columbia Greenville Anderson North Myrtle Beach
SMITH @WJem INC.
Serving Georgia - North Carolina - Soutii Carolina
• DEPENDABLE MOTOR CARRIER SERVICE
• DIRECT SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
• CLASS RATE DISCOUNTS
HOME OFFICE
P.O. BOX 570


















T. C. Atkinson, Jr, Director
Charlie W. Bussey, Director
W. G. DesChainps, Jr, Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
E Reeves Gressette, Jr, Director
Lewis F. Holmes, Director
E E. Hughes, Director
Dr G. J. Lawhon, Jr., Director
Calhoun Lemon, Director
George G. Pocle, Jr., Director
Chris Suber, Director
W. H. Taylor, Director
Marshall Walker, Director
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR — BILL McLELLAN
IPTAY EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — JOSEPH J. TURNER, JR.
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IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
C Evans Putnian. Director — District II








John M Hamrick, Jr., Chairman*
W Ronald Barrett'
James Vincent Caggiano*




James R, Sanders, Jr
*
Greenville County
K, M- Watson, Chairman*
Bill Barbarv'
Walter Glenn Brackin, Jr.'
Joseph Bailcv Bright*
Miles E, Bruce'
Charles A, Bryan, Jr.
Phillip H Burnett*
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J, R, Adair, Chairman
Thomas E Davenport
Henrv M. Faris, Sr.
Charles Jeter Glenn
William J. Hendrix






W M Manning. Jr , Chairman"
T. R, Adams, Jr.
James G Bagnal HI
Andy N Beiers
John L. Brady, Sr
A. B. Bullington. Jr
William M. Cooper'


















Harold E Blackwell, Chairman
Cecil Wavne Comer
H. S. Harns, Jr
*
B- E Kirby, Jr.
Thomas E. Mack
Dr. J H Timmerman
Director, District HI
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Eugene H Kneece, Jr
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H O Weeks, Sr.
Edgefield County
E. () Dukes. Jr . Chairman*
Joe F Anderson, Jr.
J,
W Gilliam. Jr
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D H Caughman, Chairman*
R. Hugh Caldwell
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William B Clinton, Jr
James A Compton
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T A Henry
Warren Craig Jumper'
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William T McDaniel HI
James P. McKeown MI*
S C McMeekin, Jr
'
Jrffrev A O Cain*
Robert A Richardson
Cra\v^ord E. Sanders HI*
A. Lee Sheider, Jr,
Davis O Smith'
John B Smith. Jr
John H Timmerrnan*
Kfith H Waters
E Ralph Wessmijer. Sr
Saluda Count>











IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves, Director — District I\
515 Richardson Circle. E.
Hartsville. S.C 29550
Chester County









James C" Stone. Chairman
Rhett Butler
John R Thomas
Dan L Tillman. Jr
Patrick K White
Ras L Wilson, Jr
Darlington Count>
William P Kennedv, Chairman
Hubert C, Baker'
T James Bell. Jr
J W, Carter
Marion D Hawkins. Jr
Warren Jeffords
G J. Lawhon. Jr
William B McCtiwn HI'
Harrv M McDonald






Forest E. Hughes, Jr.
Harold R Jones'
Kershaw County
J F Watson. Chairman*
Kenneth W (Larson
Tommie W James. Jr '
G P Lachicotte
T F McNamara. Jr
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Marion D Lever. Jr
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W G. DesChamps. Jr
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Thomas E Grimes HI, (hairman*
William R Adkins*
David E Angel'
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Rov W Camptield, Jr.
O T Gulp*




James W Hancock, Jr.
William F Hardier
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W. T Jenkins, Jr
F. D Johnson*
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IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
J. Rvan White. Director - Distrrict \
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Colleton County
Jack W Carter, Sr , f -hairman'
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Jasper County
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David Copeland
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James C Williams Jr
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IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
W T Fort, Jr . Director District \'I
2730 Mohican Dr
Sumter, S C 2915U
Clarendon County
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Glenn A, Cox, Chairman*
Joe Thomas Branyon, Jr
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Sumter County
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(diaries W, Bussey. Jr.
Robert T Cathey*








Alvin J Hurt, Jr.


















Mr. & Mrs. Ray O'Brian Carter
Chapin, SC






Dr. B. R. Ewing
Anderson, SC
Bill Folk, Jr. Memorial
Richardson, TX
Grant s Textiles, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #1
Greenville. SC
Mrs. C. Guy Gunter #2
Greenville, SC










Mrs. Donna Merck Jones
Norfolk, VA










In Memory of Jack R. Miller
bv Philip & Celeste Prince
New York, NY
Mrs. Lena A. Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Anderson, SG
Robert Lee Stowe, Jr.
Belmont, NC
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene P. Willimon
Clemson, SC





Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Addis
Grt'cnvillc, SC
CJeorge 6c Nanc\ Alley
Columbia, SC
T. Atkinson III 6c Friend
Marion, SC
T. G. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC






Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Gontr.
Spartanburg, SG
Bankers Trust of SC
Greenwood, SG
Clarence B. Bauknight. Jr.
Greenville, SC























Mr. 6c Mrs. T. C. Breazeale, Jr.
KiiDwille, TN
Budweiser of Anderson, Inc.
Anderson, SC






























William T. Davidson, Jr,
Henrietta, NC
Premier bnestment Co., Inc.



















First Federal Savings 6( Loan
Assn. of Greenville
Greenville, SC

















Edward R. Ginn III
Hilton Head Island, SC









































Mr. 6c Mrs. Lachlan L. H\ att
Spartanburg, SC








Francis A. Jeffries, Sr. Memorial Ellison S. MeKissick, |r.
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
Capt. Frank
J. Jer\ey Thomas B. MeTeer, Jr.
Clemson, SC (Columbia, S('
Dale Johnson Mr. & .Mrs. Jerr\ \. Meehan
Greenville, SC Anderson, SC
Joseph Crosby Jones \irR Ini-.Mv»n, inc.
W ilkesboro, NC Spartanburg, SC
Ralph W , &
J
Morgan Jones Moody-(>odley .Auction Co.. Inc.
Cireenw'ood S(' Darlington. S('
Mr. R. Ligon King, Jr. /President Bob Morgan
(trppnvillp SC Greenville, SC
In Memor\ of E, C. (Red! Kneece Morgan bnestmeni. Inc.
bv Nita At Kathleen (»reen\ille, S('
Sumter SC
Dr. Wyman L. Morris
Mr. Knickerliocker Sanimie Morris
Glcmson SC* Sumter, SC
Clarence Koester-AR.\ Thomas 0. Morris, Jr.
—
Services, Inc. Hemingway Pharmacv
Atlanta, OA Heming\va\ , S(-
Leigh Fibers, Inc. .vir. oc .virs. .jiepnen n. .viuoge
Sn;irt:iiinnrP SC Mvrtle Beach, SC
Lalnoun Lemon Multimedia, Inc.
Barnwell, SC Greenville, SC
Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey ui. .vi. D. iMtKies, jr.
Hampton, SC Hartsville, S(;
Mr. & Mrs. \ . F. Linder, Jr. Emory G. Orahood, Jr.
Irmo SC Atlanta. GA
In .Vlcmor\ of Elbert L. Bailes Orderest, Inc.
\\ est L'nion SC Green\'ille, SC
Itie Lodge In Memory of \ . K. Mines
\l\rtlf Reieh SC Florence SC
Tom C. Lynch, Jr. A Friend of Clemson
Clemson, SC Greenville, SC
r. W . .vlc.Allster Peeler Jersey Farms, Inc.
Laurens, SC GafJriev, SC
nonald
J. .McLoy Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Greenville. SC •Anderson. SC
James P. McKeown III Chemsize, Inc.—Roger G. Perry
Columbia, SC Greenville, SC
Pnucor—R. D. Benson &; I, K. Seit/ Southern Distributors
('harlotte, N(' oi Sj),irtanburg inc.
Poinsett t-onstruetioii ('o.. Inc.
Spurtunbnrg, S("
Greenville, SC Southern Bank Trust (-o.
Mr, 6t Mrs. David Poole
Creenville SC
Green\'ille. SC Currie B. Spive\ jr.
Mr. 6; Mrs. (George (;. Poole. Jr.
Pelzer. SC^
Mullins. SC Rill Sfarnes
Carl S. Pulkinen
Perrv SC
Charleston St! I;inies R Stdinpn*;
Norman Fredrick Piilliain
Greenville. SC
Spartanburg, .SC |(W|Mu) 1 1 >\\."1T1I1(I'M UN If, . r \\ lU 1 1
1
Reynolds Contract llauK'rs. Inc.
( ^Tf 'Ciivil Ic S(
'
West ('oluinbia. S(" 1 Chris Swift Pres
H. Graham Rcvnolds
C/heraw SC
Trenton, S(' Innn O TiV'pJUlllI u . 1 in.
Charles F. Hhein. Jr.
Dalton, GA
Greer, SC W F Tdllivriii
H. B. Risher
Easlev. SC:
Spartanburg, SC \1 r \' Vir^i \ll(*Ti k I rnlviiK/n1*11. .\IH. II I\. llUl^illl^ll
Thomas L. Roberts ill
Midland, TX
Spartanburg, SC A M Tnck Inc #1
Thomas H. Ryan
Greenwood, S(-
Trenton. SC Or 1 A TnriH^r Ir"1 .
J
. rv . 1 LI 1 1 1 1. I , 1 1 .
Ryder Truck Rental Co., Inc.
Clemson SC>
Greenville, SC U S Shelter Com
Jim Sanders
Greenv ille SC
n^iiTTipv SC Mr k \\r^ Inbn \ Wilfcr
SC State Fair
Manning, SC'
Co iinibi^i SC H:H'iii(iin"i ^ W itf'rv1 1(1 \ il lU 1 IVl O . I T it It 1 T
Skateland USA
Sn^rt;i?ibiir(J SC
Anderson SC Rillv C V\'if*;nn
.Mrs. Davis 0. Smith
Spartanburg, SC
Columbia, SC
J. F. Watson/W. R. Reeves, Jr.
Socar, Incorporated
Camden, SC












Bowen Memorial IPTAY Scholarship
Macon, Ga.
Edwin W . Evans
Taylors, SC




















William H Baxlev ill, DMD
Abbeville. SC
Mr, & Mrs. \Vm. C. DiiPre
Abbeville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. James B Jones. Jr.
Abbeville. SC
Mr. & Mrs. T. C Millord
Abbeville. SC
Herbv Rosenberg & Family
Herbv Barber & FamiK
Abbeville. SC
Don & W'avne Southard/EdtK









F, .\ Townsend k




Mr. & Mrs. Jesse G. McElmnrray
Beech Island. SC

















F. M. Young ('o,. Inc.
Fairfax, SC
ANDERSON



















First National Bank ol SC
Anderson & Clemson Office
Anderson, SC
















Dr. Chase P Hunter
.Anderson, SG
Mr, k Mrs. Hugh \ Ishell
Anderson, SG
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Charles & Nanc\ Merritt
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. David Merritt
Anderson, SC
P, C. Osteen, )r.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Norman W. Powell
Anderson, SC
In Memory of Fraz l)\ Boli &
Rita Reeves
Anderson, SC
Dr. Kenneth W, Smith
.\nderson, SC
T. Barney Smith Agency, Inc.
Anderson, SC
Mr. & Mrs, Tony Smith
Anderson SC
James A. Smith, Jr.
Anderson, SC






















Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Belton, SC










Mr. & Mrs. Michael Walker,





Dr. F. .Marion Dwight
Bamberg. SC
BARNWELL





Mr & Mrs. John Tiltnn







Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Moncks Comer, SC
John H. & Curtis Stewart
Moncks Comer, SC
M. W. Umphlett Memorial bv
Clyde D. & Calhoun W. I'mphlett
Moncks Corner. SC
Ware Brothers Const. Co.
Moncks Comer. SC
John H. Swicord, MD
Pinopolis, SC






































Phil & Mary Bradley
Johns Island, SC
E. M. Seabrook, Jr.,





0. & K. C. Shuler
Mt. Pleasant, SC
Charles & Carol Shuler
North Charleston. SC


















































R. B Pond—Bay Corner Farm
Darlington, SC
R. B. Pond, Jr.
Darlington, SC








Dr. Paul A. (toward
Hartsville, SC
Aiibiimdale Plantation/










In Honor ot Mr. & Mrs.
W. P. (Pap) Timmerman
Hartsville, SC
DILLON






J. & T. Neal Rogers
Fork, SC














Joe F Anderson, Sr.
Edgefield, SC
The Dong Curtis Family
Johnston, SC
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Johnston, SC





























Drs. B. W. Jones Jr./F. G. Jones
Florence, SC
Drs. T. W. & W. E. Phillips
Florence, SC












Joe, Joey & Bobby Bostick
Pamplico, SC
Dr. William L. Coleman
Pamplico, SC















Mr. & Mrs. Wm. E. Twilley. Jr
Pawleys Island, SC
Glenn, Myra & Jennifer Cox
Pawley s Island Apothecary
Pawley s Island, SC
Harnsiin S. Forrester
Pawlevs Island. SC
A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Pawleys Island. SC
William D. Rigb\ k
Mr. & Mrs. C;. A. Rigby
Pawle\s Island. SC
GREENMLLE

















Mr. & Mrs. Frank B. Baruett
Greenville, SC^
,\ARO Rents, Inc -L. L. Bates, Jr.
Greenville, SC
John P. Batson, Jr.
Greenville. SC

















































Ernest & Dons Gray
Greenville, SC



























































































Truman W. Shirley, Jr
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirrine Co. #1
Greenville. SC
J. E. Sirrine Co. #2
Greenville, SC
J.
E. Sirnne Co. #.3
Greenville, SC

















V ulcan Materials, Inc.
Greenville, SC


































R. B. Whorton IV7A. B. Cross/












Blakely Dairy Farm, Inc.
Piedmont, SC








Charles W. Cook, Jr.
Simpsonville, SC
Mrs, Donald R. Doss
Simpsonville. SC















Earle W, Sargent Memorial




















Edward & Cry stal Wilhoit
Travelers Rest, SC
GREENWOOD
Jack & Jean Biirch
Greenwood, SC
W, F, Gilbert & As.s(x;iates, Inc,
Greenwood, SC

















South Atlantic Constrs. , Inc.
Greenwood, SC
A, M, Tuck, Inc. #2
Greenwood, SC




Ninety Sis Manufacturing Co.
Ninety Six, SC
George T. Abrams. Jr. &
Phillip C. Davis
Ware Shoals, SC

























































W, A, (Jreen &
B, H. Baum
Camden, SC
Tommie W, James, Jr.
Camden, SC







.Mr, & Mrs, Bobbv English
Lancaster, SC
James F. Outlaw. Jr
Lancaster, SC
Mr. & Mrs. L. S. Stewman &
Mr k Mrs. Duane Johnson
Lancaster, SC
LAURENS








Vaughn E. Bullard. DDS
Laurens, SC
Mike D. Hellams Memorial
Laurens. SC
Palmetto Spinning Coqi. #1
Laurens, SC
Palmetto Spinning Coqi, #2
Laurens. SC
LEE

















Carter/T. E. Garnson ill/
E. E. Rhoden/L. S, Tompkins
Lexington, SC
Cherokee Trail \'eterinan Hospital
Lexington, SC
























P.O. Box 630 - Anderson, South Carolina 29622
Anderson; (803) 224-6331/Greenville: (803) 271 -4999
Dependability
And Dedication
Decade After Decade. .
.
Fuller Douglas Agency
p. O. Box 87 • 610 East Washington Street • Greenville, S.C. 29602
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I)r, & Mrs. D, VV, Newton, Jr.
West (Columbia, SC
Benjamin F Whaley, Jr
West Columbia, SC
VVrenn Machine Tools, Inc.
West Columbia, SC
MARION
Robert C. Mace 6c Dr. E. E. Nissen
Gresham. SC




Dr William L Cheezeni, Jr.
Marion, SC














Mrs. Clarence VV. Senn &
Dick M. Vaughan, Jr,
Kinards, SC








Benny k Ruth Ballenger
Seneca, SC
Thomas T. Ballenger/Allen H. Davis/
Thomas C. Smith
Seneca, SC
Dr. & Mrs. Stuart Clarkson, Jr &
Dr. & Mrs. Larry S Bowman
Seneca, SC
Walter E. Dixon, Jr. &
Robert A. Ferguson, Jr.
Seneca, SC
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Seneca, SC




Oconee Savings & Loan Asso.
Seneca, SC
V ideo Properties, Ltd.
Seneca, SC









James C. Williams, Jr.
Norway, SC
Dr Hary B Arant, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
Dr. Julius W. Babb III
Orangeburg, SC
E R. Bair, Jr /Robert H Hutto
Orangeburg, SC
Dr M. Rodney Culler
Orangeburg, SC




W, C. Higginbotham, Jr.
Orangeburg, SC













Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.
Central, SC
John k Mark Connell
Central, SC











Nancy k Jimmy Cook
Clemson, SC























Mr. & Mrs. Eugene S. Irwin
Clemson, SC




Mrs. K. L. Moore
Clemson, SC










Dr. k Mrs. Thomas E, Skelton
Clemson, SC








Word Prix'essing, Inc. k
Software Solutions, Inc.
Clemson, SC
Mr. k Mrs. Colonel H, Albertson
Easley, SC
Mr. k Mrs. Joseph D. Bagwell/
T. K. Stewart
Easley, SC














George B. (Bud) Nalley, Jr.
Easley, SC








Mr. k Mrs. Roger Benjamin
Liberty, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Liberty, SC
Agnes k Esco Ogan
Liberty, SC




Mr. k Mrs. Bird Garrett
Pickens, SC
Mr. k Mrs. John E. Sparks
Pickens, SC


























Charles Edward Corley III, MD
Columbia, SC

























Francois David Gray Memorial
Columbia, SC
T. E. Grimes, Jr
Columbia, SC
James T. Hane, Jr.
Columbia, SC




Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia, SC
Johnny T. John.son & Assoc. , Inc.
Columbia, SC
Dr. B, Paul Kellett
Columbia, SC













Budweiser of Anderson, SC
Columbia, SC
John, Margaret k Leslie Pitner
Columbia, SC










Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia, SC














Mrs. Frances L, Chappell
Hopkins, SC
Philip C. Chappell, Jr.
Hopkins, SC
SALUDA





S & S Farm Supply
Ridge Spring, SC





Mr. k Mrs. Gary A. Johnson /



















A. B. Bullington, Jr,
Roebuck, SC
A. B. Bullington, Sr.
Roebuck, SC






Harry F. k Sharon Byers
Spartanburg, SC

























Gateway to a great way of life.
Be all you can be.




i Store \\ I M J
heville y^^^T ^^^^SFOR SHOES
3 Stores Under 1 Roof
Mens • Womens • Childrens
Thousands of pairs in your Favorite Brands ... all at
Lower Prices! Have fun and relax while our friendly
and courteous sales staff helps you save money.
We have all sizes, all colors, styles, and heel
heights . .
.
The largest selection of Famous Brands in the East.
Also see our large selection of handbags.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
27 N. Lexington Ave. ph
Downtown Asheville
Open Daily 9 to 6 — Friday 9 to 8:30
Phone 704-254-6721 .
CONTACT:









y ^ DINGO • BASS • DEXTER
NATURALIZER • ADORES
SELBY • JOYCE • REVELATIONS





NIKE • KID POWER
STRIDE RITE • RED GOOSE
JUMPING JACKS
and More!

























































(Jesse & Bndda James)
Sumter, SC



















































Mr, & Mrs, Edwin L. Bates
Charlotte. NC












Mr, & Mrs, W. M, Lineberger, Jr.
Charlotte, NC
Richard Newton Assoc. Inc.
Charlotte. NC








Don V. Whelchel &
Stanley Riggins
Charlotte, NC
Ann & Bill Wood
Charlotte. NC
Flovd & Barbara Rogers
Clyde, NC












Grover Industries, Inc. #1
Grover, NC




Mr. & Mrs. Dennis F. Wilson
Highlands, NC
The Kress Family—Barbara, Howard,












Mr & Mrs. Eddie W Sei((ler III
Richiird W Wislon .\);t'ncv
AIKEN
Alt- Jtander-Moormann & Assols.
Robert & Fern Bicklev
Gerald & Mar\ Brown
Charles W Busbee, Sr.
L. J. Coker
H C Coward & Son
Robert F Dansbv
H D Dickert
Mr & Mrs. Steve C Ergle
Ten & Penney
A G. & G G Evans
Donald L Fulnier
Robert D Gantt
George Funeral Home, Ine
James K. GreEory
Ell>ert Mines Hamilton
Hovt \V & Billie R Hamilton
John S & Charles R , Jr. Hatcher
H Earle Hollev. Jr.
Joseph K. Kneece
Eugene H Kneece. Jr
John G Molonv & William W Molonv
A H Peters Jr.












































Mr. & Mrs. Robbv D. Martin
Hull, GA
R. A. Bowen. Jr
Macon, GA
Mr. & Mrs. R. S. McCants 111/




William C. Efird. Jr
Savannah, GA
Robert H. Quattlebaum. Jr.
Wayne Raiford
Rees Electric Co . Inc.
James C Smith
J. E Stewart Bldrs. Inc
Alan M Tewkesbury III
Dr. Charlie W Timnicrman
James L. Walpole
Dr. W. C. Watson
H Odell Weeks. Jr
Mr & Mrs H O. Weeks, Sr


















James L. (jillins, Jr
Helena. Al,





















Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsjiort, TN










C. Dean Coleman. Jr.
S|)ring. TX
Karl E & S Mark Hargett
Spring. TX
Mr. k Mrs. Samuel R. Harding
C^hester. VA
Dr. William C. Richardson. Jr.
Lynchburg. VA









Dr Robert B. Belk
Better Beer fit Wine
Mr. & Mrs. Guy W Black
Boscobel Golf & Country Club




C^ampbell & Darbv. Inc
(.'arolina Scrap Processors
LinwtxMl Cheatham
Jesse A. Cobb, Jr.
R Denny Cole, Jr.
Howard M. Corbett & Carlyle Poole
E. E. Cothran





George H. Durham. Jr
Mr & Mrs. H.irry L. Ebcrnickle
Dr. 6e Mrs E. P Ellis. Jr
Raymond Fletniiig
Dr. 6c Mrs Richard f: Fox




Ralph N BoatwTicht Mr, & Mrs James T Faulkner, Jr.
James H ija\ GulK Dr & Mrs John L Gu\
Mr & Mrs Janifs S Hunter C L HuK>;ins
Thomas F kiikht^ter Mr 6c Mrs, James L- Lucas, Jr
Littlejohn Memorial William & Alice McNeil
Mrs S \ Sottile Mr & Mrs J Verone Peace
Charles L Powell
ABBEVILLE Don H & Gail R. Rowell
Bovee H Carlisle Lloyd E Sammons
79
Your Season Ticket
To A Good Time
Before Game and After Game Parties
Bloody Mary Brunch Begins at 8:30 AM
''Best of the Beach" Party Immediately After Game
us 123 Opposite City i-lall in Clemson
Telephone 654-5804
We provide, as a convenience for our guests, qualified personnel to care for children over five years of age from
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on home football game days.
MifS AND^IS A WINNING
COMBINATION
After a Clemson game bring you ticket
stub to Arby's and receive a FREE
MEDIUM RC COLA with the purchase
of any Deli Sandwich.
(Otter Valid Thiru Dec. 31st, 1982)
So cheer Clemson on to victory with the
official Arby's/Clemson cheer.
'1 WANT AN ARBY'S AND A RC!"
Arby's in Anderson
• Arby's
3010 North Main Street
(Across from Anderson Mall)
Arby's in Greenville
• Arby's
309 South Pleasantburg Drive
• Arby's







Dr M Ra\ (;ille>pif
Mr & Mrs William H Gilmer
Gleri Bill Farms
Glenn PlnmlmiK Co , hit-
Mrs (iforiif L (iriiham
Mr & Mfn Phil C: Gret-snn
Hard\ Boss F(Kxi Shops
Harles-Dasidson of Andtrson
Robert V Harrell
H.utrow, Int — Mala>lm Hare
Sam R Henle\
Robert Ut Hill
Dr Charles \V Miniiaiit









Mr d Mrs James \V Logan, jr
Mrs C. H Loni.is







Mr Ut Mrs. Car! McClain
J.
H McDaniel




Piedmont Cand\ & Cigar Co






Dr Donald C Roberts 6t
Dr Joseph C VarbrouKh. Jr.
Roddv s Fried Chicken
Dannv J Rogers
Dr James M Ruff
Gradv Sanders
Mr fi( Mrs Richard L Sellers
Mr & Mrs. Dennis B Simmons




Dr John Horttm Smith
Mr & Mrs Robert W Smith
Ronnie A Smith
South General Const Co., Inc
Amie C Spencer
Walter Pnce Spires





Mr & Mrs Frederick J. Terry
In Memorv of Manon Washington,
Class of 44






Charles iSaeki 6c Bettv Bagley






Mr k Mrs David Craig
Ted W Craig
Yale J. Garber
"A Fnend from VV'illiston'
Bob & Dot Sanders
Fredenck D Mixon













James S & Denise B Grant
F W Lake
Dr Peter E Mvers \\
Dennv W OrMn, Jr.
David D Page. Jr
F M Peagler






LT. Col, Neil G, Bates
C. F Evans & Co,
Eldon \ Haigler. Jr
H, B Hair
p. Simons Hane. MD
James M. Moss III & Son
CHARLESTON
John y Adams, Jr bi Jt>hn O Adams HI
Herl)ert R Allen
Ashlev River Animal Hospital
J.





John D Doscher. Jr
Thomas R, Glover
Ton\ Alton Creenwav
F. Gregone & Son
Al Hitchcock
Thomas F Kicklighter, Jr
Thomas E Lvnn & William M (iladdeii
Charles F MtOan
John T Mundv
David M Murrav, Jr
Aaron A. Nettles, Jr
F Graham Payne
Fulton C Poston, Jr
L W Pullen
Rogers fit Brown Custom Brokers, Inc
S \ Sottile Memorial
In Honor of Wilson G Steen
Joseph D Thompson, Jr , MD
Mr tt Mrs. Thomas M Tobin
H E Tvler
Wavne D Ward
Franklin R. Welch Memorial
Dewer\ B Welch. Jr,
Bob. Jeannette, Anne & Gresg Weldon
Douglas L, Wilbanks
A Y Willard, Jr.




Mr & Mrs Joe Baxter Clarv
William E Campbell, Jr,
Dr J M Carroll
Lawrence E Childers
Greg S Parish
John M Hamrick, Jr
Mr & Mrs W Joe McArthur
Belt C & Caroline S Peeler
Mr & Mrs, Sam L. Taylor
CHESTER
Thomas E Baker
Terrv & Sandra Darbv
George R. Fleming
Mr, & Mrs, S Wavne Goodvear
Mr & Mrs, Roy A. Huse






Mr & Mrs, Stewart F. Melton/
Mr & Mrs, S. Tvson Melton
T L- Peek
Joan B. Pressley/J. N Pressley
J B Pressley. Jr
Bovd L. Roberts. Jr,
Halsted M Stone, MD
W T Wrenn
CHESTERFIELD
James C Crawford, Jr
Mr. tx Mrs John R. Thomas
James E- Ness
CURENDON









Mr & Mrs, Paul L & Tim Beach
Larrv Berrv/Dr Sam Hazel
W, Walter Haynes, MD
James W". Mitchell
William E. & E R Southard
DARLINGTON
Hubert C Baker, DDS
Dawkins Concrete Products, Inc.
A Family of Tigers Supporters
Dan M How'le
Jeffrev S Hu^ins
Dr W'm P Kennedv
William B McCown III
Bill M Reaves
.Andrew L Richardson
Starwood Nursen. & Landscaping







Dr, M. Douglas Dorn Jr
W. Alvin Gainev
W. G, Lynn




Earl R Dupriest. Jr,
Harn, L Hill
Steve H Hutchinson & Jimmv Addison








Mr & Mrs Robert Calliham/
Rita (Calliham
J. Nick Crocker
Mr. & Mrs. J. W Gilliam. Jr
Jack A Hamilton
Mr d Mrs James C. Holmes
Mr & Mrs John A. Hughes
Mr & Mrs Kenneth L Kaltz
William H Rushton, Jr,
Mr & Mrs. G Milton Saggus, Jr
Cathenne S. Walsh








W M Estes, Jr
Barbara is. Adnan Glenn
Warren R Herndon, Sr





Pigeon Granite Co —J, P Bnwks.
J P Brooks. Jr.
John C. Renwick, Jr.
Frances & William H. Wylie
FLORENCE
Thomas D Birchmore
G Wilson Brvce Memorial —
Bryce Mechanical Contr , Inc
Marvin C Buchanan
James R Coleman Jr /James R.
Segars Jr /Dannv J Wingard
Eddie Diggs
Frank A Douglass, Jr
"Clyde S Bryce, Jr —
PE Engineering Consultants
Tommy M. Folk, Jr.
God bold/ Daughtrv
Mr fit Mrs William H Johnson
Bovd fit Carolyn Derrick,
Bill 6c Anne Kea
Troy H L^mb Farms
John E Lunn
Gordon Keith McLeod
S. E. Parker. Jr , DDS
S. A Rodgers. Jr.
Edward D Tinsley III
L. Dean Weaver Const, Co., Inc
Terrv A Whitener





Mr. fit Mrs. Charles W. Cagle




Tiller Construction Co , Inc
Waccamaw Family Practice Assoc.
Bruce D Wheeler
Mr 6c Mrs Joe E Young
GREENVILLE
Allstate Food Broker, Inc,
Amencan Equipment Co.. Inc.
James Jr 6c Jo Ann Anderson
Associated Oil Co.
James Andrew Aston
J. E, Austin. Jr
Larry fit Ronnie Avers
Rick Bagwell
C. B, Barksdale. Jr.
Mr, & Mrs. Harry G Batson
Trov E. Bennett, Sr












Carolina Sprinkler Co., Inc.
Carolyn Warehouses. Inc,




Chemurgy Products, Inc. #1
Ed Childress







Commercial .Air Cond. Service
Contractors Service & Rentals
Donald H Com
Sam J Grain
Mr 6c Mrs. Ralph Crawley
Daddv Rabbit. Butch 6c Masso
Custom Electric Co,
Dalev Engineering fit Sales
Daniel International Engineering
Thomas Rav Darragh
Mrs. Billv W Davis
Davis Electrical Constructors





R. Jack Dill, Jr
Dunagan Engineering, Inc.
Charles B Duncan, Jr
Joseph H Durham, Jr
Wavne Edens
Richard W Edgeworth












First National Lease Corp,
Foothills Delta P,, Inc
Mike Foster
James E. Foster, Jr 6c
E. Cole Huckabee
Miss Larue H. Fowler




Mr. fit Mrs, Arno H. Frosh
Joe S. Fulmer
Donnie L. Garrett
M. L. Garrett Construction Co,
Gatewood Builders Inc,
Phil E, Gebert








Mr, 6c Mrs Steve B Gray/
Mr 6c Mrs, Robert C Coates
Mrs Oliver B Greene
Jack fit Patsy Greene
Greenville Industrial
Greer Asphalt Paving Inc,
Jane H Greer
Dr. Flovd F Griflin, Jr
James H Gullv
Edward D Guy, Jr.
Paul F Haigler, Jr,
William W Hanev
James W Hannali
Mr fic Mrs William R Harling
Mr & Mrs William F Hamesl>erge,
Michael fic Andrea
Joseph E Harper/R Bruce White
J
Harrell
Henry Marv in Harrison
James C Haves
James M Henderson
Mr. fit Mrs jerry Hendrix
Joe A, Hewell
J,
Michael fit Susan Hill,
Clav S fit Patty O Aldebol
Holder Electnc Supply Inc
james fit Rhonda Holtzclaw
Bobby Hudson
Parker Humphreys
" A Greenville (^lemson Family
Roy F Hunt, jr
Ms, Margaret Huskev
Lloyd Hutchins
Amos Hykes fit Hassle Davis
Ideal Meter ser\ ice
Chemloid Inmrporated
Industnal Scrap, Inc.
Interstate Piping Services. Inc.
Joe A. Ivester
William S Ivester. Sr,
Fred A Johnson
Bob Jones Co Inc
Mrs. Dorothy B Jones
Lee Jones





Mr ti Mrs l,^mar Kennedy
Mr fit Mrs. David K Kmg'
S R. Kirkus
James W. Knox. Jr
B R, Unglev. Jr ,
W L. Bnghain. Jr
Julian M Langslon, Jr
Lee s Textile (Consultant
Dr. Terrell Leeke
Cecil Glenn Lester, Jr
Mr fit Mrs L G Lewis, jr
V B Lippard, Jr
Littlejohn Memorial





Harold Mack— Ar< hitect
Mangum-Dillard. Iiic
L W, Manhcim III
Seabro(jk L Marchant
Rov C Martin
Bob Maxwell Builders. Inc





L. G,, jr fit L, G., Sr McCraw
McDonald's Corp. of Greenville
McDonald's Corp. of Spartanburg
Dr, James P, McNamara
Carl fit Rachel Merntt
Buck Mickel
Gradv Miller's Honda
Thomas C Moore, Jr
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co
Morton fit Morton
William J Neely, Jr




Jeremiah F O'Brien/Joyce Wiles
Orders Tde fit Dist Co., Inc.
Harold Orr
W Cody Owens
John F Palmer fic
Melvin W, Bashor
Palmetto Loom Reed Co,
Russell Hunter Park
L R ' Choppv ' Patterson
W m E fic Louise T Patterson
Chns Phillips
Gene Phillips
Mr & Mrs Andrew H Pioth
Charles B Pitts
George M Plvler
Port Brokerage Co,, Inc
Port Brokerage Co, #2
Mr fit Mrs A. L, Powell, Jr.
Ravmond E Putman
Mr fit Mrs L M, Ragsdale
Don Reed fit Ass(K ia(es
Charles L Reid
Fredric W Reinhold, Jr
Richards/Wilson
Mr fit Mrs. Charles E Ricker
Wilfred L Robertshaw
Tommy fit Cvnthia Robinson
David C Rogers
LT C. H Pern Rosamond A, R.
Earl fit Carolyn Sammons







Simmons Machinery Co., Inc
W B Simmons fic Co
Mr fit Mrs Allen D Smith
Dee Smith Familv
H. W Smith fit H W Smith. Jr
C-hamp A Smith, Jr.
J Frank fit Jove R Solas
South Carolina Box, Inc
Spartan Express. Inc
Toby Stansell
Mrs. R C Stevenson
Mrs Fran Stewart
W'illiam R Stoddard, Jr , MD
William W Stover, jr
Richard P Strawhorn
Heath L Strawn, Jr




Suitt Constniction Co . Inc.
Fraiikie/Manon/Linde Summey
Charles S Tanner Co
Earl Taylor
Robert R. Taylor
Terry fit Jean-Marie Taylor/




J P, Thompson, jr
Jim Thrailkill & Dr Ben Thratlkill
Threatt-Mirhael Const Co , Inc.
Mr 6c Mrs Michael F Toner
Dr William E Tucker
James Martm Turner
United Investors
Jim and Jackie Vaughn
Mike fit Jerr\' Walker
R, H Walker
John 6t Sallv Wallace
Mr, fit Mrs, William L, Wallace
Mr & Mrs, David E, Watson
Ronald R Watson
Mr & Mrs Richard L Watson #1
Richard L Watson #2
Richard R Watson








Mr. & Mrs. W. Larry Williams
"A Long Time Greenville Fan
Willson Riggins Landscape, Inc.
Willson & Linda







Dr. F- E Abell. Jr
Nick P Anagnost
Clarence L, Beaudrot
Mrs, Emma K. Camak
Ronald L, Carlay/J. B, Nalley




Mr, fit Mrs, George L Grout
Mr. & Mrs. John R Davis
Shaun Flatley
G & P Trucking Co. , Inc.
Coy Jefferson Gray
Greenwood Motor Lines, Inc.








Mr, & Mrs, Lee F. Lemere
Robert A Liner
James V Lowe




J HerlxTt Powell, jr.
Eugene Wallace Roberts, Jr
Mr, fit Mrs Benjamin E Smith
George F, Smith. Jr.
Richard 6c Dan Suggs





Winston A Lawton. Jr,
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Pete G. Miley
J D Rouse, Sr, k Dr. Jacob D. Rouse, Jr.
Gerald I'lmer, Jr
HORBY
James W Barnette, Jr,
Marion T Bellamy
R, Paul Benik, Jr




Dr William S. Fairey




Dr Wm S Hnllidav
S. F, Horton
Earl O'Neil McCov. Jr.
Paul Patrick




Kenneth W. Carscm, DDS
Mr, (x Mrs, Richard B. Inman, Sr.
Joseph C, Jackson
W. L Jackson
Mr. 6( Mrs. Steve T McLaughlin
LANCASTER
James A 6c Al Adams
R H Collins
Cecil K 6c Judv E Faile
Frank 6c Ann Ferguson
Dr John R. Howell, Jr.
Dennis Kirk/Jerr\' Hammond
Marion D Lever, Jr
Sonny Plvler/Fred Adams





Dr, Richard Yeadon Wescoat
UURENS
Wa\ ne Barnes






Mr. 6< Mrs, James H McClellan, Jr
Richard Wayne Rabum
Walter S. Ramage










Don R, McDaniel, Sr.
LEXINGTON
Mr ti Mrs H L Allen Jr.
Billv Amick
Dr Frank T Arnold, Jr,






Michael G Coleman/Brad Pressley
Mr & Mrs, John C. Cook
Bland M Derrick
John T. Drafts
William Q. Elliott. Jr.
Mrs, John L, Frierson
Claudia Marie Gardner














Mr & Mrs Rickv C, Price




James H Rozier, Jr.
Mr 6f Mrs, Clinton W Sease
Mrs. James R. Sease
Dennis G. Shealv
James H. Shirer, Jr.
Randv R Stewart
Charles M, Stuck






Fritz N. Johnson. MD
Leslie W. Lew
Duncan C. Mclntyre 6< William F. Thompson
G R, McLelian
McCORMiCK
Bowen Pulpwo(»d Co., Inc.









Gordon S. U'slie. Jr,
"A Friend' From Newberry
Dr C B. Lowman
Lirry A Morris
Buddy Neel



















Harris Marine 6c R, V,, Inc.
Dr Wm. S. Hoilidav
Dr Frank A, Hoshall, Jr
In Memory of Gerald E Brown, Jr —Aiken
K-Mac Service, Inc.
Deryl C Keese 6e Wm C, Keese
John N Undreth, Sr
Dr Harry B Mays
Clvde A McCall
William T McClure, Jr
Mr 6f Mrs J. Whit Miller
Sarah 6c Edd Mize
Northwest Propoerties, Inc.
Wilson W, h Laura Palmer
Samaha, Inc.




Thrift Brothers Lumber Co.
ORANGEBURG
George L, Binnicker, jr
Wm B Bookhart, Jr fit Sons
Mrs. Starr G Busbee
W A. Cartwright, Jr
W, W, Dukes. Jr,
H D Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co., Inc,
—
Leiand M. Bradshaw
Garrick Bros. Farms, Inc.
Mr, fit Mrs G. Martin Gilchrist
Gray fit Gray Farms
F Reeves Gressette. Jr,
E, Hudson. Jr,
Lake Electric, Inc
Dr Drayton L. Nance. Jr.
Frankie A. k William H O'Cain
Dr 6c Mrs. William O Quinn
Mr fic Mrs, D, C, Osterhoudt
Julian A, Ott
J, M Russell, Jr




Lewis W- Wav, Jr,/C. Hughes/T, Williamson
Alton Whitley fit Sons
G, Laverne Williams
PICKENS
Mr, fic Mrs Ragnar E, Anderson
Benson L, Bagwell. DMD
Mr. 6c Mrs. Richard P, Barr
Mrs Francis Boatwright Memorial








Mr, fit Mrs, T. J Coleman
Malcolm E, Corbett
Redmond Covle k Nicholas Fletcher HI
Mr k Mrs, Roy S Dalton
T(mv fic Allen Day
Ernest Defore
Rov M, Dill. Jr
Dr fic Mrs William P. Dubose HI
Duckett Funeral Home.-
Mr, Alton B, Cumbie III
Dr. fic Mrs. Billy L. Edge










Mr fit Mrs. Ralph W Grant/
Mr fic Mrs Ronald W. Grant
Dorsev E Greer
Glenn L. Griffin
W, Thomas Griffith, Jr.
Head Hunters Too





Mrs, Margaret B, Hunnicutt




R Frank Kolb II
John W Laine
Johnny L fit Ann Lee
Mr fit Mrs, Sammy D Little
Hershel M k Barrv H Maddox









H H Perkins, Jr /H. H Perkins III
Noel E Pettit
Joseph Piekutowski






Mr fic Mrs. Stephen A Sefick
Shealv, Smith fic Welburn. PA
Dr B R Skelton
Small World Travel
G. Neil Smith
Michael G./W. Grover Smith/Spencer Stegall
Mr fit Mrs Mark S. Stokes
Carl E Watkins Insurance
Robert A Watson
Elmer k Helen Whitlock
Butch Womack
Henn Yrmce fit Charles Yonce
Larr\ E k judy H Yonce
RICHLAND
Arnolds s Professional (Cleaners




Mr fit Mrs. J Denms Bolt




Dr. Robert M Clark
CMA Const Engineers, Inc #1
CMA Const Engineers, Inc #2
f^ontinental Forest Industries—J, R. Lally
Bilk E Crumpton
Ralph B ( iirrtnn Jr
judge .Michael R Davis
Dr Raymond (- Elam/
Dr, Walter B, Gregg
Thomas
J Ethredge III
First National Bank of SC
First National Bank of SC #2
E. Thomas Fulmer
Wilder k Ghnstine Funk
Mr and Mrs, Larry O Gamble
William N, Geiger, Jr
Giant Portland Cement Co,
H BufordGoff, Jr.
Dentsville Gulf Service
W L Harrington. Jr
Mr 6c Mrs Michael H Hemdon














James C Altman, Jr
George G Matthews, Jr.
George G Matthews, Sr.
McCrorv Construction Co.
H. Donald McEKeen
Mr, fit Mrs James T, McKinnon
David k Ruth McLelian
Timothv P McLelian 6c Billv Fellers




F. M. Reeves/K, L, Rice




L. W. Smith. Jr. Trust
Lawrence Steedly/David Gardner/
Oscar L Derrick
Mr fit Mrs H, T, Thompson, Jr.
fit H. T. Thompson III
Mr, fit Mrs, Charlie E Till
Mr fit Mrs Walter A. Tuten, Jr.
Joe Ben Weeks
William B, Wells
Dr John A, Wells. Jr,
Gene E Williams









Mr. fit Mrs, John Allan Long




T, R. Adams, Jr,
William A .Alexander
Marvin B, Banton
Mr, fit Mrs Horace S Berry
Earl F. Blair
J, J Blake
Mr fit Mrs Louie W Blanton
Sue Boone
W E Briske




Chapman Grading fic Concrete
P B Chappell
Mr 6c Mrs E N Church
Clarkson Brothers, Inc.
Pimc-o Chemical fic Supply Co.
James Rudolph Cox II
Douglas Pest Control. Inc.
Timoth\ M Drake
R A Earnhardt
Mr. 6c Mrs Harley W, Easier
J P Paris
Lawrence Goldstein
Max k Rita Gregorv
Hall, Inc




Dr 6c Mrs D C Hull
Cecil s, Incorporated
Industrial Bldg. Maint,
Insulfab Plastics. Inc.—W, C Moore
Helen D. Johnson
Kirkland S, Johnston fit John B Johnston




Lyman Oil Co,—Johnny M Wade
Larrv Medlev
Mr. fit Mrs- W, Charles O Cain
Arthur W. O Shields
Palmetto Motor Lines, Inc
Maxcy B. Patterson




Packaging fic Spec y Papers, Inc.
Jerome E, Randall
John F. Renfro, Jr.
E. Lea Salter
B, H , Jr k Brian Satterfield




Spartan Food Systems. Inc
Spartan Security, Inc.
Jack M Steinl>erg, CLU k
Dr Harold R Rubel
Barrv K Stisser
Sulzer Bros Inc
Mr, fic Mrs Jerry E Taylor
James R. Thomason
H C Turner III
John W Waddell
W'hite s Exxon Station
Rand Wilson
Woman s Clinic
Dr. James O Johnson
SUMTER
Charlie R, Bovie, Jr
John J, Britton, jr
E M Dulxise






The National Bank of SC
John A. Riley. David Strange fit
Rickv Weathersbee
Dr John W Shaw
Joe Sublette
D. Leslie Tindal
R. L. Wilder. Jr.
UNION
Harold R. Hoke
Thomas E, Mack, Jr.












Joseph P. W'atson/John Harrison
YOBK
\* A Ballard
David M ,/Dr Lewis W. Bartles
Mrs. John K. Benfield, Jr.
Randall E, Bouchillon
Deland B Covington
Dr. fit Mrs. Charles H. Crawford. Jr.
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Malcolm Faiilkfnhern Mr 6f Mrs. Marion B. Beason Fred A jarrett C fit k Machine fit Die, Inc J. C- Brown
1 Howani [os^vn jonn I Doestn, jr Nevon F Jeffeoat
I r^^ 1 lI K M i. I i 1 ' 1 i rl M^ Xr D..l....-t ( ' ...I, .11Mr. ct Mrs, noheri i antreii
( liarlt'N A Kiindt-rhurke L nroauus nrannon, jr John S Jenkins. Jr A J Oi [Nona ^>olenian Sonnv f.iissadv
Inhn L (;.uliK J tmes E Brenii in Clarence L jones Jerr\' L Cox f '..l I IT.l.j.
Vil'..ll..i r 1 .rlv ol James Walker V I,irk
il S Gaiiit i\ r aiii nrmm > naruin iveiii u o( IX 1 rucK Jdivage oc jaus 11 ii\ lie 1*1 v,()waro
t M. George cu ot Daroer niiiiMe* james M Kizer W . Crawford Davis Michael F Dawes
Koland E, & Michat-! E GiKnlwin ux u >»iinam nrosnan iii VU F LVii'lkin Ir /Rill L'rw'lliiTiw. r, KncKnan, jr./niii KriiKiiaii nen PJ. tsies jerry E. Dempsey
Mr & Mrs Jfffer\ T Haire Kenneth W Brown Robert H. Livingston Mr & Mrs. Howard Farmer Jr 1 \. uykes/r nleikley
Martm B , Jr , M Brian III & nicnaru c. ourviette James G. McCants, Jr. Manuel Fernandez Ford F, Faralx)w. jr.
Edmiirul F Hall Joe Biirnette McCarter Elec Co. Earle H Greene, Jr. Clyde Gardner
Patterson N H.ir\e\ Garland Farms, Inc,
R R Mf-k'innoi' Ir
i\. D. ivKMnnev, jr. Thomas M, Hilderbrand jimnu K Vferraiu
H.LNelden & CK^en, Mr & Mrs. Thomas S. C;istles Mr Mr. lolii. II Mi'MouK'Mr 0£ Mrs jonii ii Mci\eeiy Mrnilii M..F >rlil...i Mr>ii;,.iNeeiy Mcratuien noiiis Richard M, Gettvs, jr
Mountani \ iew Industries. Inc. Jerr\ 0, Chapman
F/l(I'ir 1 villi. .r IrLugar L. Miller, jr riowaro t, riorti James R Hanibright.'(> L Wood
E E Herlonn, Jr iv, nowdru VjIiccr Ron ()slx)riie Wearon H nckab\ Paul Meredith Harmon
Uuis W Hicks Wilson y.^. LHUUers ill Warren 11 Owen Allan Johnson Landriim Hiizel Mendersoii Jr
Jennmgv Walker Jim is Marilyn \ . Chlopek Elizabeth .\. Patterson jiin & Nane\' Kav Rnb Niift>^(inDill) lllKISull
Melvin L Kellv, Jr Christian Harward Furniture Co. james M Perrv n. Micnaei Kavior Heyward C. Hurt
W Bennett Kirkpatnck <; tni P riarl- Ar TKarlp*; F Miwirpjitm r. v-iaiK oc v^iiarie!) c ivuniit James J. Poupalos |aLK .J. NCIIV C. L, Liingslon
Woodrow W Littletield, jr Colonial Building Maintenance William ruweii. sr. Robert A, King Herbert Lindsay, jr
Timoth\ H Lonn John Herbert Conrad iNoei L rrice Mr & Mrs, Doug Kingsmore W (, Masters
Stephen S McC-rore\ Harold Deloach nugn u. rutnam. sr. raui r. Macuonaio
Mr A^ Mrc U F M.J^V,......!! UMr 0£ Mrs. n t. Mc^.onnell, jr
Claud H & Calvin B Momm Hr Xt Mrt S:,|i.,i.(.l T Unit.UT. ct Mrs. Samuel i i.vr.iKt Wm, Timothy Raines Warren C. Maxwell UT. noDcri \j. Mcuaniei
W illiam Ralph Oldham Brenda & Tom Dukes Richard & Tomniv Rwhe Kenneth M McAlhanv Robert L McLeod. jr.
Dr Flovd L Parrish John Duncan Charles David SanfonI Raymond I. McFadden, Jr. Kenneth L Moore
Mr & Mrs Harr\ B Partlow, Jr, F Rnliirr Fill..
I' IIIL nooeri LtKiev 111 Hr F^^>l^ C S;l„^.j|, IrUT. r reu jneaiv, jr. waiter MCkice William G. Moore
J M Peek Thoma.s J. Edmonds John W Sherard Jack Murphree J, G. Moxon
t; A Pelletier. jr
\ir Xr Mr. \l'illiini N FilmMr Of .virs William m ciam Mr At Mrt riijliii ir \r S.liirL.>v<Mr or Mrs. ueimar w . >nirK v MiHon L rail' James E Neuhaus
Thomai B IIIL EarlT B., jr.
VVillun, F Fl .ni IrWilliam r c.\ans, jr. Dr. Bruce Allen Simmons RitKi.rl R PniittnODeri n rruitt Don A Numniy
Pcttit James T Faris, Jr Donald F. Sink Roland Lee Bayburn Jerrv M Page
John F Pridniore Dannv Flo\'d L.ari ,smiin James Ed Roiiinson
Fr iiiL ( ' P.>fn'r rank v . . rcir\
Bruce A Pullen noix n A. i^ett\s. jr. Thomas E. Smith w ,\ snauuen. jr. wiiiiani L roineiiius
\\ illiam n Pursle\ , Jr C. Richie Gibson David W, Sprouse Deiiiu M short juiiii .viiiiiin ruisiier iv
jackson McC'arter Quinn Allen N Kee\es
Dr J E Ri'inhardt jr L»r joe D.
vjiKiirev Jonn A. lempleton Inhi, 1 T.tAAjiimi .'A liKKl Mr. fic Virs Kent Rigg
Ba.vter Simpson, Ir Farnum \1 Gra\ W T \itk |i)si'ph S Tvsoii L/a\ lo ,1 niiteiHian
Ben R Smith, jr
Ml- X- Mr,: R.iliort F Pri.t.nilMr a Mrs nooeri b i^ireene Mr. ct Mrs DOLi L weDi) josepn L waidrep 1 he Rust Engineering (.ompanv
G G Thomas, Sr ,/G G Thomas, Jr. & Mr 6c Mrs, William D Griffin West Iredell Constrs.. Inc. S!e\e a Kainv v^aidrup Dawn \' . & David A. Sapp
John L Neel\ oie%e oriuiui. jr. Dr. T G. Westmoreland Il . iviitiiaei iveiiii, .>il/
John N , Jr & J Norman W'anen Llovd G. Gurlev J, S. Whiteside & Co., Inc.
Hn 1^1 R At In 4nti WKi'lnli'l'L/av iQ D, Oi JO /\nn wneipie\ l-li^l<'ii A? RiJn V *»i, imneieii oc nen h snarp
York County Natl C;.is Aiith ^..naries n. riarper, jr. James N Williams, Jr. M Lamar Young John 1^ Sharpe
1 V'.-.. _™ I
James L loung. Jr James R. Hendricks, jr. uaviu N. w iiiis Mr. & Mrs. Ronald W. lioung Thomas E, Skornschek
E. Guy Hendrix Guv A Veargin nooeri j smiin
NORTH CAROLINA w. M. noDson OTHER Sam E. Smith/Richard Odnm
E B Ahrams H. L. Hoover james C, Attawav Walton G- Snow
George W Anderson, jr Samuel Reid Horton, Jr William D .\nderson |ohn D Barrentine David L. Sparks
Charlie L. Hunle\ Mr, & Mrs R»lifrl D BaKwill Denise A & David L Blaucli Barham F Thomson jr
Atlantic Chemic"dl Corporation Mr i< Mrs Terrv A Hunt Whit Blacknmn Col james E Blessing W E V'aughan
William E Bates Charles N James 1 C (D.<) Bradham kcniu'th L Brcwtnn jr Mr & Mrs James F WVstbrook
LET US TACKLE
your car parts problems.
We Can Help at





WE'RE IN THE YELLOW PAGES
INTERNATIONAL
CHAMPS
m construction related activities at home and abroad!
HARRISON
[ 1
SO^ Electricali Constructors SOI
fT Mechanical
U& Process
P.O. Box 1029/Greenville, S.C. 29602/(805) 288-7060
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we e r paws!
Tiger Paws on sweaters, shirts, jeans, towels, placemats, tablecloths, napkins' Just a few of the
ways we've thought of for you to show your stuff. We know you'll think of dozens of others Tiger









As an active supporter, you spend a lot of your
weekends at Clemson. Year after year renting
hard-to-find motel accommodations. Why not
enjoy the spirit of Clemson from your own home
at Keowee Key? Our Captain's Walk Villas,
Harbor Lights Townhouses and custom homes
are designed for comfort and convenience at
a realistic price. You'll find them located along
expansive fairways or nestled in secluded woods
in the heart of Keowee Key... a private
residential/recreational community just 14 miles
from Clemson on the shores of beautiful Lake
Keowee. You'll enjoy the 18-hole championship
golf course (home course of the Clemson Tigers
Golf Team], swimming pool, tennis courts, new
Country Club, marina, restaurant and lounge
before and after the games . . and all year round,
too! Make every Clemson home game a real
homecoming in your own home at Keowee Key.
Call or write today for more information about
Keowee Key 1 -803-944-1 333
Obtain the Property Report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything.
No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if any, of this property.
This is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation for an offer to purchase. Such offers can be made only at Keowee Key.
ee 6
custom carpet service, inc.
Creating rugs ofdisctinctionfor the Southectst.
Add a personal touch to your decor with a custom
designed area rug combining your choice of colors.
• Carpet & vinyl sales
& installation
• Binding & fringing
area rugs









I CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC. N
.
PD.SX^BFICE BOX 9404, CHARLESTON, S.C. 2941
CLEI
Builds
Build With A Winner!
Nationally ranked in the Inc. Private 100 in 1981
Design-Build FULL SERVICE CONTRACTOR Fast-Tracking
Industrial Commercial
Clients That Require Excellence Choose Parker
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READY- MIX SAND STONE TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL INDUSTRIAL
L. E. MILLER. JR.
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
2463 AIRPORT ROAD
NORTH CHARLESTON. S. C.







NEW HWY. 52. SOUTH
MONCKS CORNER. S. C.
Phone: 761 - 317 5
SIX-MILE ROAD
(Off U. S. 17 North)
MT PLEASANT. S C
Phone: 884 - 47 15
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introducing:
National Galvanizing is committed to serving the
industrial and commercial needs of the southeast by
providing quality protection of steel through hot-dip
galvanizing. That's it. Nothing fancy. No hidden costs
or clauses. We guarantee our customers quality work,
the highest performance and competitive costs. We
have no special gimmicks or secrets. There is effective
protection for steel. Tried. Proven. Economical. Long
lasting. And that's hot-dip galvanizing.
Now, about that slogan.






A DIVISION OF CHEMSIZE INC.
LOCATED ON HIGHWAY 276 WEST. TRAVELERS REST. S.C. 29690 • i803) 834-8021
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The Specialists
Specialty teams are as important
in the textile industry as they are
in football.
Kel Chemicals, Inc. is a top
ranking chemical "specialist" in
the textile industry. We produce
high quality specialty chemicals
to our customers' specifications.
And we are growing fast.
If you're a football coach, look for
an accurate placekicker. If you're
in the textile industry, look for —
92
EL CHEMICALS, INC.




On any weekday afternoon in
autumn, millions of uniformed
youngsters take to gridirons across
the nation, a fact that has produced
more than its share of controversy
and debate.
"There is no doubt that many
youngsters benefit from little
league sports," says Emily Wig-
gins, family life specialist with the
Clenison University Extension
Service. "Well-organized youth
programs can promote health and
enhance phvsicial and social
skills."
But when youngsters participate
at an extremely early age and are
subjected to constant pressure to
win, there's a very real chance for
both physical and psychological
injury, says Wiggins. Some South
Carolina high school football
coaches agree.
Doug Shaw, head coach at Myr-
tle Beach, says it's easy for young-
sters who start playing competi-
tively early to burn out by high
school.
Little league football begins with
age 6 at Myrtle Beach and Shaw's
son, Doug, Jr. started playing at
that age. Shaw thinks that's too
young.
"We didn t pressure him to play
and it would have been fine with me
if he had waited a few years, " says
Shaw. "I think youngsters who start
organized football at age 10 will
benefit just as much as those who
begin at 6.
Children have short attention
spans and it's hard for them to sus-
tain a football passion year iifter year.
Tve never had a player I coached
tell me he was bunied out on foot-
ball, but I ve seen it happen, Shaw
says.
Many child development au-
thorities are concerned about inju-
ries in youth sports. Youngsters can
break bones and strain muscles
that aren't fully developed, says
Wiggins. "And they may be reluc-
tant to tell anyone they re hurt be-
cause they don t want to be called
"chicken by fellow team members.
When players are matched by
size and wear properly-fitted pro-
tective gear, serious injuries should
be rare, says Marty Woolbright,
ilhr <i>n>i-r nf ahr |Ialmrttn
Award winning family life specialist Emily Wiggins
coach at Lower l^ichlaiid High
School. To make sure the e(}uip-
ment their children use fits cor-
rectly, some parents buy it them-
selves, he says.
A former little leaguer,
Woolbright feels a well-run youth
program can help youngsters learn
how to make contacts and get along
with people they meet in life. But
in a lot of cases, there s too much
attention to winning.
"When the coach emphasizes
sport as fun and lets everyone play,
everyone benefits, he says.
"When a frustrated jock constantly
preaches "win, win to a little
league team he's always yelling at
and running to death, you have a
situation that helps no one.
Daniel High School coach Dick
Singleton says the abuses in some
youth sport programs are not
typical.
'"I don't think you can really
teach football fundamentals to
Pee Wee leaguers, but youngsters
are going to do something in the
afternoon, and these programs pro-
vide healthy, supervised recrea-
tion, " says Singleton.
As he sees it, the success or
failure depends on the philosophy
of program leaders. The emphasis
should be on fun and the young-
sters should be allowed to take the
initiative.
"Some of the leagues are so
structured, the kids think they
can t play without fancy uniforms
and lined fields—sometimes they
don't know how to play just for
the pure love of playing a game,'
he says.
Wiggins advises parents to let
the youngster take the lead where
youth sports are concerned.
"When children show interest,
provide support. If they aren t in-






Buttery soft kidskin. handsomely
handsewn. real leather soles. All for
only $70. No kidding.
FREEMAN
Sponsors of Tiger Football
on the Clemson Radio Network.
For the name of the store nearest you
Call 1-800-356-6966.
®
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«r Tiger Band
CUTBA . . . Helping
Strike Up The Band
By Frank L. Johnson 66
When the hand marches on the
field today, it will he the higgest
aggregation e\er to pla\ in Death
\allev.
Ranging from outside trumpet and
clarinet sections of 40 each, plus 33
trombones, down to two baritone
saxes and one bass guitar, the Tiger
Band also boasts the biggest ever 23-
person percussion section, with per-
formers dressed in new black and
white uniforms.
Some 274 dedicated students
—
including twirlers, the flag corps, and
unseen supporters like e(juipment
handlers—ha\ e made the Tiger Band
a success. The tun and excitement ot
Tiger games at home and away are
due in no small part to these young-
sters who work hard for no scholar-
ships and—until recently—no credit
for time spent.
Bandsmen get good seats at home
games, and often less-than-great
seats while on the road; traveling by
bus, they use accommodations often
restricted by a limited budget. The
sporty uniforms you see, plus the
budget the\' need for travel, is now
provided by IPTAY; without its
generous support, only one road
football game last year would have
been glorified by Tiger music.
The band has plans for even better
things, with IPTAY support supple-
mented by the active help of ex-
bandsmen and other supporters
nationwide, through the work of a
five-year-old organization called the
Clemson University Tiger Band
Association—CUTBA. But it has
been a long, hard journey for the
band to achieve what it has today,
and it is not resting on its laurels.
This is the fourth uniform for the
band, which started with the cadet
uniform worn by all students and em-
bellished with a maroon sash for spe-
cial occasions. In 1957 a modified
military uniform was adopted; the
tall, black Busb\- hat was featured in
62 when the British (Guardsman uni-
form came into use. The present uni-
form came in 1978, with IPTAY
footing the bill.
A tight budget has been a way of
life with the band over three genera-
tions. In 1925 the group played a con-
cert in Walhalla plus an appearance
on campus, for 300 admission. The
fee was used to charter the $25 bus
for a trip to the Citadel game in
Charleston. The band has toured
nearby cities in the spring for over
sixty years, often staying in alumni
and other friends homes or at the
YMCA to beat the cost of housing.
In 1949 the Lions Club chartered
two railroad cars and sponsored the
band for a trip to New York Cit\'. The
band played in the Lions Club parade
down Fifth Avenue and also in the
lobby of its temporary home, the
Roosevelt Hotel—where one obser-
ver noted that, "It played Tiger Rag
on the average of once every seven-
teen minutes!
In April 1977, five ex-bandsmen
got together with Band Director
Bruce Cook to form an organiza-
tion to "provide good fellowship for
former and ciu-rent members of the
Tiger Band and its friends and sup-
porters, and to promote and support
music activities, and those of the
band at CJlemson. " From this humble
beginning, CUTBA was formed. The
"founding fathers" were Jeff Tisdale
'65 of Sumter; Larry Sloan '66 of
Greenville; myself; Tony Stapleton
76 of Toccoa, Ga.; and Keith Snel-
grove '77 of Pembroke Pines, Fla.
CUTBA's goals are the establish-
ment of full or partial scholarships
for band members, promoting the
recruiting of potential Tiger Band
members from local high schools,
and helping market a recording of
Tiger Band music—which will be-
come available in the near future.
The Clemson University Tiger
Band has come a long way—and with
CUTBA's help, has set its sights even
higher for the future. All former
bandsmen and other friends who
want to get on the "Bandwagon and
help the musical Tigers rise to even
greater heights are urged to write:
Tiger Band, Box 2308, University
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THE CLEMSON TIGER PAW FLAG
9 FLY IT WITH PRIDE
What a great year for the
Clemson Tigers! And what
better way to celebrate the
Tigers' successes than to
fly a 3' X 5' Clemson Tiger
Paw Flag!
Order your flag today! The
Clemson Tiger Paw Flag is
also a great gift for your
Tiger friends and business
acquaintances.
The flag is reinforced and
has strong metal grommets
for years of proven wear.
The Tiger Paw is screened
in white on a brilliant
Clemson orange field.
NEW!!
PLEASE SEND ME: CLEMSON Tiger Paw Flag(s)
1
1 I have enclosed my check* or money order for $30.00 (plus $1.05
1 1
postage and handling plus $1.20 S.C. sales tax) for each flag,








I Greenville, S. C. 29608
\
' TEL. (803) 242-5262
The Clemson Tiger Paw Boat
Flag is a great way to put some
"Paw Power" on your boat, car,
trailer or wherever you want to
show people that you support
the Tigers.
Designed with metal grommets,
the 12" X 18" boat flag is
perfect for aluminum light
staffs, trailer ladders or car
antennas.
Don't Paws! Order Today
To order your CLEMSON Tiger
Paw Boat Flag, send your checl<
or money order for $9.00
(plus $.39 postage and
handling plus $.36 S C. sales




Seniors in the Crowd
Brendon Crite
Brevard, NC
C'ritc, 21, has been
an all-purpose per-
former for four seasons
j^^^tm with the Clem son
^^^^^Sf Tigers. He has served
^> as a running hack and a
^^^^ wide receiser, as a
starter and a top reser\ e. He had his best
season in 1980 when lie started three
games at tailbaek and gained 220 yards
rushing and another 53 receiving. He
scored a key touchdown in the comeback
victory at Virginia that season. He might
be most famous, however, for a plav in
which he did not score or even carry the
ball. On Cliff Austin s touchdown rim in
the Orange Bowl last season, it was Crite
who threw the ke\ block at the goal line.
In 1982 Crite moved to wide receiver and
had one reception for 34 yards in the
Kentucky game. The industrial education
major runs the 40 in 4.49 seconds, the fifth
fastest on the team.
Bubba Diggs
Augusta, GA
Diggs, 22, is a rcd-
shirted tight end in his
fifth season at Clemson
and he is one of only a
liandful of Clemson
^^^^ ^9^^^ pla\ers to be affiliated^^^^ Jy^^M with three bowl teams,
two as a starter An outstanding blocker,
Diggs has been a key member of the Clem-
son offensive success in the last couple of
years and has started 14 contests overall. In
his career he has snared 14 passes for 161
yards, but has never caught a touchdown
pass. He had the best game of his career in
receptions against Virginia in 1981 when
he caught three passes for 30 yards. The
cousin of former Southern Cal wide re-
ceiver Shelton Diggs caught two passes for
29 yards in the Georgia game this season
when he served as the starter The recrea-
tion and park administration major was
born in Oahu, Hawaii.
t Randy LearnBelvidere, NJLearn, 22, is a vet-eran of the Clemson
special teams and de-
fensive secondary. He
will be one of 1 1 pla\ ers
^^^L A^^B on the Clemson team to
earn a fourth letter this
season and he has played in over 30 games
in his career. He has had two interceptions
in his career, one as a sophomore against
South C-arolina, and one against Duke this
season in the 49-14 \ictorv. He was ele-
vated to second-team status at mid-season
this year when injuries hurt the (Clemson
secondary and he has responded well ever
since. In high school. Learn was a running
back and he set the New Jersey single
game rushing record his senior year with
395 \ ards in 38 carries. The dean s list stu-
dent is majoring in industrial education.
Otis Lindsey
Chester, GA
Lindsey, 21, is one of
the major surprises of
the football season. A
v^Hgyuv reserve in 1981 who
^^^^^^^^^ made onK eight tackles
^^^^ ^I^I^B ''^^^^^ " Georgian has been in
the top fi\ e on the Clemson team in tackles
all season long. He took over the starting
linebacker slot in the Western Carolina
game and has not looked back. Twice this
season he has led the Tigers in tackles. It
has been quite a climb to stardom for
Lindsey, as the junior college transfer
suffered from a thyroid condition as a
youngster and had trouble breathing
during games. He could not hold his
weight either, but after an operation to
cure the problem he gained almost 50
poimds and is now a pro prosiiect. He
earned two letters as a junior college .All-
American at Lees McRae JUCO m 1979
and 1980, and joins Johnny Rcmbert as a
former JUCO All-American on the Clem-




Richardson, 22, is a
senior defensive end
who has had an injury-
plagued final season.
He was a key member
of the national cham-
pionship team as Andy
Hcaden s i)ackup at the bandit end as he
made 27 tackles for the season, including
seven against North (Carolina in Chapel
Hill. His brother Jon, played wide re-
ceiver against him in that game. He is cer-
tainly from a football family, as his father
Jerry, played football at Woftbrd and with
the Baltimore Colts of the NFL. This year
the former walk-on has gotten into four
games, but has seen limited action and has
made onK' six tackles because of the iTijur\'.
In high school he I'arned nine letters and
was the recipient of the Duncan Memorial
Football Award. He is majoring in adminis-
trative management.
Two Williams . . .
Continued from page 43
wanted to watch. The\ couldn t do
that now.
Nor can main opponent centers because
Devane is one of the most aggressive, yet
technicjue-sound players on the Clemson
team. In the first si.x games he had 22
tackles, including two for losses, both
big sacks in the win over Duke. Combined
with Perry's 24 tackles, the "Bruise
Brothers have 46 tackles and seven tackles
behind the line of scrimmage, figures that
would lead the team if totaled together as
an individual. To many reporters' surprise,
Devane and Perry are happy with this two-
party system.
"We like the situation as it is, " said
Devane, now a junior "We have some
good tackles coming back next year so we
expect to split time again and that is fine
with us. We will do whatever is best for the
team. We've got a good thing going.
"We saw how well it can work last year
against Nebraska when we went against
Dave Rimington. He is probably the best I
will ever face, ccrtainK in college, and he
deserved all the credit he got last year But
by the end of the game we kind of wore him
down. He was puffing on the oxygen (juite
a bit in the second half and he had a couple
of holding calls, a sign of getting tired."
Assistant head and defensive line coach
Tom Harper probably sums up the William
Perry-William Devane situation best.
"William Perry and William Devane are
among the best jikucrs at their position in
the nation. There's nothing bad you can say
about them. They arc hard workers whose
efforts can be seen by examining Clem-
son's record the past two years. And the
future . . . why, there's no telling what
they'll be capable of"
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THE BEST OF THE GREATS
OVER FOUR DECADES OF THE GREATEST RIVALRY
CAROLINA-CLEMSON FOOTBALL,
with Fond Recollections
Steve Fuller . . . George Rogers . . . Bennie Cunningham . . .
Lou Sossamon . . . Steve Wadiak . . . Charlie Timmons . . . Fred Cone
. . . Jeff Grantz . . . Bishop Strickland . . . King Dixon ... Bo Hagen
. . . Buddy Gore . . . Alex Hawkins . . . Billy Gambrell . . .
George Butler . . . Tommy Suggs . . . Randy Chastain . . .
Bobby Gage . . . Richey Bell . . . Joe Bostic . . . Stan Spears
. . . Charlie Waters . . . Kevin Long . . . Bobby Bryant . . . Jerry Butler
. . . Banks McFadden . . . Warren Muir . . . Warren Geise ... & Others
50 Minutes On VIDEOTAPE CASSETTES 50 Minutes
Order from: D. E. Sports Productions Inc.
7rClemson Univ. Athletic Dept.
P.O. Box 31
Clemson, SC 29633
Please send copy(ies) of the Great Football Rivalry «/ $54.50 each. Price includes sales
tax, postage and handling.















Although folk'gt' football pla\ers hiiw
diverse backgrounds, among their com-
mon bonds are a firm desire to gain an
education, an active athletic history and a
strong family influence, according to a
year-old survey conducted b\' the College
Football Association. The goal of the stud\'
was to gain a better understanding of cur-
rent athletes in order to dexelop more
realistic legislation for the future.
RoughK' halt of each C^FA-mcTuber
conference—Atlantic Coast, Big Eight,
Southeast, Southwest and Western
Athletic—and nine of 17 independents
participated in the survey, \ ielding 2116
responses from 33 of 61 member institu-
tions. Respondents represent a cross-
section of CFA members in terms of
geographic distribution and won-loss per-
centage for the 1975-1979 football seasons.
Seventy percent of the respondents were
white, 27 percent were black and 3 percent
were of other racial and ethnic origin.
Survey findings included:
• Sixty-one percent of the pla\ ers were
raised in conmumities of less than 100, ()()()
population.
• The greatest number of respondents
wanting to pursue a professional athletic
career were raised in farming communi-
ties, while those least inclined came from
suburban areas.
• Nearly 79 percent of the respondents
received full scholarships while 20 percent
received no aid at all.
• Fift\-tw() percent of those wanting
to pursue a professional football career
came from minimum wage and low-
income backgrounds.
• Over si.xty percent of the players play
football primarily for the enjoyment and
competitive challenge of the game.
While it is often percei\ ed that student-
athletes "use" college to train for a career
in professional sports, the study indicated
an o\erwhelming appreciation for educa-
tional opportunities. 0\er 1600, or 80.4
percent of the respondents, said that ob-
taining an education was their primary rea-
son for attending college, and a similar
number indicated that the\ would ha\e
gone to college even if they were not
playing football. Over 43 percent of the
players reported above-average results on
college entrance examinations and onl\ 10
percent reported below-average college
grade points.
One ofthe stud\ s findings indicated that
main members of winning football pro-
grams do not taki' their studii's for granted:
one-third of the pla\ ers on teams with a 75
percent or better winning percentage over
the past five seasons had above-average
grade points while only 8.2 percent were
below average.
Wliile 15.2 percent of the respondents
said their "primarv life goal was to be-
come a professional athlete, many respon-
dents indicated that they are utilizing tlu ir
football talents to obtain an education
beneficial to non-athletic pursuits. Nearly
750, or 25.4 percent of the respondents,
indicated their "primary life goal" was to
become involved in business adminis-
tration, and close to 400 others, or 18.5
percent, indicated a preference for a pro-
fessional career (non-athletic).
Parents were projected as the most in-
fluential persons in their sons lives, and
like the student-athlete, showed concern
for educational opportunities. Over half of
the respondents' fathers and 41 percent of
mothers attended college or attempted
graduate work.
Parents were shown to have influenced
not only their sons academic values, but
their athletic inclinations as well, accord-
ing to the survev.
Only 1 in 10 fathers were not involved
in athletics! Over two-thirds, or 1471
fathers, were involved in organized ath-
letic com])etition (62.6 percent of which
plaved footl)all) whili' 25 percent or 529 of
the remaining fathers, enjoyed recrea-
tional athletics either nominally or active-
1\. .Mothers weren't as athletically active as
fathers, but still made a strong showing
with over one-fourth involved competi-
tively and over 45 percent recreationally
in\()l\ ed.
Fathers were generalK the most in-
fluential persons in sparkiTig their sons ini-
tial interest in sports and were generally
the most responsible for stimulating parti-
cipation at an organized level, according to
the survey.
Players indicated that fatherly iTifluence
increased v\ ith afflui'ncy of socio-economic
backgrounds, w bile mothers were the most
influential anu)ng those from lower-
income environments. As evidence of this,
fathers became more involved with their
sons choice of college as socio-economic
status increased, while the mothers' in-
fluence was more prevalent among those
holding lower-income status, according to
the stud\.
The survey indicated that players con-
tinue to enjoy football as collegians after
many years of athletic involvemiMit.
Seventy percent became involved in or-
ganized programs between 8 and 13.
Nearly 50 percent, or 1058 of 2116
players, were two-sport athletes in high
school and 20.3 percent particijiated iTi
three sports.
Many respondents UTidoubtedly partici-
pate in several recreational sports while at
college, but 96 percent of the respondents
play only football at the varsity level. And
while specialization at the varsity level is
limited, enjoyment is not. Over 60 percent
said they played football primarilv for its
fun and competitive challenge. Ironically,
of respontlents whose teains hav e won less
than 40 percent of their games during the
1975-1979 seasons, 83 percent said they
plav ed for the enjoyment of the game!
While two-thirds, or 1910 players, pre-
ferred a national championship playoff,
roughly the same number said they would
rather play in a traditional bowl game than
become involved in a series to determine
the national champion.
As evidenced by the study, there really
is no "t\ pical college football i)lav er. Foot-
ball players come from i)ackgr()unds as






THROUGHOl'T THE YEAR WE RECEIVE
M'MEROl'S REQUESTS AND LETTERS OF
PRAISE FROM YOV. IT IS ALWAYS GREAT
TO HEAR FROM Ol'R NUMBER ONE SI P-
PORTERS SO KEEP THE LETTERS COMING,
WE APPRECIATE IT.
EDITOR: KIM KELLY,
CLEMSON SPORTS INFO. DEPT.
LONG ON MEMORY, SHORT ON CASH
Dear Clemson,
How are ya? fine I hope. I still remember
your last year's record 11 win loses. Your my
favorite team. Please send me a poster, a
bumper sticker and maybe a pen. Please don't
make me pay any money . . . please. PS.





Last Sunday afternoon we were at our farm
in Flat Creek, SC, just outside of Lancaster. To
our surprise we found a helium filled Clemson
Balloon. What a surprise!
Our whole family is Clemson Tiger fans, so
we only thought it would be appropriate to
write and tell \ou of our disco\ erv. Bv the wav,
the balloon had: The Orange Express and a
white tiger paw on it. Go Tigers!!
Sincerely,
Julian E. Walters & family
Lancaster, S(>
FAN TASTIC REDECORATING
Dear Sports Inf Director,
Hi, my name is Kevin Haney. I am 1.3 years
old and I'm a big fan of yours. My room is
covered with Clemson things except for two
walls. I would like you to send me a program
from every game if you can. A bunch of
bumper stickers. And a picture of the whole
team and on the back their autographs if you
will. Just anything thats Clemson. Please send
it if you can. Write back or send something






Just thought I'd write and tell you that even
though von may not know it there are quite a
few displaced Clemson fans here in Hawaii.
Although our Clemson Tigers have met some
difliculty early in this 1982 football season we
are certain that Cleinson will once agani enjoy
a successful season.
I feel that it is important for you to know that
eight thousand miles from beautiful South
Carolina there are people who love Clemson
football, who have been Clemson fans for years
and will continue to support Clemson for many
years to come.
I realize that our presence can't be felt but
our spirit is with you and the Clemson Tigers.
We in the submarine service understand the
meaning of spirit, teamwork and a sense of
espirit de corps. The Clemson Tigers exem-
plif> all the uniqueness of teamwork. The
Clemson Tigers should feel a sense of pride
and accomplishment that is unequalled in
sports today.
So few understand the accomplishments
that Clemson has realized! We are so very
proud of our Clemson Tigers.
Cod bless all of you throughout this 1982
football season and we in Hawaii wish you all
good luck!
With much respect,




est By Dr. H. Vigodsky
1. He accounted for 174 yards of total offense
to lead Clemson to a 24-0 win over IINC in
the 1960 Homecoming game:
(A) Harvi-y White (C) Lowndes Shingler
(B) Jim Parker (D) Johnnie Mac Goff
2. This sophomore fullback scored two
touchdowns in his first varsity game to
lead the Tigers to a 17-6 win over UNC in
1962:
(A) Charhe Dumas (C) Pat Craiii
(B) Jimmy Howard (D) GeorKf Sutton
3. His fourth quarter TD and pass for the 2-
point conversion gave Clemson an 11-7
upset win over UNC in the 1963 game:
(A) Thomas Ray (C) Jim Parker
(B) Jimmy Bell (D) Lowndes Shingler
4. He tied an ACC record by catching II
passes in the narrow 17-13 loss to the Tar
Heels in the 1965 game at Chapel Hill:
(A) Charhe Waters (C) FrwUK Ki-llc\
(B) Phil Rogers (D) Wayni' Bell
5. He set 4 ACC records for passing and total
offense in that same 196.5 game at UNC:
(A) Jimmy Addison (C) JuMm\ Bell
(B) Joe Anderson (D) Thomas Ray
6. He rushed for 131 yards to out-rush the
entire UNC team in the Tigers' 17-0 vic-
tory in 1967:
(A) Bu(ld> C;ore (C) Rav Y'auger
(B) Jackv Jackson (D) Hngh Manldin
7. He ran for 1(K) yards and one TD and
passed for 212 yards and another TD to
lead Clemson over UNC 37-29 in 1973:
(A) Mark Fellers (C) Tommy Kendrick
(B) Mike O'Cain (D) Ken Pengitore
8. He ran 19 times for 170 yards and three
TD's and threw a 60-yard TD pass to Joey
Walters as the Tigers destroyed Sun Bowl-
bound UNC .54-.32 in the 1974 game in
Death Valley:
(Al Toni Mathews (C) Leon Hope
(B) Ken Callicutt (D) Smiley Sanders
9. He accounted for 290 yards of total offense
and was responsible for three TD s as the
Tigers came from behind to defeat UNC
38-35 m 1975 at Chapel Hill:
(A) .Mark Fellers (C) Mike O Cain
(B) Willie Jordan (D) Steve Fuller
10. He scored on a 2-yard run with 2:.52 left to
give Clemson a 26-21 comeback win over
UNC and Coach Frank Howard his I(K)th
victory in the 1958 game:
(A) Bill Mathis (C) Harve> White
(B) Mike Dukes (D) George Usry
11. He ran for 201 yards to lead the Tigers to a
24-14 victorv over UNC in 1968 in the
Valley:
(A) Bnddv Core (C) Rav Yaiiger
(B) Rick Medlin (D) Bo Rnflner
12. He recovered two fumbles and made a
goal line interception with time running
out to preserve Clemson's 38-35 win over
UNC in 1975:
(A) Dennis Smith (C) Mark Lee
(B) Peanut Martin (D) Billy Wingo
13. His one-yard touchdown run gave Clem-
son a come-from-behind 13-9 win over
UNC in the 1978 thriller in Death Valley:
(A) Steve Fuller (C) Tracy Perry
(B) Marvin Sims (D) Lester Brovvii
14. The last time Clemson and UNC did not
play each other was:
( A) '19.5.3 (C) 1960
(B) 19.56 (D) 1962
15. The only time Clemson opened its season
against UNC was in:
(A) 1972 (C) 1959
(B) 1966 (D) 19.55
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ADDITIONAL $2,000 IPTAY DONORS
A. D. Amick Memorial Walnut Grove Auction Sales, Inc. Bob Baker








We'd like to solute the entire
sports progrom of Clemson.
And oil the othletes ond cooches
who ore port of it.
We're proud to be Tiger support-
ers, and proud to be port of the
Clemson community.
Visit Wendy's in Clemson on U.S.
120 West, ond other Wendy's res-
taurants in these cities:
Anderson Hendersonville, N.C.






Our list of clients says a lot
about the way we do business . .
.
Union Carbide Corporation • R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company • Wade Hampton Shopping Center
Jeffrey Manufacturing • International Business Machines Corporation • General Tire & Rubber Company
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company • J. P. Stevens & Company, Inc. • Zimmer AG • Pharmaseal
M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. • Parsons & Whittemore, Inc. • Ethyl Corporation • Ingersoll-Rand Company
Dunlop Tire and Rubber Corporation • Amoco Chemical Corporation • Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Indian Head, Inc. • Andrews Wire Corporation • Abney Mills • Greenville Technical Education Center
Steel Heddle Manufacturing Company • Orders Tile & Distributing Company, Inc. • Corps of Engineers
Laurens Glass, Inc. • The B.F. Goodrich Company • American Air Filter Company, Inc. • Hercules, Inc.
Stonecutter Mills Corporation ^ Tennessee Eastman Company
Aluminum Company of America Stearns & Foster Company
North Carolina State University ^^^"^^^^^n"™""™! Champlin Petroleum Company
Stauffer Chemical Company I I Carolina Eastman Company
Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. ^^^^^F* ^™ Byrd Furniture Company, Inc.
Celanese Fibers Corporation >Bk, Collins & Aikman Corporation
Sears, Roebuck & Company Mobil Chemical Company
McLean Trucking Company | W Stouffer Foods Corporation
Western Electric Company ^^t^^^^ General Electric Company
King Finishing Company Emerson Electric Company
Tanner of North Carolina The Liberty Corporation
Foote Mineral Company "^^^ET #\ E3 Harmony Grove Mills, Inc.
American Enka Company ^^r^M 1 I ^ Carolina Carton Company
Parke, Davis & Company Construction Company, Inc. coyne Cylinder Company
Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
''TAi/=i D D I H P R VW^i*'" ^'y^oo*^ Company
Florida Steel Corporation
' '^^ r-n-l-U-tz DUIIUer
J. M. Huber Corporation
Textile Hall Corporation p o box esoe 2323 South voss Rd. Cousins Properties, Inc.
J. E. Sirrine Company Greenville, sc 296O6 Houston, Texas 77057 The Roberts Company
Russell Stover Candies ^'^^^
^'^'^'^^ ^''^^ Mount Vernon Mills, Inc.
Cannon Mills Company Self Memorial Hospital
Geer Drug Company • Fairhaven Mills, Inc. • Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. • Carolina Rubber Hose Company
Milliken & Company • Clemson University • Brookline Carpets, Inc. • James Hunter Machine Company
Reeves Brothers, Inc. • The Kendall Company • Duke Power Company • Allied Chemical Corporation
Texfi Industries, Inc. • Henderson Advertising Agency, Inc. • Greenwood Mills • Sangamo Weston, Inc.
Lockwood Greene Engineers, Inc. • Eaton Corporation • Southern Bell Telephones Telegraph Company
Carolina Power and Light Company • Crompton & Knowles Corporation • Jacobs Manufacturing Company
Timken Company • Georgetown Ferreduction Corporation • Dan River, Inc. • Olin Corporation
CaineCompany • McAlisterSquare Shopping Center • Texprint, Inc. • Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Federal Paper Board Company, Inc. • South Carolina Public Service Authority • Style-Crafters, Inc.
First Federal Savings & Loan Association • Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company • Charles S. Tanner
Georgetown Steel Corporation • Alumax,lnc. • GAF Corporation • KerrGlass Manufacturing Company
Columbia Nitrogen Corporation & Nipro, Inc. • FMC Corporation • Kendall Company • Clinton Mills
